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ernateurwirdes.

Make certain of improved

selectivity, better

quality and more volume by equipping your
.sel with the amazing Mazda valves. And hear

these improvements through an R.K. moving
coil loud -speaker if you would know listening
that is

a

sheer delight.

You can get the same beauty of reproduction

from your gramophone records too, by play-

ing them with a U.N. Pick-up.

good Radio Dealers
ill
sell Mazda Valves and ....

Ediswan Radio Products

THE

BRITISH

VALVES

EDISWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

RADIO DIVISION:

155 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W C 2
w.162.
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Bug illiREE STAR "K"
chassis -ii
and build a real set

Price of metal chas;is
including .
I
valve
holders

I IPI "

H.T. supply for this set is a Junit Mains Unit tested
and recommended by the technical staff of "Amateur
Wireless " Type 120 T.C.

JUNIT MAINS UNITS
Model

I20 18 H.T. Unit
120 18 T.C. H.T. Unit
and Trickle Charger
120 H.T. Unit
1 20 T.C. H.T. Unit
and Trickle Charger

Smoothed Output
120 v. 18 m A
...
...
120 v. 18 m A L.T. Charger
for 2, 4 or 6 v. accumulators
120 v. 20 m A
...
...
120 v. 20 m 'A L.T. Charger
for 2, 4 or '6 v. accumulators

150 v. 25 m 'A 4 -volt A.C.
centre -tapped winding for
4 -volt tapping for
indirectly heated valves ...
A.C. valves
Dimensions of all Units 9 by 5 by 3,'T in.

Price

£3

7

6

£4 12 6
£4 7 6
£5 17

6

0

0

1504 H.T. Unit with

£5

:

All Units have one variable tapping, one fixed tapping, and one S.G. Tapping.
All Units covered by guarantee.

Designed to suit Radio for the Million V3 Kit and the Cossor Melody Maker,

Your local dealer can supply you with a full range of Junit components.

JILN

MASTER OF THE MAINS
2 RAVENSCOURT SQUARE, LONDON, W.6. Telephone: Riverside 0274

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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FILTERS-

-BAND and the LEVCOS
for
each,
specified
916
are
LEViCOS
EtXI
4"
price 916 each,
STABT.B.V.IC)
-Price
issue.
"-FOU
2,
(Ref.

l`qo.
No . I
COIL,
A.T.G.iC

the
described

in

this

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR. BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED. CHURCH ROAD. LEYTON, LONDON.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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emattur WireLe..5

CONNECT UP WITH
WIRES
Reqd.

===
lig
===
===
EEE

GLAZITE COLOURED

LEWCOS SCREENED

CONNECTING WIRE

CONNECTING WIRE

18 S.W.G. 6d. per 10 ft. coil
20 S.W.G. 4d.

I Od. per 10 ft. coil.

Single,

Flat twin,

1/8

LEWCOFLEX on Cardboard drums, 100 yards
lengths, ranging in price
LEWCOS FLEXIBLE CORD

for all radio purposes, provided with loop connections,
nickel -plated terminals, etc.,
ranging in price from
1

to 4/- according to type.

from 8,6 to 26/- per
100 yards, size

1 4/3 6

I'- to 33,'- per 100
yards, size 23:36.

HEAD PHONE CORDS
ranging in price from 1:6
to 2, 6 according to type.

*00
LP.

0085

HOLLOW
STRANDED COPPER
BRAID, approximate
LEWCOS

bore

LITZ WIRE, ranging

in price from 5/- to
16/6 per 10 ft. coil

.135" I/ -per 10 ft. coil.

.070" 9d.

according to size and
covering.

-

Ask your Radio Dealer for them'
by NameLEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED. CHURCH ROAD. LEYTON, LONDON.C...K1

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."
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emateur Wireh.!,

FOR
CONSTRUCTORS
AN D

ENTHUSIASTS
What better gifts than the
LOTUS Components specified for the " Four Star

4"?

The three -gang

condenser with disc drive
at

35/-,

the LOTUS Re-

action Condenser at 4/-, the
LOTUS Jack Switch, Type
JS/9 also 4/-, and the famous

LOTUS

Transformer,

Type AT/I, costing but 5/6.
Post the coupon to -day for
your copy of
the free LOTUS

Component

Catalogue.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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01"atur WtretT

FOR

THE FAMILY
The Set
That needs no
Expert Touch
Anyone can tune the LOTUS
Table Console. One knob
brings in all the worth-

while broadcasts of Europe
with a power and purity
of reproduction that is simply amazing, even
for a Moving Coil Speaker. The illuminated dial
is marked in actual wavelengths, and provision is
made for a gramophone pick-up.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate this wonderful

THE LOTUS
3 -VALVE

ALL- MAINS
TABLE
CONSOLE

Moving Coil
Speaker

Christmas Gift for the family.

£15 IS 0

Battery Model with Balanced Armature
Speaker £9 9 0.
Or 17/9 DOWN.

or 27 9 down
POST THIS COUPON NOW
LOTUS RADIO LTD.,
MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL

Please send me free copies of the LOTUS
Component

Catalogue

and

Table

Console

Leaflets.

"THE IDEAL GIFTS"
LOTUS RADIO LIMITED
MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL

NAME
ADDRESS

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

A.W. 5/12
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A FEW FACTS
ABOUT

TRUE AND EFFICIENT

RECTIFIERS
are the most efficient rectifiers known
r a d i o receiving sets-there are

aWESTINGHOUSEn
METAL RECTIFIERS

for

a

require LESS COSTLY TRANSFORMERS for

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS

0

(0] WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS
WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS

NO FILAMENT LOSSES.

receivers than other rectifiers.
require SIMPLER CIRCUITS than any other

rectifier.
give LONG TROUBLE -FREE RECEPTION,
and radio receivers ARE MORE EFFICIENT

for their use.

BUY RADIO SETS AND MAINS
UNITS WHICH INCORPORATE
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO. LTD.,
82, YORK RD., KING'S CROSS, LONDON, Ni. 'Phone : North 24IS

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."
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THREE siwTHREE
a/ d Ihe

FOUR olt FOUR
Indisputably the best low-priced transformer
for every suitable circuit, " DUX " is specified
with persistent regularity by the designers of
popular circuits published by the Radio Press.
Its selection for the " Three Star 3," and now

for the " Four Star 4," the latest and best of
the super circuits designed by " Amateur
Wireless," is significant of its absolute dependability and efficiency-qualities to be found only

"11(7x"
The Leader

in a transformer that was built first and foremost to satisfy and not merely to sell because
it is low priced.

Credited by the reputable Technical Press with a
performance equal to transformers at many times
the price, " DUX " has the remarkable primary

QUAD-ASTATIC

CHOKE

inductance of

30 HENRIES

Moreover, full technical details are published and
given with " DUX " as with the highest priced components. They prove before you buy, that performance will be right

Ratio 1-3f (standar& or 1-41 ,auto -connection) \\re 4 -ht 111
oz. Siz 31 x2 x21 in. high. List No. DS

Specified for

Four
STAR 4
Designed to be suitable for

all circuits in which H.F.
chokes are employed and
in particular for use as a
parallel -feed choke. Main-

Ask your dealer or write to us for the "DUX"
leaflet giving full technical data and diagrams.

tains high impedance and
negligible
voltage.

Ask also for our 1931,2 catalogue.

loss

of H.F.

The Quad-Astatic Choke
functions efficiently over the

entire broadcasting wavelengths. It is entirely free
from resonant losses and

blind spots-and further,
the method of astatic
winding renders it free
from H.F. interference with
adjacent components.
Last No. .FY2.

3/6

Ask for Quad -Asiatic leaflet

The Advt. of
Radio Instruinents Ltd.,

Phone

Croydon, Surrey.
Thornton Heath 3411

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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Use the
condensers
with a
world-wide

reputation

AMPLION

MOVING COILS
THE

famous Amplon

M.C.6 Unit is acknowledged as representing

the best value and the

greatest efficiency amongst

permanent magnet
moving coil speakers. Its
reproduction and sensitivity are really remarkable,
small

and it will handle without

distortion

adequate

volume for all normal requirements. It requires no
external excitation and the
universal tra nsformer which
is fitted enables the

speaker to be correctly

matched to either Power,
Super Power or Pentode

output from standard
British 2, 3 or 4 valve

M.C. 6 UNIT
COMPLETE WITH

TRANSFORMER

receivers.

676

M.C.9 UNIT
is also a permanent
magnet type, but is much
larger and more powerful
This

than the M.C.6.

Unit only £6 -

CABINET

0 -0

Or on deferred terms,
matching transformer

MODELS

15'. extra.

THE M.C.6 Unit is also available

in

handsome cabinets of very modern and
striking design. Transformer is also fitted
in Cabinet Models.

M.C.6 Oak - t5 -10 -0
M.C.6 Walnut t5 -19 - 6
Both Cabinet Models are available upon
deferred terms.

-9-0
M.C.9 Oak M.C.9 Walnut CO -10-0

PRICES
TYPE 665
.0001, .0002, .0003 mfd.
6d. each.
.0005. mfd., 9d. each.

TYPE 670
.0001, .0002, .0003 mfd.
1/- each.

.0005, .001, .002, mfd.
1/3 each.

005 and .006 mfd.

1/6 each.

TYPES 610 and 620
Prices from 1/8 to 3/- each

Dubilier condensers are famous the
world over for their infallible accuracy and uniformity. Therefore, when
you buy condensers, always demand
Dubilier, the condenser in which
you can place absolute reliance.
They are made in England by British

workpeople by a British company.
This latest range of moulded -in
mica types fulfils the long -felt
need for the best possible condensers at an extremely low cost,
built as only Dubilier can build
them.

All radio dealers stock them.

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD.

All M.C.9 models are available on de (erred terms. Both the Cabinet Models
are fitted with matching transformers.

D.C. ENERGISED MODEL
AMOST efficient unit for D.C. Voltages

100/110, 200/240, very suitable for A.C.
Full details of alternativ - methods cf
operation supplied with each model.
sets.

UNIT ONLY

UNIT WITH
matching transformer - -

29,6

yr

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of
these AMPLION MOVING COILS or
send for booklet W.L.60 which contains
full details, to :GRAHAM AMPLION LTD., 26, Savile Row, W.1.

DUCON WORKS.VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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BUILD

Buy it from the
PIONEERS IN

A

KITS OF PARTS
-established 12 years

S

AND 7 MONTHL Y
PAYMENTS OF. ..

c16

a

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
KIT "A" 3916
CASH or C.O.D.

Exactly as supplied by Telsen, with baseboard,
metal panel, flex, and terminal connections, in
sealed carton, as advertised.

or 8 monthly rayments of 5/6.

os SEE PAGES

1221 and 1163

KIT "B"

CASH
PRICE

CASH or C.O.D.
As Kit "A" with Valves as specified (Mazda 1-11.,2,

Mazda L2, Mazda P220A), less Cabinet.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
PETO-SCOTT VICTOR 3
CABINETS
CONSOLETTE CABINET `13'

In Hand - french - polished
Oak with accommodation
for Telsen Speaker and nil
Chassis, as illustrated 21/"

or 12 monthly payments of 6'5

MAZDA VALVES
Type H.L2. (Detector Stage).
Type L.2 (First L.F. Stage,.

Type 220A (Super Power Output.

EXIDE

£1.10.6

KIT "C"

8216
CASH or C.O.D.

As Kit "B," with Valves as specified and Cabinet "A."

or 12 monthly paymente of 7/7

BATTERIES

Exide C.Z3, 2-v. 30 (Actual) L.T

TABLE CABINET 'A'

As illustrated, in
Oak

12/6

Accumulator.
11/Drydex (Orange Triangle) H.T.
Battery, 120-v. Triple
£1 .4.0
Capacity.
Drydex (Green Triangle) G.B.
Battery, 10-v.

2/6

You are safe in dealing with Pete -Scott, the oldest established
Mail Order House in the country specialising in Radio.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW.

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Please send me C.O.D., CASIVII.P.

TELSEN VICTOR 3
KIT " A "
KIT " B "

KIT " C"
f or which I enclose

Cash/H.P. Deposit £

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. Head Office : 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. Clerhenwell 9406.
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. Chancery 8266. MANCHESTER : 33 WHITELOW
ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. Phone: Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028.
7 ALBANY ROAD.

s.

NAME_

NEWCASTLE, STAFFS:

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

A.W. 5/12/-31
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A Celestion
Cabinet
Speaker
Incorporating the famous
Reinforced Diaphragm

for

down
SIMPLIFIED SET BUILDING

and 4 monthly
payments of9/-

AT A LOWER COST
in the New

If you
pay

A.W."

"Four Star 4"
with the use of the

cash it

CONDENSER

BAN K 9/6

costs

only

PRICE

38,6

The Forum Bank Condenser

is fitted with
coloured leads of the correct length for immediate
wiring up. Only one mounting and a saving of

Think of it.

Celestion, unparalleled amongst loudspeakers, at the remarkably low price of 38/6. Known
as the J.I 2, this outstanding model incorporates the
famous exclusive Celestion feature known as the
reinforced diaphragm, which gives perfect rigidity
with extreme lightness. The J.12 is housed in a
highly polished and artistic oak cabinet, fully in
keeping with Celestion's high quality of craftsmanship.
For those who do not wish

to pay cash there is an

cELESTION
T5beTery Soul of Nusic
LOUD -SPEAKERS

easy payment scheme, by

which the. J.12 may be
obtained for 81- down and

4 monthly payments of
91-. Fill in the coupon
below and in return all
particulars will be sent to
you.

POST COUPON TO -DAY
Post to: Celestion Ltd., Dept. A.W., London Road,
Please send me your J. 12 literature.
Kingston -on -Thames.
NAME
ADDRESS

Here insert name of dealer

space are two other features of this latest Formo
achievement.
The Condenser illustrated above embodies the

Formo " Vacuum Process" condensers as specified

in the "A.W." circuit and is specially designed
for this super -efficient set.

Formo Mains Condensers have set a new standard

of high working and test voltages with a high
insulation resistance that ensures long life and
great reliability.

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
IN THIS ISSUE
SHORT-WAVE PLUG-IN UNIT
Reaction Condenser

Price -

- /9

Knob 6d. extra

/

GRAMO-PLAYER
Mains Condenser
2 mfd.
Price

ALWAYS USE FORMO COMPONENTS
FOR EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY
COMPLETE CATALOGUE FROM:-

ARTHUR PREEN & CO. LTD .5
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, LONDON, W.1
Works Address:

Crown Works, Southampton

You will Helr Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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BETTER AND

CHEAPER RADIO,,
FOR YEARS TO COME"

Here's the gift that every battery -set
owner longs to have. Absolute reliability,
increased power and economy, and bat-

tery troubles banished for ever, are the
blessings of Power from the Mains.
Give your friends and your own family

an "ATLAS " All -British Mains Unit
this Christmas. Nothing could be easier
to install, nothing simpler or more reliable
in operation.

There ate " ATLAS "
Units for every requireD.C. Models
ment.
frOm
A.C. Models
from 52/6.. Send coupon

for your free copy of
" Power

from

the

Mains,". giving many
valuable hints on converting battery sets to
Mains Operation.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and be
sure to insist on "ATLAS," the winners
of the Wireless World Olympia Ballot in
193o and 1931.

Follow the experts' lead to " Better and
Cheaper Radio " and look for the name
"ATLAS " on the panel.

Eici.Ammmge3

ALL BRITISH
MAINS UNITS
1-1. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR), LTD.

Old Trafford, Manchester.
'Phone :
Trafford Park
1744-5-6.

Southern Offices: Bush
House, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar
7130

FREE I

BOOKLET I
H. CLARKE & CO.

(MICR), LTD., Old

Trafford, Manchester.
Please send me free copy of
"Power from the Mains."

AND BALANCE

IN EASY

MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

NANIE
ADDRESS

-r am ma .... CP VW CP 00 Pm

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

maitur WiretT
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COMPLETE WITH

EVERYTHING
READY TO PLAY

BRITAIN'S
SUPER -TWO
STAGGERING OFFER BY BRITISH
RADIO MANUFACTURERS
roo,000 Radio Sets Complete to be sold at 84/- each.

This world-famous Super -Two Set is the most

compact and trouble -free radio set ever invented. (Yet
you can have it playing in your home for to/- down !)

There are no gadgets or fancy bits to worry you.

Simplicity and perfect year -after -year performances
are the keynotes of this wonder set. In three years

time it will still be a modern up-to-date set.
A child can fix it up and work it easily.

The Super -Two is the Morris of the wireless
world-efficient-utterly dependable-and inexpensive. Playing for you like clockwork when more
elaborate and fancy -priced sets are " not working."
How different to sit by the fireside on winter nights

-calling music to you from anywhere at a turn
of a dial !

Clear, pure -toned music of gramophone

volume-you can tone it down quiet if baby's
sleeping.

" National? " Plug in there. You've got National by itself-no " back -stage " noises of
any kind.
Maybe there is a special programme of Spanish music. Turn the dials according to
the simple -to -follow instructions-and there is the blood -stirring Spanish music.
Dance music from Paris-even on a Sunday
evening? There you are-clear as a bellTRADE INQUIRIES INVITED
all other stations cut out automatically whilst
you listep to the one you want.
Even with an indoor aerial you can listen to
British stations, in full volume, and with an

outdoor aerial, foreign stations roll in clear

and pure.
The Super -Two has been specially tested in

148 centres in every corner of the British
Isles, so no matter where you live your -Super

Two will give you perfectly satisfactory

reception.
Yet this Super -Two set is yours for 10s. down,

Then only 9 more monthly
absolutely complete.
payments of 9s. Sd. Everything self-contained in
handsome Jacobean Oak Cabinet, 161" high.
Post special" Amateur Wireless " Order
11...Fil... OOOOOOOOO
Form below for return post delivery.
.... .....
Post to HUSTLER, SIMPSON & WEBB, LTD., 317 HOE ST.,
Guaranteed to arrive in perfect conALTHAM
, E.17.

" What station shall we have ? "
" Regional? " Push that plug in. You've got
Regional, perfectly clear.

--ORDER FORM

Dear Sirs,
Please send me by return, carriage paid, with full instructions: -

(1) One H.S.W. 1932 Super -Two Set, complete with valves,
batteries, and loud -speaker, in oak cabinet, at £4 4s.
(2) I enclose 10s. deposit for an H.S.W. 1932 Super -Two Set
complete with valves, batteries, and loud -speaker, in oak
cabinet, on hire purchase terms, as advertised. I agree
to pay 9 further monthly instalments of 9s. 5d.

(Cross out paragraph (1) or (2) not required.) I order only on
the condition that my Super -Two Set will be delivered in perfect
working order and exactly as advertised.

If you desire further information before buying, cross out

(1) and (2) and just fill in your name and address.

dition and to fulfil every claim made
by the manufacturers and thousands of present
owners.

HOW THIS PRICE BECAME POSSIBLE
By eliminating all the frills and troublesome
gadgets of the ordinary wireless set and concentrating upon utter simplicity and effective-

ness, we have by modern British mass -production methods, achieved what the wireless

trade had thought impossible-WE HAVE

I enclose

PRODUCED A ro-GUINEA SET TO

Name

SELL AT 84/-. But this was only made
possible by making roo,000 sets at a time

Address

A.W. 5/12/31

eIR W.T.1.
woo

soommanom,wmarnaasenionamumnotim mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm uminommej

instead of r,000, by cutting out intermediate

profits, by cutting our costs to the bone.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

10 BIG POINTS
(1) The "1932 SUPER -TWO" 100 toll super capacity high-tension and
bitten,. (2) The "1932
SUPER -TWO" 2 -volt low tension
grid -bias

accumulator. (3) The "1932 S U PER TWO" detector valve. (4) The "1932
SUPER -TWO" amplifying valve.

(5) The "1932 SUPER -TWO" four pole balanced armature loud -speaker
unit.
(6) Special large "1932
SUPER -TWO" cone gives natural
reproduction of low and high notes.
(7) Outline of clamp holding batteries
in position-accumulator cannot spill.

(8) Terminals for aerial and earththe

only

outside wires.

(9) Back

clew of the " 1932 SUPER -TWO."
(10) Fine metal gilt game prevents vi-

bration and nasal tone -giving loudspeaker reproduction bark and front.

DECEMBER 5, 1931
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THIS
LABEL

IT IS YOUR GUARANTEE THAT THE

CAPACITY OF C A V

RADIO

ACCUMULATORS HAS BERN CERTIFIED

BY THE PORTABLE ACCUMULATOR

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Electric mains are not
essential for really good
Radio reception. C.A.V. High

Tension Accumulators will

give you results that are
quite unrivalled.

There is no longer need for

the constant scrapping of
Dry Batteries. C. A .V. High
Tension Accumulators only
need a recharge about three

times a year and have a

very long life.

We have a useful and interesting booklet
on battery maintenance and charging.
A

post card will bring you a copy.

TYPE

10 -VOLT UNIT
103G 5,000 Milliamp Hrs. 6/6
60 -VOLT GROUP

IN WOOD CRATE

C. A. Vandervell Ltd.
WELL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw ii in " A.W."
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MORE
1101,11NE
from any set
WITHOUT ANY

INCREASE IN
H.T. CURRENT
CONSUMPTION

If you would like your
radio louder-if you

would like to get the

Continental stations at

fuller loud -speaker
strength-if you have
a two -valve set and
would like

LONGER

LIFE
WAS
NOW

nig.

56

100 VOLT
WAS 1N4a

NOW 9r3

tode.

Immediately you will

notice a tremendous step-up in
volume on all stations.

The valve to get is the Lissen
P.T.225-the Economy Power
Pentode-so called because, although its magnification factor
is over 90, its power consumption is only 7m/A. That means
off the same
you can work
batteries as the ptiwer valve it

MONEY

ratanfreedi

replaces and get IMMENSELY
INCREASED VOLUME without adding to its running costs.

Longer lasting power has
been put into the Improved
Lissen H.T. Battery-and a

LIFE GUARANTEE is

printed on the side of every
Improved Lissen Battery
you buy.
Prices, too, have been greatly
reduced, so that to -day when
you buy a Lissen H.T. battery

you get a much longer -lasting battery for much less
money than before.

The
IMPROVED

have

valve with a Lissen Power Pen-

FOR LESS
60 VOLT

to

it perform like a three
you have a three -valve set
and would like it to perform as
a four-replace the last power

Look for the Lissen Longer
Life Guarantee-buy only at
the reduced prices. Ask for
"the Improved Lissen H.T.
Battery "-stocked by all
good radio dealers.

OTHER

TYPES
H.210
H.L.210
L.210

P.220
P.X.240
S.G.215

5;6
5/6
5/6
7/3
8/12/6

LISSEll BATTERY

ECONOMY

POWER
PENTODE

LISSEN LIMITED, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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tceles

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ORDER YOUR

CHRISTMAS RADIO
COD - 111.P ambaa
MANUFACTURERS' KITS
PILO
CASH -

all super -power and pentode valves. The handsome
hand -polished solid oak cabinet is built to give added
depth of tone, and is fitted with labonised .01 15 0
base and side wings and silk -covered fret. av,'
or 12 monthly payments of 0/11.

TYPE 234

10/- DOWN
®Screened grid, detector, and
power. Complete with speci-

VOXKIT RADIOGRAM

Cash Price A6 :15 : 0
FINISHED INSTRUMENT,
Royalties paid.

Cash only. Z7 :10 : 0

V3 KIT
RADIO FOR THE MILLION

10/- DOWN
& Po we rf u l, selective, and ultra

wmodern. Employs screen grid,
detector, and power valves.
cabinet.

Cash Price £5 :17:6

FINISHED INSTRUMENT,
Royalties

Cash only. £7 : 8 : 6

ACCESSORIES
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE

Model 202. (For A.C. Mains).
Mounted on 12 -in. Nickel Motor Plate
with fully automatic electric starting and
stopping switch. Cash price, 82/18/6.
MOTOR.

Send

/4

4.1/

only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4 only.'
EXIDE 120 -VOLT TYPE Wit.- ACCU- Send
Cash price,
MULATOR, in ,crates.
84/13/-.
8/6
-

Balance in 11 monthly payments of
8 /6.

a full-size speaker as well

as mains and battery equipment. Complete with motor
board.
Dimensions overall 39" high
x 22- wide x 17". Internal
panel 18" x 7". Baseboard
18" x14/". Speakerchamber
18" x 147" x 16". Panel 12X

arty

NEW B.T.H. "SENIOR" PICK-UP AND
Send
Cash price A /2
TONE41,RM. Complete.

Balance In 11 monthly pay- '7/
82/5/-.
only
minds of 4/2.

A3 15 0
or 12 monthly payments
OAK

Price

between moulding.
or 12 monthly payments of 8/3.

of 6/11

£4 10 0
Add

371
more to

or

Oak

buy -no Valves or any

extras.

handling outputs up to 2 watts.

Cash

price '62/10/0.

order

Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6/-.
PERMANENT
MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8.

CELESTION

Send

/5

Bin. Reinforced Diaphragm. In Chassis
form without input transformer. C.O.D.
or Cash price, 83/10/-. -

'1"/

only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6,15.

NEW CELESTION TYPE J.12 SPEAKER

AND CHASSIS.
Incorporating the
famous Celestion reinforced diaphragm
Cash price 38/6. Balance in 7 month-

Send

5/3

5/5

Balance in '7 monthly paynients of OIL

only

Send

Send

A2 PERMANENT MAGNET

Send

with

5/0

Cash Price. 83/3/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments at 5/9.

only

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Fitted
multi -ratio input transformer.

7/6

only.

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
CHASSIS, TYPE 100U. Cash or C.O.D.

EPOCH

ELIMINATORS

only

BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET
Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Complete
/-11 1
Cash price, .1" I
03/15/-.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.
B.T.H. R.K. MINOR PERMANENT With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER., Capable of
6/_

11/19/6.

Postage free.

Mahogany
Cabinet ...

Send
a/2
IP/

with Input Transformer.

more stations to your set. Plugs direct into your

Pay the postman.

MOVING -COIL

Price 83/7/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/2

battery or eliminator operated receiver. Complete
with instructions. Sent
C.O.D.

M.C.6

SPEAKER, permanent magnet, with
output transformer. Complete. Cash

ly payments of 5/3.

KELSEY SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR

Nothing

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/10

paid.

Almost identical in appearance with the 1932 Voxkit
Radiogram designed for
Dimensions
radio only.
37" x 15i" x 22" wide. Panel
18" x 7". Baseboard 18" x
12". L.S. compartment 18'
x 14' x 12". Control panel
14" wide.

Accommodation for largevst
of home -built receivers with

fied valves and cabinet.

with valves and cabinet.

VOXKIT 1932
CONSOLE (Radio only)

CABINET MODEL 1932

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6

AMPLION

input, and brings out most minute details of tonal
quality with pure, full volume.' A multi -ratio input
transformer is fitted and provides for Matching, to

MELODY MAKER

less

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

modern receivers.
Includes a Unit designed and built specially for PetoScott by Epoch. Ilvindles the smallest to the greatest

COSSOR

With valves,

SPEAKERS

T
Matches the requirements of all

EPOCH J.1
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, with multiratio input transformer. Cash price,

Send

411

ATLAS A.G. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.244. 3 tappings--.S.G. detector.
power. Output 120v. at 20 m/a. Cash price or C.O.D., 82/19/0.

5/6.
only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.

only

EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.C. 25. For multi -valve sets requiring up to
25 m/a. 3 tappings, S.G. detector and 120/150 volts. For A.C. Mains.
Cash or C.O.D. Price S3/17/6.

Send

7/1

MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With 2 -ratio

Send

only
Send

Cash Price, 83/3/0. IN/
Bala nc'e in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
only
ORMOND
PERMANENT
MAGNET
Send

120/150. Charges at -25 amp. at 2. 4, or 6 volts. Cash price

8/6

With input transformer.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.
EKCO K.18 COMBINED H.T. ELIMINATOR AND L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER. Delivers 18 mia, and suitable for 1- to 5 -valve sets. S.G., 50-80v.,

84/12/6.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of SAL
REGENTONE W.5A COMBINED H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER. One adjustable S.G., 1 variable and 1 fixed tapping for H.T.
L.T. charging for 2 and 6 volts. For A.C. mains. Cash price 84/12/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
EKCO K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR AND L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER.
Delivers 12 m 'a. Tapped at 80 v. (S.C.), 120/150 v. Charge; 1 -amp. at
2, 4, or 6 v. Cash pri e 83/19/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/2.
REGENTONE H.T. UNIT FOR D.C. MAINS. Type D.C.1. Adjustable
8.0., Detector, Power Tappings. 25 m,'a. Cash price 51/15/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/9.

only

82/5/-.

MOVING -COIL

CHASSIS

83/5/-.

(No.

4641.5

Cash price,/ 11

Send

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11.

8/6

ROLA
PERMANENT
SPEAKER. Complete with

only
Sand

7/2
only.
Send

4/9

/9

input transformer.

MAGNET

input transformer. Cash price 82/17/6.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 7/1.
I

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER P.M.3. Com-

only

Send

7/4

,

only
Send

I piste with 3 -ratio input transformer. 4/1 0
Cash price, 82/12/6.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.
1

only

EXPRESS SERVICE FOR EVERYTHING RADIO GUARANTEED.
SEE PAGES 1157 AND 1221 FOR OTHER PETO-SCOTT ADVERTISEMENTS.

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Please send me C.O.D., CASH/H.P,

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. Head Office: 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. Clerkenwell 94.06.
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, 'W.C.I. Chancery 8266. MANCHESTER : 33 WHITELOW ROAD,
CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. Phone: Chorlton-cunt-Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS., 7 ALBANY ROAD. Phone: 67101

SEND 3D POSTAGE FOR NEW CATALOGUE
Advertisers Appreciate Mantion of "A.W." with Your Order

for which I enclose
Cash/H.P. Deposit 0
NAME

ADDRESS.
A.W. 5/12131
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TELSEN CONDENSERS
11111111111111111111111111111MIIMIIII

TELSEN

MANSBRIDGE

TYPE

CONDENSERS

Telsen have installed the most advanced plant in the world for
the manufacture of Mansbridge Type Condensers. Only genuine
Mansbridge foil paper and the finest linen tissue are employed in
the exclusive method of manufacture. Every Telsen Mansbridge
Type Condenser is hermetically- sealed from the atmosphere, and
Post Office standards of insulation are adopted throughout.
The preliminary research, the most modern plant in the world, the
finest raw materials, the latest methods of manufacture and the
final test, all combine to give Telsen Mansbridge Type Condensers

a high insulation through years of service with freedom from
breakdown. The type of construction employed makes them
genuinely non -inductive.

Telsen Mansbridge Type Condensers
Made in capacities from .01 to 2.0 mfd.

From 1/6

TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSERS
(Prov. Pat. 7.;o. 0287;30)2

Telsen fixed mica condensers are made in capacities from .0001

They can be mounted upright or flat, and the
.0003-mfd. Telsen fixed mica condenser is supplied complete
with patent grid -leak clips to facilitate series or parallel con101(1-.002 mfd.

nections.

Telsen Fixed Mica Condensers.

Price

6d.

Send for the " Telsen Radio Catalogue " and
book of "All-Telsen Circuits" to-The Telsen

E:ectric Co . , Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

I
THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
of The Tthen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham

Mention of "Amateur Wireless

to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

C\;_7.

4105

No 4(:5. Vol. X11(.
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER
find the special "gift" pages a great
WELL, here is our special Christmas help in present buying.
issue. 'We think you will agree that
it really is a bumper number and wonderful

AssisTANT EDITOR:

H.CORBISHLEY.

GOLD COAST GROUSE
WE have been interested in a conversa-

tion we had recently with a colonial
listener recently returned from the Gold
value considering that even in these hard
Coast. He tells us that, in connection with
times the price has not been raised to cover PTIHE scene is Strangeways Gaol, Man - Empire Broadcasting, it is probably not
1 chester. Around a wireless set are known that a very big premium is placed
the extra number of pages !
grouped prisoners. First Prisoner : "I on listeners wanting to keep in touch with
44040
suggest we switch over to Jack Payne for the Old Country. He cites the Gold Coast
SOME OF THE " PLUMS "
some dance music." Cries of "No, no," as an example of what colonials have to
IT is hopeless in a few lines to precis the from the others. Second Prisoner : "Tune put up with. In the name of the P.M.G. he
contents of so big an issue, one of the in the National, we want to hear the is charged so guineas for a licence to work a
set. And before this licence is granted
he must satisfy the local police that he is
a fit and proper person to use a set.
eV.*
Behind t h e
THEY
WANT
NEWS
scenes at one

A TRUE STORY

of the record-

ing rooms of

the new

ACCORDING to this colonial, the great

need of our distant kinsmen is a

short-wave news service.

At the moment
the
B.B.C.
is
negotiating
with the News
centre in Agencies for a special service
of news
London. A
wax is being outside the present times. Unless this
made and the is fixed up the new station to be built at
engineer is Daventry will be a great disappointment
listening, by to the Empire audience.
means of a
ste
speaker, to
MORE TALKS
what is going
on in the
FARLY in the new year a new talks
studio, which
H.M.V.studio

schedule will come into operation on
can be seen
through the Mondays and Thursdays, from 1.45 p.m.

observa tion These talks will be devoted to cooking
window i n
the centre

044

hints on Mondays and to children's health
matters on Thursdays. Another new series
of talks has been specially prepared for the
benefit of the unemployed, of whom a great

number listen in every morning. These
talks are timed for 10.45 a.m., and on
very practical topics will be
best numbers of "A.W." that has ever lecture." Murmurs of approval from the Tuesdays
covered, such as chicken farming and small
been published. Let it suffice to say that others. This is not a fairy tale, for in holdings. Wednesdays' unemployed talks
set constructors are catered for by the Strangeways. Gaol there are two group will be on how to keep fit.
"Four Star 4," the "Short-wave Adaptor," listening classes, and the prisoners take a
QV.*
the " 'A.W.' Record Player," and many great interest in the lecture series !
other interesting items. Ordinary listeners will want to
read Jack Payne's article on
the Christmas Dance Music,
the feature " Europe from
Your Armchair," and the
dozens of other bright items
in this issue. All readers will

JACK PAYNE 'S BIGGEST
ON December 7, Jack
Payne goes to the Paramount Theatre, Manchester,
to fill the biggest outside
contract he has yet had.

This popular broadcaster

seems to go from strength to

=taw Wirele
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FISJEW S EI7' G,OSSID OF THE
-Continued
Certainly his for a special programme for New Year's
post bag continues to Eve. This will take the form of a B.B.C.
bear eloquent testimony news retrospect-a sort of 'account rento his appeal to listen- dered for the B.B.C.'s activities throughout
ers.
In a recent post' the past year. For the compilation of this
he received a silver programme the Blattnerphone machine
pencil, a ten -shilling will be extensively used. Extracts from
note, and a box of cigars. He always speeches broadcast by the King, Ramsay
returns these presents, unless they are Macdonald, Viscount Snowden, Lloyd
George, and other notabilities will be
;mit anonymously.
included
in the programme, which will
4,40
certainly demonstrate the great value of
THOSE FOUR CHAPS
the Blattnerphone in "bottling" .outANOTHER example of a turn made standing broadcasts. The programme will
entirely by microphone appeal and begin at it p.m. and will continue until
A- strength.

then attracted to the legitimate music hall

midnight.

MIDDAY

TRANSMISSIONS
P~HE B.B.C. tells us
1 _that slight readjustments in midday
timing will come into
effect in 'the new year.
Under the new arrangethent all provincial
stations Will broadcast every day from
1VIonday to Friday inclusive from 12 mid-

day until

.2.30 p.m.

Some of the prd-

vincial outlets do not, at present, conform

with this arrangement.
*H.50

BOURNEMOUTH WARNING
THE Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. has

publicly warned the listeners of
Bournemouth that some difficulty may be

BELOW ONE METRE

found in separating Daventry from the

new high -power Radio Paris station,
which is very strongly heard on the

South Coast. The Chief Engineer suggests

the special beam
aerial used by Marconi in
his recent experiments in
Italy in sending signals
This is is

that a frame aerial will greatly help to
Clear Daventry from the French interference. He suggests using this type of
aerial with the bigger sets, turning the
frame away from the direction of Paris.

on a wavelength of half

a metre over a distance of
twenty-five miles.

This is

the aerial at the receiving
en d

These experiments are on
very much the same lines
as those carried out across

the Channel several

months ago, but in this -

case bowl -shaped reflectors
were used

Marconi says that, way

back in 1896, he experi-

mented with wavelengths
of about 20 centimetres.
He hopes to make use of
this new beam system for
telephone work in Italy

GRETA KELLER IN PARIS
AS we have previously Mentioned, that
popular vaudeville star, Greta Keller,

is married to Joe Sargent, of Ross and

The point is that Ross and
Sargent have had to leave England at the
end of their permit, and so Greta Keller
has gone also. The B.B.C. was able to
get an extension for Greta Keller's recent
broadcast, and it hopes to be able to fix
Sargent fame.

up for -a further broadcast in the New Year,
in which case Greta would come over from

Paris, Where she is now staying.
*V JO

AMERICA 'S " OLYMPIA "
lHE American annual radio trade show,
one of the biggest wireless exhibitions
in the world, will open on May 23, 1932,
at Chicago. Usually the exhibition is

held in June, but has been advanced to

May because of the national political conventions.
eizzon.s.reenenneucria.wrwacr

are Those Four Chaps, consisting of Paul
England, Claude Hulbert, Bobbie Comber,
and Eddie Childs. We note that they are

MMMMMMMM

PIQUANT
THE Archbishop of York, as readers
may know, is Chairman of the B.B.C.'s

at the top of the bill at one of London's committee on adult education, and he will
leading vaudeville theatres. Theirs is a speak on this subject at the forthcoming
conference to be held on December 5.
well -deserved success.
It will he interesting to see whether he
416-'41
makes any reference to the pronouncement
NEW YEAR'S EVE
of the Bishop of Durham, who recently said
1VI R. E. A. HARDING, of the B.B.C. that, teaching through the medium of
1 Programme Staff, is busy preparing broadcasting is fundamentally unsound.

gife.*

WHAT DOES DADDY SAY?
IN a New York studio, during the children's hour, a popular broadcaster is
Baby Rosemarie, who thrills youngsters
with his radio adventures. For this he
gets 40,000 dollars a year, and he is only

eight years old. This is more easily understood when one realises that he incorporates advertisements in his stories. Baby's

youthful admirers refuse to use any other
toothpaste than that' used by their hero !
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THE 1167AW,_ Ima"
RECORD PLAYER
A novel unit for radio -gramophone enthusiasts who
want to have an entirely separate amplifier for
gramophone reproduction. The amplifier can also be
used as the low -frequency side of a receiving set
THIS unit will appeal to amateurs who,

able and can be obtained, post free, from the is so simple as to call for little comment.

Of course, nearly every set can be modified so that its low -frequency side acts as
a gramophone amplifier, but in small outfits where a relatively high -impedance
power valve is used and there is not much
high tension available, one cannot get as

price one shilling. The amplifier is given coupling transformers, a terminal block for
full size and the turntable unit and frame- the input from the volume control and

justice to electrical reproduction.

former

having small sets, are unable to do Blueprint Department, AMATEUR WIRE- The baseboard, which is cut from plywood,
LESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4., carries the three valve holders, the two
justice to their radio -gram reproduction.

work to scale on the

same sheet.
The two -stage ampli-

fier consists of a low much volume as is really needed to do frequency valve, trans-

A Complete Record Player
The " ' A.W.' Record Player" comprises
a turntable unit, driving motor and pick-up,

and a two -stage amplifier. It is not a
receiving set. It can, however, be used as
the low -frequency side of a set where more

volume is required.

The unit is made up in rather a novel

coupled

to a

push-pull stage. In this
way you can get huge
amplification without
having too high an H.T.
voltage. Also the two
valves of the push-pull
stage can handle a large
input without overloading and even a r2o-volt
battery, double or treble
capacity, is ample.

way with the turntable unit and the amplifier on separate Platforms.
A reproduction of the full-size blueprint
The layout of the
for the amplifier is given on page 1168 and amplifier i s straightnext week the turntable unit will be dealt forward and a notable
with. Blueprints of these sections are avail -

HT 1"

10.000
OHMS
VOL. CONTROL

G.B.-1

point is that the three

G.B72.

G.B+

The circuit of the amplifier

4;qtili%~,AW%0Cble1W,t="%04410A:VID4VM041*iCNTM44,inte: batteries are on pick-up, and a 2-microfarad condenser.
the same board Spaghetti resistances are used in t h e
as the valve wiring, which not only saves cost, but
and coupling make the construction easier.
transformers.
For instance, a 50,00o -ohm resistance is
This makes the included in the grid circuit of each of the
record player valves in push-pull. These little resisan entirely tances prevent spurious oscillation. Spaseparate unit. ghettis are used and so there is no need to
0 f course, a mount wire -wound components on the
mains unit can baseboard. The resulting layout, you will
be used in place see, is very compact.

of the h igh
tension bat - Volume Control.
tery.
In order to prevent interaction, the transThe panel formers are placed with their fields' at
on page 1168 right -angles. One transformer, with a
gives the components required and you will
see that, taking
into consideration the utility

split secondary winding, is used for input,
and the other with a split primary, this for
output to the speaker.

player and the

The pick-up is on the motor board, of

The secondary of this output trans-

former is tapped, so that you can match
up the output with the impedance of your

of the record speaker.
Here is the complete instrument removed from the cabinet

output it gives, course. A potentiometer type of control
the cost is low. is used, so that there is no tone distortion
Construction as the volume is varied.

W.,:MAatisto;hAtgvbftc-b.li_tx...,vbe--10b.ct*%1A00,tebtgi.MC%e*gkOVC.:CI,tV=Vb1MICkAWDtMCMCktif*CbrebAtke:

NEXT WEEK :

A THREE-VALVER SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR FINE TONE

vipoxtr.,;*cl,i4cooctra,..4%e;wr,A4K.,wb,cberoglock,,gle,rfNOW1,4:coMoi-%?410:0;1%et:i%W%Mtebbe*ci,a

nuiteur WireIT
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" THE `Ik.W.' RECORD I' LAYER' '-(Continued from preceding page)
kftt%,#11,11#,T5*.VISt,W4CW1.140%:R3W ct.3410A3WRi*Ot.IVklaWWARY40A.V,t1=1,e1;t0iSWATXWIVWISCWIY,Wtial

With a direct shorting resistance type meter volume control used in the record

Connection to the speaker is made by

of volume control there is distortion as the player, there is no distortion.
the terminal block on the side of the baseresistance is reduced towards the miniFor simplicity, no scratch filter is used board.
mum end, but with this type of potentio- and on test we find that with the comThe battery leads go off direct to the
ponents and pick-up specified, the fre- accumulator and the high and low-tension
quency curve is such that there is no batteries. There are two grid -bias tapCOMPONENTS REQUIRED
undue predominance of "top" and so pings, one for the first L.F. valve, and one
record scratch is not unnecessarily ampli- common tapping for the two push-pull
Wooden chassis and cabinet to specification
(Peto.Scott).

valves.

fied.

Push-pull input transformer (Ferranti AF3c,

Varley R7).

Push-pull output transformer (Ferranti OPM1c,

Varley 119).

Three valve holders (Telsen, W.B., Lotus, Clix,
Junit,
Burton, Wearite, Lissen).
2-mfd. fixed condenser (Formo, Dubilier, Lissen,

0

T.C.C., Telsen, Ferranti).

Three spaghetti resistances, one 10,000 -ohm and

two 50,000 -ohm (Sovereign, Bulgin, Lewcos, Telsen,
Lissen, Readi-Rod, Tunewell).

This
photograph
shows the amplifier
and skeleton frame.

Filament switch (Bulgin, Telsen, Sovereign, Lissen, Junit, Readi-Rad, W.B., Wearite, Lotus).
Two yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Five wander plugs, marked H.T.-, H.T. G.B. :G.B.-1, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex).

L.T.-

The motor board,
carrying the turntable and pick-up

Pick-up and volume control (H.M.V., A.E.D.,
B.T.H., Varley, Lissen, Blue Spot, Edison Bell,

are mounted above
and supported by
the four legs

Two spade terminals, marked L.T.

(Belling-Lee).

Three terminal blocks (Lissen).

Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Gramophone motor (Apollo, Garrard).

Harlie, Celestion).
Pick-up arm (Limit, Watmel).
Needle cup (Bulgin).
120 -volt high-tension battery (Pertrix, Drydex,
Fuller, Ever Ready, Lissen, Palaba).
16 -volt grid -bias battery (Pertrix, Drydex, Fuller,
Ever Ready, Lissen, Palaba).
2 -volt L.T. accumulator (C.A.V., Pertrix, Ever
Ready, Exide, Fuller).

Armoured

cobie earthed

0

0

There are several points to note in get-

ting the positions for the pick-up and

BLUEPRINT
NeA.W.719

turntable motor properly arranged, and in

L.T. SWITCif
on motor board

through to tlip pick-up, on -off
switch, and volume control on the turntable motor. These will be dealt with in
wiring

next Week's issue.
(heeled

AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
ffiHERE were two works 'played on
1 November 25 that refuse to fit any
The first was
existing classification.Mozart's Konzertante Symphonie, for violin, viola, and orchestra. 'Whether this

work is a symphony or concerto I would

not like to say. It was played tremendously
well, and though it proceeds with Mozart's
faultless technique to a perfect conclUsion,

Botteor
120 Volt

I myself would like to have heard much
more.

CRIBB/AS
8T):

H.T.+120
V.

The other was a new work by William
Walton, " Belshazzar's Feast." This is not
cantata, oratorio or dramatic scena, but it
has something in common with all three.
It is a most inspiring work. I thought
that " Praise Ye the God of Gold," etc.,
was one of the two or three finest modern
pieces of music that I have heard. The end
is a tremendous thing. The choir has a

sustained passage which seems to knit

-I

Remote
Volume
Control

To pick-up

BASEBOARD 1.3;r15:(

The layout of the base and amplifier. A full-size blueprint is available, price 1/-

together every sort of appeal, austere and
classical to romantic and mystical. And
the modern coda for the orchestra is the
most brilliant I have heard.
Adrian -Boult conducted, the 'orchestra
and choir were both excellent, and so was
Stuart Robinson, whose talent is perfectly
fitted to this work.L. R. J.
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In this exclusive interview, JACK PAY NE tells how the dance music is being arranged this Christmas and in
a specially prepared programme list shows when dance enthusiasts will be catered for during Christmas week
'VE an idea that I am going to envy the programme builders and the artistes. very late night-or, rather, early morning-

I

ordinary listeners this Christmas !" At special times like Christmas, where dance-music sessions. Broadcasting of
said Jack Payne when I saw him recently at programmes very much out of the ordin- every kind must, so far as the B.B.0 is
ary have to be squeezed into broadcasting concerned, stop at midnight.
Savoy Hill.
"Of course, I am myself a dance -music days, the hours of which cannot be altered
" Keen dancers who want to carry on
enthusiast; and yet I get extraordinarily much beyond the limits, programme Christmas festivities till the early hours of
little time to listen to dance music. This
Christmas, according to the advance programme schedules, I shall have still less
time in which to listen to broadcast dance
music; I shall be too busy broadcasting !"
I asked what arrangements were being
made for dance music during Christmas

schedules are made out a trifle over six Sunday morning will have their gramoweeks in advance.
phones and radio -grams. It is also pos"It is often not until the last moment sible that some Continental stations will
that the details can be settled. So beware continue rather later than the B.B.C.!s
of last-minute alterations in the dance - midnight, owing to the difference in time in
music programme time -table. I don't other countries; and for an hour or so after
know what other things the Programme we have shut down you may still get more

dance music from foreign stations.
"During the holidays and the few previous days there is plenty of dance music,
both for those who only want to listen to it
and for those who want to dance.

week.

" Programmes in the

ordinary way at Savoy
Hill are made out ' in
the rough' six weeks
ahead," explained Jack.
" This is necessary for

Christmas -day Dance Music
"On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday of Christmas week I shall be
giving the usual 5.15 to 6 p.m. session on
Daventry National. On certain evenings
of Christmas week, too, I shall be giving late
night dance music from about half -past ten

till midnight.
" There is, you will note, a one -hour's

extension on Christmas Day and dance

(Left)

Number Seven studio at

Savoy Hill, from which Jack
Payne does most of his dance
music

broadcasts.

(Above)

Marius B. Winter's band-a

music will continue from half -past ten or
thereabouts until i a.m. on Boxing morning."
" What sort of dance music will be popu-

lar this Christmas?" I asked.
"I've no doubt," said Jack, "that during
Christmas parties there will be the old
Department has in store for you argument between those who like dance
and some slight alteration in the music and those who profess that it sends
main programme may mean them -into hysterics ! This Christmas I
shifting a dance -music session hope the argument will be settled I
" As each month goes on, and as we find
forwards or backwards.
popular

combination
dancers

with

" But, no matter what last- new dance music for broadcasting, there is
minute alterations may be made, an ever-increasing amount of material

it is obvious that dancers are which is not only good for dancing, but
well catered for in the Christmas pleasant just when you want to sit and
programmes." Jack then listen to it. I can tell from my post bag
sketched out the table of dance of several thousands of letters a week that
music given on page 1178.

my public consists mainly of listeners and

" It is unfortunate," he con- the proportion who actually dance to the

tinued, " that Christmas this year radio music is comparatively small.
" I do not want non -dancers -to get into a
falls so that Boxing Day is on
(Continued at foot of page 1178)
_ the Saturday. It prevents any
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WHEN a new set is installed, as many
must be about this time of the year, it
is just as well to adopt a systematic method
of logging, so that from the dial positions of
the known stations you may subsequently
hazard a guess as to the identity of adjacent
mystery stations.

In this article Alan Hunter tells you how to compile a log of
foreign stations to do justice to that new Christmas set.
of the scale, and North Regional near the last of our certainties, for just above the
top. Between these dial points we shall dial setting for this station we shall find
find, coming down the scale, Midland Regi- Morayska-strava, the incomprehensible

onal, then London Regional, and then Czecho-sl vakian station. We may get

Leipzig just below London National, but it

North National.

Already, without leaving Merrie England,
Compiling a Ldg
we have five definite dial points. And from
In this article I shall therefore show how these we can soon get the positions of many
I would set about compiling a preliminary of the most interesting foreigners. It
log of stations on a set I had never seen happens that many of the foreigners are on
before. Firstly, I should make sure the wavelengths adjacent to the home stations.
set had sufficient power

to bring in foreign sta-

tions on the loud-

MIDLAND
REGIONAL

speaker. Many fruitless

LONDON
REGIONAL

efforts to hear foreign
stations could be saved
by this elementary consideration. If the set
has one stage of high frequency amplification

NORTH
REGIONAL

\ 3 8.9

356.3 M

NORTH
NATIONAL

is more likely that we shall bump into

Horby, the Swedish station below Leipzig.
Let us see what we have located already,
without the slightest need of wavelengths or
language knowledge. I make it nine
foreigners so far. My list includes Prague,
Langenberg, Softens, Milhlacker, Stras-

bourg, Bordeaux, Hilversum, MorayskaOstrava, and Horby.
I have apparently neglected the probleni
of selectivity. .We shall not be able to get
all the stations so far mentioned at loud-,

speaker strength and clear of the local sta.:,
tions. Obviously, whichever centre of

regional broadcasting is nearest will affect
the stations on wavelengths adjacent to the
locals. In the London district, for example,
there is no reason why it
261-'3 M
nothing less than a super -heterodyne set
should not bring in a
will enable you to hear Miihlacker clear of
good bag of stations, say
London Regional.
But if the
twenty.
,By noting the dial positions of these stations you have five
Similarly, a very selective set is wanted
first valve of the set is
prominent ether signposts
for the reception of :Fattens if the listener
the detector, followed
lust above North Regional, for example, is working close by the Midland Regional.
by one or two low -frequency amplifying
valves, one can never tell - the log may is the immensely powerful Prague station, Prague and Langenberg will be difficult to
contain a dozen loud -speaker signals, and or should we call it Leiblitz now ? And get clear of North Regional in, say, the Manjust below North Regional is Langenberg, chester districtmaybe only half a dozen.
I will assume that, for the purpose of this the. German station that is on the point of unless a really
article, I have been presented with a four- pushing up its poWer to 6o kilowatts.
"super" set is
From Midland Regional we travel a available.
valver, comprising two high -frequency
stages, detector, and power output stage. degree higher to find Softens, the high Still, we do not
Lucky me ! The dial, I find, is clearly power Swiss station. Below Midland Regi- all live under the
masked in degrees, numbered from o to roe,. onal we shall not be so lucky, for Bucharest shadow of the
There are two other divisions, providing me is not always easy to.get.
transmitting aerials
with approximate dial positions for the
London Regional provides us with the - and even if we do
medium waves and the long waves. Your dial location of Muhlacker, the high -power the selectivity
set, if it is a modern set, will be equally German station, just a degree above the problem should
home station. If the, set is very selective apply only to the
well blessed.
the Graz station just below London Region- separation of two
Landmarks
al may be heard, but it is more likely Stras- of the many staNow that Brookmans Park and Moorside bourg will be the first station heard actually tions mentioned. I
Edge, as well as Midland Regional, send out clear of London.
should emphasise
such powerful signals, we have five certain
Continuinab to signpost our route through the point that
signposts of the ether, so to speak, at least Europe with home stations, we come down quite an average set
if we live anywhere within 200 miles of to North National. Just above this station should separate the
most of them. As the wavelengths of these is Bordeaux, the powerful French station, adjacent foreigners
stations are well spaced throughout the and just below North National is Hilver- from the B.B.C.
medium wave -band, don't you think it is a sum, the Dutch station, heard well in spite stations outside the
good idea to locate them right away ? We of his meagre 8.5 kilowatts.
(Continued on page
shall find London National near the bottom
London National provides us with the
1242)
LONDON
NATIONAL
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Here is a 3 -valve combination for

a battery operated set, which for
efficiency cannot be equalled. It

is composed of three famous valves
IDEAL
from the Mullard 2 -volt rangethe P.M.I 2., screened -grid high
amplifier ; the P.M.i
3 -VALVE frequency
HL, detector; and the P.M. 2A,
power output valve. The P.M.I2
recently been re -designed with
BATTERY has
greatly improved characteristics,
pthme .P2 M.IHrLe M12
COMBINATION
-

m:nhdile

among the latest introductions. Three valves

as modern as this morning are united in a
1161
combination which is in the front line ofa" apvelaelm°
radio development.

HL

P.M. 2A
P.M.I 2 20/P.M.II-IL 8/6
P.M.2 A 10/6

Mullard

MADE IN ENGLAND

THE MASTER. VALVE
Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd,, Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

Ornate= WireiRzs)
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TO -NIGHT
BUILD YOUR OWN

XMAS PRESENT
Build the Telsen Victor 3-and whether
you give it away or give it to yourself

in either event you have the thrill of
making a gift that will give pleasure
for years to come.

There is no possi-

bility of failure-the Telsen Victor 3 is
as easy to build as it is to operate.
You can build it to -night and tomorrow night you can tune in for the
first time-its performance will delight
and astonish you. And, remember,
your Telsen Victor 3 is made entirely
with all -British Telsen Components,
all matched for efficiency.

Consult your radio retailer to -day.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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GIVE THE

1C1FOR

Complete

with all -British Telsen
components-panel, baseboard, battery cord, battery plugs, terminals,
connecting wire, terminal and escutcheon plates, full-size blueprint and
point-to-point wiring chart, with
full instructions, etc., etc.

Super

three -valve receiver, built
entirely with all -British Telsen components, matched for efficiency.

Separation of Regional from National
programmes guaranteed by incorporation of Telsen Dual -range Aerial
Coil.

Very simply built and simply operated.
Full constructional details with every
kit.

The Telsen Victor 3 is the ideal Christmas gift-give it to
another to build, build it yourself for yourself, build it yourself
to give to another-in any event the result is complete satisfaction and the initial cost to you is in keeping with hard times
and modest purses

Advt. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

CVS-110
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GIFTS
for
discerning

GIVERS
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"His Master's Voice"
Instruments for yourself
and your friends.

Automatic Record

02

Player

(Model 117). In a handsome walnut cabinet of
compact design is fitted the new "His Master's
Voice" automatic record -changing mechan,sm,
pick-up and volume control. By connecting it
to your radio receiver, eight10 or 12 inch records

(unmixed) may be played at one loading or a
single record repeated up to eight times. A unit
you have been waiting years for. A:C. or D.C.

Price 18 guineas

Moving Coil Loudspeaker
(L. S. 7). A permanent magnet moving -coil
loudspeaker in an arched walnut cabinet of

'His Master's Voice"

RECORDS FOR
CHRISTMAS

"His Master's Voice" December list

comprises over 90 records. Every type of
music for the festive season is included
. Dance, Vocal, Inst.umental, Orchestral and Humorous, also Hymns
and Carols . .. and every one is made
.

by wor d -famous a tilts exclusively for

His Master's Voice." No matter
cannot fail to find in the list the
what your taste in music may be, you
records you want.

The Gramophone Company. Ltd., London. lV.I

attractive design. It is extremely sensitive and
will handle up to 3 watts without difficulty. A
universal input transformer incorporated in the
instrument enables it to be matched to receivers
with triode, pentode or push pull output.

Price 5 guineas

Portable Gramophone
(Model 102). Entirely new cabinet design.
New. all -metal, one piece sound -box. New
metal detachable record tray-capacity 14 ten inch records. New" slip in" winding handle.
New lid -stay, one hand operated. Chromium
plating. Automatic brake works without previous
setting, on any record. Fittings include leather
carrying handle, new lid lock, pivoted needle,
container, spring clip for box of " Tungstyle '
needles.

Black 25 . 12.6

Armchair

Record

Player

(Model 116). The new " His Master's Voice"

pick-up, volume control, electric turntable

mot or and automatic start and stop, housed in
an oak cabinet of pleasing design. By connecting it to a loudspeaker radio -receiver records
may be played from one's armchair. Interchangeable resistances may be clipped in to the

volume control to match the pick-up to any
radio rece ver. A.C. or D.C.

Price 10 guineas

Table Radio 0 -Gramophone
(Mode. 501) 3 -valve all-electric(A.C. or D.C.).

Moving Coil Loudspeaker. One opezaring
switch. One tuning knob. One volume control. - Illuminated wave -length scale. Mains

New type gramophone pick - up with reversible head - operating automatic
aerial.

brake. Plugs for two additional loudspeakers.
In walnizt cabinet.
Price 29 guineas

Pick up (Model 11).
'This pick-up is similar to the one fitted to all
our new instruments. It can be attached
easily to any type of tone -arm and is supplied
complete with a logarithmic volume control

and connecting leads. The weight of the pick-up
is Si ozs. ; it has an input of over 1 volt R.M.S.,
and a D.C. Resistance of 6,000 ohms.

Price Complete 2 gns.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

Please mention "Amateur Wireless" when Corresponding with Advertisers
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A NOISY NOISE
desire to increase power. I told you about that all the walls contain large quantitits
EIF you have happened recently to go Luxembourg recently. Now I hear that of metal. Add to this iron -framed case.
a hunting for Madrid Union Radio Hilversum is going up to 6o kilowatts, ment windows and an extensive system of
1 you may have obtained the impies; whilst many other stations are already central heating, gas and water pipes in
I sion that he had returned to his old at work in the erection of bigger and bigger the walls, and you will see that this house
strength. Sorry though I always am to transmitting plants. It is a very great was pretty well wireless -proof. I expect
shatter any illusion, I am afraid that the pity, for this race for power must increase that there are lots of others which are
station which you heard was not Madrid, the difficulties of a position that is already veritable mines of unsuspected metal.
but Moscow, whose new 1°0 -kilowatt difficult enough, in all conscience.
4'4*
station, known as Stalin, has now calmly
bagged Madrid's wavelength. As the
Moscow station is shortly to go up to 300
kilowatts, it doesn't seem as. if we shall
hear much more from

Madrid.

One

I have heard it stated that a type
wouldn't mind so much if good musical
for battery operation could never
programmes were put out by Moscow; as
a matter of fact, the Stalin station trans- be expected. -I don't believe a word of
mits no music at all, but is entirely devoted this and, though .there are difficulties in
to propaganda talks. ;This is the first of the way, I cannot see why it should not
the big Russian stations to be put into the be possible to turn out a variable -mu
medium waveband. There are about forty screen -grid valve, at any rate, in the 2 -volt
more of them to come along within the series. Nowadays 2 -volt valves are by far

next two or three years, which is not at all
a jolly prospect. The worst of it is that
Russia will not come into the fold of the
U.I.R. and refuses to accept any allotment
of wavelengths:
lite.-/P

WHAT WILL IT COME TO !
HE position is a very serious one,
for 300 kilowatts is by no means
the limit of the power of the prof

I

Russian stations. Many are

designed for an output of 50o kilowatts.
Even a score of these "horning in" on the
medium -wave band could ruin the broad-

cast entertainment of about half Europe.
It may be that, unless some agreement can

AN INTERESTING RESULT
OU may remember that the Cossor
people recently ran a competition

4itroP

WHY NOT ?
0 far the variable -mu valve has been
made only in A.C. mains form, and

the most important from the makers' point
of view, since hardly anybody uses 4-volters

in which peOple were asked to vote
for what they considered the most
desirable points in a wireless receiving set.
The result, which has just been announced,
is extraordinarily interesting. The good
features were placed in the following order
of merit :(i) Tone (2) Price, (3) Selectivity,
(4) Range, (5) Simplicity, (6) Appearance,
(7) Up -keep cost; (8) Volume. One presumes that by tone is meant quality reproduction, and it is an excellent sign of the
times that this should occupy first place.
In these days I would have expected selectivity to come second, for it doesn't much
_

and the 6 -volt valve is rarely seen outside
the laboratory of the wireless experifnenter.
I use 6-volters myself, because I-thinlc that
how low the price of a set is if it
they are just a little more efficient; taken matter
on bringing in two or three stations
all round, and because you can obtain insists
once. -Tile fact that range occupies the
special types not available in the 2 -volt at
fourth
place shows what an enormous
series. But I should--ge over to 2-volters
of -interest' is taken in long-diswithout delay if .a variable -mu battery amount
tance reception, 'a fact which is stilt not
valve were brought out.
realised in every quarter. Some people
4,41
may be surprised to find upkeep cost near

UNSUSPECTED METAL

the bottom of the list, but I am not, for

CAME across a queer case the other up-to-date receiving sets are so economical
upkeep costs are, in any case, nothing
day of a set that simply refused that
very
serious:
to function properly in a certain

The- combination of quality at the top
house. It was quite a small affair,
upkeep cost near the bottom comes,
designed solely for the reception of the and
you think it oirt:to a public demand
Brookmans Park twins at short range, but when
good quality and hang -the expense.
in my house it gave all the volume that for
in general should, I think,
could possibly be required when used with Manufacturers
with care that volume is at the very
fishness. This is a minute indoor aerial. The second note
of the list. I never have been
going to be one of house stands a great deal higher, and it bottom
able to make out why some make such a

be reached, the rest of Europe will have
to take concerted action against Russiaor, indeed, against
any other country
guilty of radio sel-

the big problems of was naturally thought that splendid work- strong point of the huge volume that their
the future in broad- ing would be obtained there. To my sets can supply-outputs of from r yi to
casting.
surprise, the owner of the house rang me 5 watts. Unless you live in a baronial hall
up to say : "I can hardly get a bleat oUt or a moated grange, half a watt is ample
of the set. Could you have a look at it?" for the average living -room, and most of

I did. It was in perfect order and the us use a good deal less than that in the
The earth was a
COME
good one and the indoor aerial did not ordinary way.
*At
ND Russia is loOk too bad, though it was taken closer

STILL THEY

batteries were right up.

VALVE NEWS
not the only to the walls than I care about. For about
O many interesting valves have been
one, by any half its length it ran very close to what was
placed on the market this season
manner of apparently an oak beam. Investigation,
that it has been quite difficult to
means. Other though, showed that this was really an iron
keep pace with developments. I
countries may not beam with an oak casing. The solution
grab wavelengths, of the rnysteiy seemed to be in sight. But mentioned recently the very economical
but there seems to there was more in it than that. The type of two -volt pentode which has been
be an all - Tound house is built of reinforced concrete, so developed, and now I want to draw your

etnattur wire
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On Your Wavelength!

00

(continued)

RAI

If you take He relates that someone once offered to
one of the cells away the current drops, sell him this "secret art", which, by
and similarly when you cut away some of making use of the "sympathy between
through a io-ohm resistance.

attention to a particularly interesting kind
of triode output valve. Many people don't
like pentodes, because you must use a filter
circuit or a transformer in their output and

magnetised needles," would enable him to

the metal of a magnet you simply diminish

because, even if you do, they are apt to its magnetomotive force, and so reduce the speak to another person over a distance of
make reproduction somewhat shrill. At amount of flux it can drive through the from two to three thousand miles. Galileo
was prepared to buy, provided he could
- the same time, they would like to have high "reluctance" of the gap.
first make a trial, and for this purpose, asked

something of the big magnification in the
last stage that a pentode can give. Well,
there are nowadays very wonderful little

for a practical demonstration between two
REDUCED TO A NUTSHELL
rooms in the same house. The
F course, in a sense, we are only at different
vendor
hesitated
and then replied ;that
the beginning of the possiblities over so short a distance
action would
of modern magnetism. The pro- be scarcely discernible. the
was enough
duction of the high-powered " per- for the shrewd Galileo,This
who
promptly
manent " magnet is in itself a compara- declared that he did not find it convenient
tively new discovery, and there are bound just then to go to Cairo or Muscovy, but
to be further developments along the same

power valVes which go a long way towards
meeting these requirements. Valves of the

LP2 type have a nominal amplification
factor of 15 with an impedance of 3,900
ohms. These figures are taken with the
plate at 125 and the grid at zero. Under
working conditions the grid- is given a lines.- In fact, it is one of the most promis- that if the other chose to go there himself,
negative -bias of 3 volts with 125 on the ing avenues now open to scientific research, he would remain at home and abide by the
plate. This means that the amplification and I shouldn't be at all surprised if, results.
and impedance figures .are rather higher sooner or later, we don't get the permanent
*41
under working conditions. The plate cur- magnet of a loud -speaker movement more
A NOVEL FAULT
rent is only just over 5 milliamperes. As or less down to nutshell size.
ECENTLY I came across a fault
is the case with the pentode, - very big
which I had not previously encoun4,00
amplification takes place within the valve
tered. I was testing a D.C. set
A
MAGNETIC
CURIOSITY
itself, with the result that a very respectusing some of the new indirectly able output to the loud -speaker is obtained,
NE of the earliest discoveries made heated valves. The set was of the H.F.,
despite the. small grid -voltage swings that
in connection with' magnetism is detector, and L.F. variety, and worked
the valve can handle.
the peculiar way in which the nor- very well except that at one point on the
mal field can be concentrated or long -wave scale it burst into a curious
*00
increased
conditions. growling type of oscillation. I had, as
under certain
MY OWN MEDICINE
Galileo, writing in 1608 of the properties a matter of fact, experienced a little diffi.

HERE is an old saying that the shoe- of a piece of lodestone, pointed out that it culty in making the set stable, and I
maker's children are the worst shod, never tires of holding a weight, but invi- assumed that this was some remnant of the
and appropriately altered it would gorates itself with time. " The longer it instability, and accordingly tried all sorts

sustains a weight, the more it gains in of alterations to the wiring to avoid any
weight it can coupling between the circuits. This,- howstrength and

appear to apply in some measure
to the families of wireless experts. The
other day Mrs. Thermion told me that the
set installed specially for her use was producing nasty noises and asked me to take

carry." He himself had a piece of lode- ever, did not make any difference, and I
stone which weighed 6 ounces and would was considerably puzzled to discover what
normally support only i ounce, but by the fault was.
" arming " it with iron caps he sucI got a clue- from the fact that, in an
the necessary action. A flick of the switch suitably
ceeded
in
making it carry a weight of no endeavour to get down to first principles,
disclosed that there were very nasty noises
I removed the aerial and earth; this, to
indeed, so I proceeded to take a look inside. less than 15o ounces.
my surprise, cured the fault, for the set
The first thing that struck my eye was a
was now quite stable. This is, of course,
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
label in my own handwriting on the grid
battery which read " Due for renewal
HE same philosopher also refers to rather the reverse of what usually happens,
March r, 1931." And I seemed to remema system for communicating over the set tending to become more unstable as
ber having given in these columns that tip
long distances by means of mag- the aerial damping is removed. In this
about labelling grid batteries so that you L__ __ nets which, even in these days, instance, however, the set was quite stable
couldn't possibly neglect to change them would throw modern radio into the shade. over the whole scale, with an appreciable
margin of safety, until the aerial and earth
at the right time ! A sad thought, is it
MISIONNON*1
were connected up again, when the old
r---not?
have said,
instability reappeared. As
sticol,
FRAGILE WIRING
it was not a continuous oscillation, but
.

A QUESTION OF SIZE

PROPOS of the permanent magnets
used in

a

moving -coil

speaker,

a correspondent asks why it

is

E.

Take care when connecting up parts

only occurred at one point on the long -wave

which have internal connections to
thin wires, H.F. chokes, for example,
that too much strain is not placed on

scale at about 1,700 metres.
*V.*

THE REASON
VENTUALLY I found the trouble,
which was in the condenser in the
earth lead. Being a D.C. set, I
could not connect the H.T.-to earth,
and the latter, therefore, was connected to
the set through a 2-microfarad condenser.
This was of the ordinary inductive type
and presumably had a resonance just about
the 1,700 -metre mark. Replacing this
condenser with another of a non -inductive
type put matters right. Whether this
effect is always obtained with inductive
condensers I do not know, but it is, at any
rate, rather interesting, and a fault which
might cause one a lot of trouble.

necessary to make them so big and
heavy, seeing that the only useful part of

the field is that passing through the gap
between the comparatively sm,all pole pieces. He points out that, theoretically,
each limb of the magnet can be divided
up into a number of equally strong magnets-since the same flux passes through=
out-and so he thinks it ought to be possible to cut away some of the "superfluous"
metal without reducing the strength of the
field in the gap.

The trouble is that a certain bulk of

metal is essential in order to generate sufficient force to drive the flux across the air gap:

For instance, it takes at least five

2 -volt cells to drive one ampere of current

the terminal shank.

If the terminal

itself were rotated by tightening up the

nut too much, this would break the
inside connections.

J

THERMION.
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A
NEW
IDEA

FOR

YULE -TIDE
PARTIES

NO doubt, by now you will have and if you do select one, see that you

started to make arrangements for choose a person who is not likely to let
that Xmas Party of yours and, possibly, you down; select someone wide awake and
you n3ay have been seeking ideas for some if he possesses some imagination, some
new "stunt" with whichto entertain your initiative, is bright, and can play a part
guests.

If these parties are to be a success some
preparation must be made in advance. It
is true that the wireless programmes may
be called upon to contribute to the enjoyment of your visitors; also, gramophone
records may be relied upon to fill up odd
moments and, inevitably, the evening will
include a jolly dance. Then what about
the old parlour games which some member
of the party will most certainly suggest;
those round games which both young and

your success is assured.

Should you, by chance, possess a micro-.

phone-even of the ordinary carbon typethe matter will be greatly simplified for
you will not need the wireless receiver. On
headphones every word picked up by the

microphone from the room would be
distinctly heard and from experiments

made, even with a connecting twin -wire,
of as much as fifty feet there is no need for
The only advance preparation you will extra amplification.
need to make is to take a flexible leadIf however yoti would like to me a loudordinary twin electric bell wire will dofrom some point near your wireless set to speaker at the distant end of the leads
another point outside the room. Take it instead of the phones, the microphone
to some inconspicuous corner of the hall or should be connected up as shown in Fig. 3,
the room in which the loud -speaker is
to another adjoining room and to that but
must of course be at some
end attach a pair of headphones. The situated
distance from the room in which the
main
idea
is
to
use
the
loud
-speaker
as
a
old join in with glee ?
microphone and all that is required is to
connect one of the loud -speaker leads to
Be Up To Date!
You cannot play Kiss in the Ring all the the grid of the detector valve and the other
time ! You know the sort of thing to which lead to the negative side of the grid -bias
WIRE DISCONNECTED
one usually drifts, a guessing competition, battery or to any earthing point on the
FROM GRID TERMINAL
I)
clearly
shows
The
diagram
(Fig.
set.
the same idea, with variations, that someIf
your
set
has
been
you
what
to
do.
body should go out of the room and be constructed to take a\ gramophone pick-up TO. L.S.
invited to carry out certain suggestions
made in his or her absence. He must these terminals should be used without any
find a hidden object, detect something other alteration.
DETR. VALVE
The free end of the new length of flex
unusual or be allowed to put questions to
which the only replies allowed are " yes " goes to the output terminals of the receiver,
HOLDER

and "no." We appear to come back

Advance Preparation

but it is advisable -if the leads to the phones

regularly to the old "Animal, mineral and ate more than a few feet long To"use a choke
vegetable" convention and, believe me, we filter output as shown in Fig. 2, so that the
H.T. current will not have to circulate round
want something new.
To -day, most households possess a wire- the house. You must, of course, disconnect
less set and a loud -speaker; it can be put to the aerial and earth leads from the set.
You will see what we are trying to do,
a use for which it was not originally constructed. A little alteration must be carried namely, to use the loud -speaker as a
out, but such a simple one that it can be "mike" and to pick up a message on the
done without anyone being the wiser, at headphones outside. Providing you are
least, for the time being. It is this adaption not too far from the loud -speaker, your
of the set which gives us our main idea. confederate should hear everything you.
For this, however, you want an accomplice say.

EXISTING
WIRE IN
SET

Ansraganosva)

Fig. 1. Method of connecting up the loudspeaker as a microphone.
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microphone is used, so that the sound
cannot be overheard.

Whichever method you adopt be sure

to rehearse with the friend you have chosen
to assist you. Now, if this is all clear to

you, we may proceed with our mystery.

If you are capable of it make them a will permit it.
speech in true showman style; something Now when the
on these lines :accepted suggestLadies and Gentlemen, I have brought ion regarding
you together to -night to demonstrate to you Brown's duty is
the remarkable telepathic powers of our decided
upon
friend Brown. To ensure the success of the make sure that
marvellous experiments we intend to carry you are standing
out, however, I must impress upon you near the loud-

the absolute necessity of granting me your speaker so that
undivided attention. For this difficult test Brown who, with
of thought transference I have to use every his headphones
ounce of concentration to transmit any outside, would not
message you may give to Brown and if I have heard what
am to do so there must be no interruption to has been said in
my continuity of thought. (Arthur take the back of the
your arm away from Betty's waist and room, may get
give me all your attention. Your frivolity your message.

disturbs me.) If you are all ready, we
may start. I want you to decide amongst
yourselves what Brown is to do when he
returns to the room. Apart from making
one or two hypnotic passes over him to
place him in a receptive frame of mind I
will not utter a word or make any sign to
assist him. (Note : Later, should your
audience object to these hypnotic passes

Fig. 2. Using a choke filter output to the
headphones

r'

Repeat it slowly.

Close your eyes as

if thinking deep-

ly, hold your
hands

to

your

temples and say,

for instance : " Let's see now. Have we got
that clearly ? When Brown comes in he is

to go to Aunt Julia, take her bag, open it,

"cut them out" magnanimously; this take out the powder puff and dab it on
will deepen the mystery.)

Helen's nose. Is that it ? "
Of, course, Brown will have heard all
whatever amusements have been indulged with any additions that may come to your this clearly and the rest is easy. If your
in no reference on your part should be mind; in fact, so long as your audience friend can take the part seriously he will
give the impression that he is in a semi made to the wireless set.
hypnotic stage after those magic passes
On the contrary, if the set has been
EXISTING WIRE IN
DET. VALVE
and wrinkling his brow, after some hesitaworking, you might, in a casual manner,
SET
tion will walk towards Aunt Julia, and
say, "Oh, well, we've had enough of this."
HOLDER
again, after a few moments' deep thinking
P
" What about playing at so-and-so? "
will do what was required of him.
'says somebody. "Yes," you reply, "that
You will be surprised how puzzled your
might do, but I have an idea." Make a:
friends will be for, apart from your presence
reference to thought -reading or thought
near the loud -speaker for a very short
transference and carefully explain that,
time you can allow them to take vou to
"Our friend "-say BrOWn, your confederanother part of the room, hold your 'hands,
ate-" is a past master in the art." He"
blindfold you or do anything to prevent
will go out of the room Whilst your friends
all possibility of carrying out any previous
decide what he is to do.
Leave the choice of his duty entirely
arrangement they may imagine you have
made with Brown. You may repeat the
to your guests. If you make suggestions
tests several times with any variations.
you will find that scenting collusion between
The necessary alterations to the wireless
him and you they will not be accepted. Ask
your friends to make the test a difficult
receiver can be made by your confederate
at some opportune moment, but do see
one, not just the simple matter of guessing
that the twin -wire leading to the heada word or finding a hidden pencil. The
greater the test the better the audience
phones outside the room is properly concealed: Don't, by any chance, let Aunt
will be pleased; the more they will be
mystified and the greater enhanced will be Fig. 3. Microphone :connections when a loud- Maria trip over it !
speaker is to be used instead of phones
your reputation as a Master of Telepathy.
J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.

You may carry on in this style, ad lib

Bear in mind that it is necessary that

" DANCE MUSIC FOR CHRISTMAS"
(Continued from page 1169)

" To a greater extent than ever before, They are designed solely for listeners, cs

they will find that this music is enjoyable as my boys can tackle everything from synco-

buff when they see the Christmas pro- a listening item. They have no need to pated Alines of the " hottest" type to

.

grammes and realise what a large amount of dance; in fact, many of nAry comedy num- extremely difficult serious items, such as
bers are almost impossible as dance items. Ravel's "Bolero," 'they are, you see, well
dance music there is.

DANCE MUSIC IN CHRISTMAS WEEK
LONDON & 5XX NATIONAL

MONDAY

5.15-6 p.m.

TUESDAY

5 .15-6 p.m.

.

...
...
...

11 p.m. -12 midnight

10.30 p.m. -12 midnight.

WEDNESDAY

..

5.15-6 p.m.

..

11 p.m. -12 midnight

THURSDAY

..

FRIDAY
(Christmas Day)

SATURDAY
(Boxing Day) ...

..
5.15-6 p.m.
10.45-12 midnight
...
5.15-6 p.m.
10.30-1 a.m.

LONDON REGIONAL

10.35 p.m. -12 midnight
(Dorchester Hotel-Blue Lyres)
10.35 p.m. -12 midnight.

6.30-7.15 p.m.
10.35 p.m. -12 midnight
(Grosvenor House-Jack Harris)
10.35 p.m. -12 midnight
(Jack Payne)

10.30-1 a.m.

(10.45-12 midnight, Savoy Orpheans-Savoy Hotel)
... 10.35 p.m. -12 midnight.

..
5.15-6 p.m.
10.30-12 midnight.

(May Fair-Ambrose)

qualified to please listeners.

Records and Radio
"Those who want my B.B.C. Dance.

Orchestra music for dancing will find that,

generally speaking, in recording I have
chosen items for dancers and, in broadcasting, items for listeners. Gramo-radio
enthusiaSts should note this.
"I have not yet chosen the programme
of the actual music which will be played
during Christmas week.
"This year," said Jack, in conclusion,
"our motto will be 'On with Me Dance'-

and if you don't want to dance, sit and
listen !

'

a
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She interrupts a beam of light

.

.

and the radio plays!

HE had tuned in the Regional before he left.

He knew that she had only to open the
For he
had fixed it up himself. It was not done by
It was a
magic-for he was no magician.
simple application of a new scientific study-

door when the radio would start.

And now his radio was controlled by Ray craft, by the beam of light across the door.
When the door is opened the beam is interrupted-and the radio plays.

of Raycraft.

Raycraft is simplicity itself. Anyone can build
it, and there are dozens of practical applications for it. For just as Raycraft will switch

On one side of the door-tidily out of sight,

on the Radio, or off for that matter, so it

he had fixed a Raycraft Bridge-a small lightFocused on to this Bridge
sensitive cell.
was a beam of light from a Raycraft Projector,

fixed, also unobtrusively, on the opposite
side of the doorway.

will control a light, ring a bell, count, sound
an alarm, time to a fraction of a second,
operate signs-all by means of the beam of light
on the sensitive Bridge.
Raycraft is not expensive. You can experi-

To the Bridge was connected a Raycraft Kithe had built it up himself-which contained
a one -valve amplifier and a Raycraft Relay.
This Relay he had connected to the switch of
the radio.

ment with a Kit costing only a few pounds.
Read the Raycraft Book. Free from your

radio dealer or from Audiovisor, Ltd.,
and learn more about this practical but

amazing scientific development-the s
biggest since radio.

PRICES

Raycraft Kit, including Bridge and Relay but without Valve or Batteries
Raycraft Projector, Battery Model
A.C. Model, 200,250 volts

£1

26

TC1 RAF
AUDIOVISOR LTD.,
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NEW PICK-UP AND TONE -ARM
(Patent.- Aran manufactured under Licence)

After all, good radio is the cheapest form of entertainment, so have it as good as you can get it. Build Varley
Components into your set or radiogram and you will
build in Quality. Quality of workmanship, of materials
and of performance.
THE ONLY VOLUME CONTROL

For full particulars of the components shown on this page
write for sections B, C and D of the new Varley Catalogue.
VARLEY COMBINED PICK-UP AND TONE ARM.-Pick-up enclosed in black bakelite
case. Compensated bass output, giving gradually increasing response as the frequency
decreases below 250 cycles. Needle scratch and subsidiary record noises practically
eliminated. Self-adjusting needle clutch-no screws to tighten.. You merely press the
Ball -bearing, frictionless Tone Arm, suitable for turntables from 10 in. to 12 in.
Almost perfect tracking and minimum record wear. Plays records of all sizes, from small
nursery ones to the large 12 in. type. List No. CPI38. 42/-.
needle in.

VOLUME CONTROL.-Exceedingly compact. Two or more easily ganged by means of
the ganging equipment which is listed separately. Smooth action-all strain removed from
spindles when ganged. 25,000, 50,000, or 250,000 ohms. 6,6 each.
GANGING EQUIPMENT.-I coupling link and mounting bracket, to gang 2 Volume
Controls. 1/- per set. (For each additional Volume Control a set of Ganging Equipment
I

ADAPTABLE FOR GANGING

is needed.)

NICLET L.F. TRANSFORMER.-Primary inductance 45 henries with no D.C. Ratio 31 to I.
The primary will carry a steady D.C. current up to 3 m.a. When resistance fed, ratios of
2.5,3.5, and 4.5 to I are obtainable. List No. DP2I. Price 7, 6.

"NICLET" L.F. Transformer

ADVERTISEMENT OF OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD., KINGSJVAY HOUSE,
I.R.S. Representative : L. R. WOOD,

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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New principle, new performance . . . . The Square Peak Sets owe
their amazing selectivity and range to Varley Square Peak Canned
Coils (prov. protected) which were placed first in the recent
-Wireless World" Olympia Ballot. Their fine quality of reproduction
comes from VARLEY L.F. Components-the first to give a straightline N.P.L. curve-and the built-in British Moving -coil Speaker.

VARLEY " SQUARE PEAK " 4 -VALVE
MAINS RECEIVER.-Complete as illustrated with built-in moving -coil speaker.
tuning. Stations calibrated
direct on tuning dial. Equipped for
gramophone pick-up. Exquisite Burr
Walnut -finished cabinet. A.C. or D.C.
One -dial

models, 29 guineas.

A Square Peak set will be a source of lasting pride and pleasure.

Write for the new illustrated colour booklet and particulars of

VARLEY " SQUARE PEAK " 4 -VALVE

hire purchase terms.

CONSOLE RECEIVER, with moving -coil
speaker housed beneath the set. A.C.
or D.C. models, 34 guineas.

Illustrated below is the Square Peak 4 -Valve Mains Receiver.

VARLEY 3 -VALVE MAINS RECEIVER.Complete with built-in moving -coil

speaker. New special aerial filter control. Highly selective. Dial marked in
degrees. Supplied with log chart show-

A.C. or D.C.

ing 12 station points.
models, 24 guineas.

VARLEY " SQUARE PEAK " CONSOLE
RADIOGRAM.-The set portion employs a circuit similar to that of the new
" Square Peak "4 -Valve Receiver, with a
really large output stage. Baker Super
Power Moving -coil
Speaker.
A.C.

model, 80 guineas.

D.C. model, 85

guineas.

VARLEY " SQUARE PEAK " UPRIGHT
RADIOGRAM.-Similar to the Console,
but built on a smaller scale. A.C. model,
53 guineas. D.C. model, 58 guineas.

All the above prices include valves and
royalties:

HIRE PURCHASE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

All A.C: Models are made for Too,,T2o
volts or 200/250 volts supplies; 40;100
cycles (25 cycle models to order):

D.C. Models are for 200/250 volts only.

"SCILIRRE
(RE

103, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

TRADE MRRK )

PERK"
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 5303

2aB, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin -

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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PRICES:
Upright Grand in Wa,nut 27 Gns

TaJle Grand in Wa nut (as
- 25 Gns.
lustrated) W.S.400 in Oak - zo Gns.
W. ,00 in Wa;nut (without
- £18.o.o
loudspeaker) -

W.400 in Oak (without
loudspeaker) -

-

- £18.o.o

All Blue Spot Receivers are sold

complete with B.R. V.M.A. salves
and Marconi Royalty paid, and a -e
suitob:e for any A.C. voltage between

too and 240.

your home

a

BLUE SPOT
RECEIVER
and your family the
freedom of Europe
INDIVIDUAL gifts are delightful to
give and to receive but have you
ever thought of buying a Christmas
present for your home ?
If you instal a BLUE SPOT Receiver this

Christmas you will provide endless entertainment
for yourself and your family and everybody who
comes to see you.

In their company you can travel over Europe

-by ear. You can have a French evening, a
German evening, Spanish, Italian, Norwegian
and Russian evenings.

Or you can be a cosmo-

politan and visit them all in a few minutes.

Everything that Europe is saying and playing is
brought to your fireside at the touch of a switch.
The best of the stations are obtained instantly
by turning the controls to the correct reading on
the tuning dial.

BLUE SPOT Receivers are all electric and

trouble free. You plug in and tune in. You

hear everything perfectly through the BLUE
SPOT Loudspeaker built into the cabinet. The
while incorporating two
screened grid, detector and output valves and a

circuit employed,

fifth valve for rectification only, has one H.F. stage

followed by a detector and two L.F. stages. It
is to this modern arrangement that much of the

success of Blue Spot Receivers is due, a fact

strikingly brought out in the Test Report which
appeared in Wireless World for Nov. 11th, 1931.
You will never find a better gift for your home.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration or write
for Catalogue

A.W. 19

111111 EMIRS" gaff ,K)I 4C1)AIPANY LID
BLUE SPOT HOUSE 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY AVENUE LONDON E Cl
Telephone: Clerkenwell 3570.

Telegrams : " Bluospot, Isling, London."

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd.,
100, London Road. Sheffield : 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester : 183, George Street, Glasgow.

VivittftstitiMMVIVVIMMISVellf*WITS*WegOtstis
Hutcheonad

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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A SHORT-WAVE
ADAPTOR FOR
YOUR SET
Constructional details of a simple
unit which can be added to prac-

tically any type of set, enabling
it to be used on the short waves
below 100 metres

The adaptor connected up

to a set and ready to pull
in

the

long-distance

short-wave stations

THIS Christmas you ought to take

advantage of short-wave reception
because over the holiday week -end there

will generally be ample time to listen in late
at night-not an opportunity usually

afforded to the family man. It is in the
latish hours of the evening that the shortwave stations are best received.
This little unit can be used with prac-

series aerial condenser to the coil connections and for convenience this should be
soldered to a crocodile clip so that various
connections may be tried. Three flexible
special detector stage and the subsequent leads are taken direct from one side of the
L.F. stage or stages of the broadcast set potentiometer, from the on -off switch on
are used.
the panel, and from the top of the H.F.
The little unit is easy to build, being choke. The grid pin of the four -pin plug
made up in the conventional fashion with is not used.
panel and wooden baseboard. There is
Getting Results
not much ebonite drilling to be done.
In operation the unit is simple. Any
A full list of the parts required is given
in the accompanying table and those who valve which makes a good detector in the

(Continued on page 1212)
are not experts at constructional work
and will enable you to receive the short will be well advised to get the
waves without making any structural full-size blueprint, which can be BLUEPRINT
rx5
NeA.W317
obtained, price is., post free,
alterations to the broadcast set.
from the Blueprint Department,
Replacing the Detector
AERIAL TUN/NC CONDsR 24
The unit consists of short-wave tuning AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
.00025 mid.
coils, and a detector valve. It takes the Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. A

tically any set, a two-valver or larger output,

scale reproduction of this is
place of the detector valve in your present given
here.
set. The valve is removed, put into the
detector socket of the short-wave adaptor On the Panel

REACTION
COMO".

and the four -pin plug attached to the

The construction is so straight
adaptor, is inserted in the detector socket
forward that it calls for little
of the broadcast set.
The high -frequency stages, if any, of the comment. The panel has to be
broadcast set, are not used. Only this drilled to carry the central tuning
condenser, the reaction conden-

moving

.0002/1111Z

pla/ts

ser on the left (looking at the

COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR
THE SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR
Panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Permcol, Danipad, Bead,
Peto-Scott, Readi-Rad).
Baseboard, 9 in. by 7 in. (Cameo, Peto-Scott,
Readi-Rad).
Tuning condenser, .00025-mfd. (LB., Utility,
Stratton, Formo).
Reaction short-wave condenser, .0002-mfiL
(Forme, Burton, Bulgin, Cyldon).
Neutralising condenser (Peto-Scott, J.B., Polar).
Slow-motion dial (Astra, Telsen, Ormond).
Coils and coil holder (Bulgin).
On -off switch (Wearite, Bulgin, Readi-Rad,
Telsen, Lissen, Junit, W.B.).

Valve holder (Clix, Telsen, Lissen, W.B., Ben-

jamin, Lotus, Wearite).
Three-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Telsen,
Sovereign).
Two fixed condensers, .0002.,mfd. (Telsen, Readi.
Rad, T.C.C., Dubilier).

Short-wave B.F. choke (Readi-Rad, Stratton,

Lissen, Watmel, Wearite, Igranic).
400 -ohm potentiometer (Lissen, Wearite).
Terminal block U.B., Junit, Belling -Lee).
Grid -leak holder (Readi-Rad, Bulgin, Lissen,
Dubilier, Wearite).
Terminals, marked : A, E (Belling -Lee Bulgin,
Eelex, Clix).
Four-way cable plug (Clix, Bulgin).
Glazite connecting wire (Lewcos).
2 yards single flex (Lewcos).
ACCESSORIES
Loud -speaker (Sovereign).
Cabinet (Cameo, Peto-Scott, Readi-Rad).

front), and the on -off switch on

the right. On the baseboard
are the coil holder, series aerial

condenser, H.F. choke, detector
valve holder, grid leak and two
condensers, and the wire -wound
potentiometer.
The aerial and earth are con-

nected to the two terminals at
the back and there are, you

BASEBOARD

.07"

Checked

by-

,

AER/AL

0002 Mir.

4000

POTE'vrilm

5 megohms

crivrol

0N

will see, no battery connections,
because the four -pin plug which
is placed in the detector holder
of the broadcast set, automatic-

ally connects up the high and
low tension. The aerial and

00'2m.NEUT.
HECHOKE

the unit.

correct to the four -socket coil

holder. There is a short flexible

lead from one terminal of the

11

61111!

011

connected to the terminals on

The wiring is straightforward.
Take care to get the connections

9-M7
r4i-P1-

top

earth must be disconnected from
the broadcast -band set and

Connecting Up

(10

c)g

CONDs4

B

(Short wa ye)

2

(e6aLT

A

yv

A reproduction of the full-size print which can be
obtained, price 1;'- post free. Compare this with
the photograph of the baseboard layout given on
page 1212
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I IFTS
Some Practical
Suggestions
0

CHOOSING a Christmas radio gift; the annual need a rather specialised knowledge of the

problem. "What can I possibly buy as a type of circuit. This year there is a fine

present this year ? " is a regular question effectively opportunity for anybody to give valves

solved if the recipient owns a set, or is likely to as gifts, because so great an im.provement
has been made in valve characteristics
own one by Christmas.
As with non -radio gifts, some - radio presents during the last year that practically any
are "safe" for giving by those who do not set owner will welcome a new valve or
know very much about the technicalities of a set two; but you must know what impedances
and others present a certain amount of risk as to and " mu's" are needed.
whether or not they will be suitable. Obviously

it is no use buying an accumulator for a man Why Not a Speaker ?
who intends at Christmas time to go in for an
Laud -speakers are generally acceptable
all -mains outfit, while a brand-new mains te muse the new inductor and moving -coil
filament transformer will not be much use types have, almost without exception,
to a man on D.C. mains, who uses batteries in yorporated transformers so that they can
b.; used with practically any output valve.
anyway.
Meters are handy and there are still too
Some " Safe" Gifts
many set users who wish they had a meter
Ascertain first, then, what kind of set for testing volts and milliamperes, but who
the recipient owns, and if you do not know are too lazy to buy one. Nevertheless this
very much about wireless techni- is a most acceptable form of gift and some
calities, take your local dealer into of the new triple -purpose meteys are very
low in price and quite reasonably accurate.
your confidence.
"Safe" presents which one call
If you happen to know something about
give without knowing very the circuit of the set Of the owner to whom
much about the type of set, you intend making a Christmas gift, and if
are loud -speakers, batteries, it is lacking in selectivity, then you might
and certain small parts, such prepare to invest in a set of band-pass coils
as volume controls. and a ganged condenser. Or a wave trap
Valves-among the may be fitted. A new low -frequency transacceptable former or an output unit will improve the
most
wireless gifts- performance in many cases.

Blue Spot Model
100-U speaker

Lotus three -gang condenser

Remote control; that is a good idea

O

Several remote control devices are on the
market with whin you have only to push
in the loud -speaker plug in order to switch
on the set at a distance.
(Continued on page 1.2o2)

Wufa
60 -pole

speaker

Wearite Talisman coil
46A-4''
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Ormond cone speaker
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(4)-Blue Spot speaker. (5)-Telsen aerial coil.
(6)-Tannoy
(3)-H.M.V. table radiogram.
(2)-R.I. Chassis.
(7)-Goltone condenser. (8)-Lewcos super -bet coil unit. (9)-Goltone switch. (10)-Ferranti moving -coil speaker. (11)-Amplion
(13)-Telsen output transformer.
(12)-Bulgin switch.
MC6 moving -coil chassis.

(1)-11.M.V. Super -het.

eliminator.
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HY , I always thought you liked you mind telling me what it was you were
high -brow items," said the un- cured of ?"
expected visitor to a flat whe, a
set was in full blast.

Lighthouse keeper (referring to the wireto know
what it is they think we gets out of ' 'ints on

less) : "Switch it off, Fred, I

gardening' ."-Punch.
"The latest bandpass tuner is only one inch
"Well you see it was like this," said the
owner, "I wanted to listen to the Bach con- high," says a correspondent. Flat tuning !
A B.B.C. vaudeville producer relates
cert and my wife wanted to listen to Gillie
that a man came to him in an audition and
Potter. . . . So we compromised and listened
"There are two main difficulties in choosing asked if he could be taken on to do minor
to Gillie Potter !"
eliminators," says another expert. Yes, A.C. acting parts. He appeared to be an old actor.
"Have you had any experience of acting
and D.C.
A.: "What a dreadful noise next door's
The 114 members of the Symphony Orches-

tra were going all out on an ultra -modern
score, and the composer conducting was
waving his baton wildly and tearing his hair.
Suddenly an even louder discord than usual
broke the air and the rehearsal stopped with
So we compromised!

set is making ! Shut the door !"

B. :"It is shut."
A.: "Well, lock it."
Here's a new one about the theatre broad-

casting controversy. A West End theatre
owner, who shall be nameless, was asked
whether broadcasting had a good effect on the

box-office. "The other night," he said, "a
,nan came to me and said, 'we heard the
broadcast of part of your show last night and
felt we must come up to see it. Can you let me

have a couple of free stalls? ' "

e

Gardening!
a jerk. The conductor glared at one of the
trombonists. "Vat vas dat you play ?" he without audiences ?" asked the B.B.C. man.
blared. "Vat vas dat note ?" The trom"Yes," came the reply, "that's why I'm
bonist looked again and blushed. "I'm sorry, here !"
sir, it's gone now," he said, "it must have
been a fly."
In the young days of broadcasting, when
there was no S.B. system, artistes had to
travel from station to station. Leonard
Henry relates that once in a country district
he hired a very decrepit vehicle to take him
to the nearest station and on the way the
country youth who was driving had a slight
contretemps with a pedestrian.
They got out to investigate, but the yokel
A Shakespearian recital !

A B.B.C. play producer who toured

merely looked on and sucked a straw n:
astonishment.

America tells a good story of the American
"Heavens, man," said Leonard, "why
A well-known wireless comedian was producer who asked him for a few hints. As don't you do something ? Go and fetch the
walking down the Strand towards Savoy material for explanation, the B.B.C. man doctor !"
Hill when he noticed that a passer-by was started off on a few lines of Hamlet, and
"That be 'im," came the reply.

eyeing him up and down very curiously. showed how, in the B.B.C. mode, this passage
Feeling a little flattered, he stopped.

"Haven't I seen your face in the papers
somewhere ?" the stranger said.

would be produced.

The American looked

on in

wonder.

"Say," he said at length, "that's pretty
smart. But you guys aren't up to date.

"I don't see why you should say I am
unsuitable," said a budding soprano to a

We had that over here two years ago !"

/,./.

Professor : "Science has now made such
progress that we can now send pictures by
wireless."
What were you cured of?

"Yes, maybe," said the radio comedian,
graciously, fame sitting heavily on his

Old lady
framed ?"

listener :

"Really,

ready

Two free stabs

B.B.C. man, " I'm getting a singing part at
the Frivolity Theatre next week."

"Oh," exclaimed the official, in sorrow, as
"More wireless sets for teaching," I read.
Now we shall get some genuine howlers.- he turned to the next applicant, "inside or
"Ah, I knew it !" said the stranger, "do Sunday Pictorial.
out ?"

shoulders !
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IMPEDANCE
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TELSEN BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKES
It is the function of an H.F. Choke to

present the highest possible impedance to H.F. currents at all wavelengths. Particularly does this apply
to the popular tuned grid arrange-

,

ment of screened -grid amplification,
where the performance of the whole

set is limited by the value of the
impedance in the anode circuit of the
screened -grid valve. It is equally

important that this high efficiency
maintained over
whole broadcast band.
should be

the

Telsen Binocular H.F. Choke. Price 5/-.

100

The Curve adjoining (published by courtesy of AMATEUR

cc

.

c,

WIRELESS) represents the efficiency over the Broadcast Band,

as measured at the Furzehill Laboratories by J. H. Reyner,
B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E., M.I.R.E., who says :
"This curve shows the fine performance of the new Telsen
Binocular H.F. Choke
. the performance factor exceeds
.

1 .
a

90

TEL SEN BINDCULAR

ce

H.F.

o
a

95 per cent. at all points, and there is a distinct freedom
from subsidiary resonances.
. This Choke must be con.

1....."4

,,
z

.

CHOKE

la

.

sidered as taking its place as the best on the market."
Combined with its "fieldless" properties these figures show
that where superlative performance is called for the choice
must be the TELSEN Binocular H.F. Choke.

4,...--

m

80

WAVELENGTH (METRES)

200 400 600 800

1000 1,200 1400 1.600 1.800 2000

TELSEN STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE

The Telsen Standard H.F. Choke
utilises the minimum baseboard
space. It is designed to cover the

whole broadcast band and has
an extremely low self -capacity.

The inductance is 150,000 micro -

henries and the resistance 400
ohms.

It has proved very popular and

has been incorpoeated by set
designers in many of the leading
circuits.
Telsen Standard H.F. Choke ci

Price 4,'

Advt. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

\

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION
Send for the "Telsen Radio Catalogue" and book

of "All-Telsen Circuits" to The Telsen Electric Co.,
Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

CVS-94
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RADIO PLAYS
In a visit

to the

Sound Effects Department KENNETH ULLYETT

describes the new ways of making noises for radio plays

LISTENERS to radio plays are never
tired of arguing that either too little
or too much use is made of sound effects.
Those in favour of cutting out the effects
quote the use of the record-which must

It is not essential, that the sound some six hundred records of noises of all
effect producers should be able to see what kinds. Some of these records 'have been
is going on in the radio play studio. The specially made by the Gramophone Co., and
new system of indicator lights controlled Columbia for the B.B.C., others are comfrom the "D.C." (Dramatic Control) room mercial records now on the market; a num-

now be getting well worn-of horses' enables the producer to bring in the ber of special records have also been
hooves; those who like the effects point out, players' studio or the effects' studio as brought over from the Continent.
accurately I think, that in radio plays we needed.
have an excellent chance to create a fine

background of sound, a chance not available In the Studio
The effects studio is full of the strangest
in stage plays where too many effects noises
things. Part of it is screened off and in this
make a play seem amateurish.
During the past two years a big "effects" cubicle are two gramophones with a
department has been growing at Savoy fader control between. This fader is reguHill and there is now an official who has, as lated by the man in the effects studio, but

Where possible, effects noises are taken
from gramophone records, but the limit to
this is where short staccato noises are needed
and accurate timing is important. These
noises are still made in the studio.

To settle doubters, the noise of horses'

hooves is made by banging small pieces of
hard wood on a board, and the old record of
a full-time job, the collection of strange the final control of volume is done by the this is seldom used !
producer at the D.C. panel.
In the centre of the effects studio is a
noises of all kinds for broadcasting.
There is a third gramophone, without a large wooden bath with taps ending in long
Impressionist Effects
fader, which can also be switched on to this rubber tubes. This is one of the most
Effects are not only used in plays, of line, and this is done also from the D.C. useful effects producers because everything
from bathroom noises to the rushing of a
course, certain impressionist programmes panel.

needing effects to heighten the realism.

Where a large number of simultaneous wide torrent can be imitated. There is a
rowlock at one end and when they want to
make the noise of a rowing boat an oar. is
put in this and splashed about. In this

The Empire Day programme of last year is gramophone record effects are needed, the
gramophone used by Christopher Stone in
an example of this.
I have had the opportunity of having a No. 6 studio can be switched on to the same
long chat with the effects official at line.
They have been collecting noise records
Savoy Hill. His centre of industry is a
room outside No. 2 studio in the basement at Savoy Hill ever since radio plays started
and in a fireproof metal file there are now
of Savoy Hill.

way they\get the splashing of the water and

the squeaking of the oar in the rowlock.
That's the way to get realism !

A Midget Door
A microphone in the centre of the room,
picks up the noises from the other effects.'
They have spent hours in getting the right

Here one of the
records
for B.B.C. radio
plays is being
effects

made in the lift
of a Londontube.

The master wax
has just been
taken off the recording machine
and from this the

distance from each noise -producing gadget.

A number of ingenious ways have been
devised for getting at noises which are not
accurately produced by doing the real thing.
For instance, the noise of a door slamming
cannot be done by slamming a real door,
for this causes too much of a bang. The
effects people have made up a little door,
about 18 in. high. This is carried up to the
studio and slammed at the right moment
by one of the assistants !

Among the effects records are some

Amazing discs.

For my special benefit they

put on a German record of a revolution in

effects record is full swing, complete with machine guns and
death shrieks 1 There are some fine train
made

records and a number of Continental
impressionist records of machine noises
made by a large orchestra.

"We generally use more than one record

at a time," said the effects man.

"In a
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recent revue turn there was a skit on the faded in and out to give the procession
parade of the B.B.C. when moving from effect."
I asked how the effects are grouped and
Savoy Hill to Broadcasting House.
" For this we had four records running at was told that they are under general heada time. One was of ordinary crowd cheer- ings, such as "realistic," "symbolic,"
impressionistic," "music," and so on.
ing. Superimposed on this was a restaurant
" chatter " record, the balance between the

two being varied so that at times the
cheering seemed to predominate. The
other two gramophones ran records of the
B.B.C. artistes-Jack Payne, for instanceas they paraded along, and these had to be

A much more direct effect is the use of
morse,

as in

our

Empire Day pro-

gramme, to suggest ships a great distance
away out at sea.
At Broadcasting House the effects
department will haVe a much better time of
Some of these new highbrow plays it. They will have twelve gramophones at
demand very complex sound effects. For their disposal for there will be two studios
instance, in one of the Kaleidoscope plays, a specially fitted up with six gramophones in
Beethoven symphony was faded in against each. These will be for effects only.
jazz music as being symbolic of the sacred Christopher Stone will have a special
gramophone console of his own.
and profane love forces !

SEPARATE

DUAL EFFECTS

EFFECTS
GRAMOPHONE

GRAMOPHONES

PERFORMERS
STUDIO

This pictorial diagram shows how effects noises are " mixed " with radio plays. The three gramophones used for ilia effects
records are at the top, and the inputs from the performers and effects studios are combined by means of the dramatic control
The whole transmission is regulated by the panel in the control room.
panel seen at the left.

ONE of the pleasures of a wireless set,"
said my neighbour Pottleby, "iS

LOGGING THE STATIONS

logging the stations."
By LESLIE T. BARNARD
" Is logging a swear word ? " I inquired
politely. I have a lot to learn about wireAt a dial reading of 24 I got an earthless, really."
"Idiot. You put down the dial reading quake in Tokio or Vladivostok, a long way
of every station your set brings in at full off, anyway, and a request from Uncle
strength and when you want a particular Herbert to shut the dam' set off, he
couldn't stand the modern dance music at
station at any time
" You find you've lost your log book, so to any price.
At 3o I logged Paris; at least, I thought it
speak," I said, "and you go cruising about
the uncharted ether in the same old way." was, until I saw in a programme that Milan
" Idiot," snapped Pottleby, with dis- was giving a French lesson at that hour, so
I put Milan. Then I discovered that the
tressing lack of invention.
The idea seemed good to me, though, lesson was being relayed from Turin, and
later on. Instead of twiddling the knobs that it was a last week's programme, so I
vainly in front of the family, it would be a crossed it all out and turned the dial again.
I got Jack Payne and the B.B.C. Dance
considerable lift to the old prestige if I
could turn the dial to the required spot and Orchestra ,at 35, and also an ultimatum
command Huizen or Milan or Stuttgart to from the missus that if I didn't stop fiddling
about with the Set when it was going all
roll up and do its stuff.

right she'd-well, you know what wives are !

Getting a bit hot round the collar, I

twiddled the dial viciously. I brought in a
Spanish bull fight, two Chinese dogs bark-

ing in Sanskrit, and my neighbour asking
what the heck I meant by oscillating so.

Uncle Herbert said what a boon and a

blessing wireless is.
At a reading of 5o I brought in Berlin.
For the benefit of myless educated relatives
I translated the lengthy news bulletin being
announced, ana felt a trifle foolish as the
German stopped and a very correct B.B.C.
voice intoned, " That concludes for this
evening Mr. Otto Siepman's German
lesson."
Less stout-hearted men than me would
have been disheartened, but I twisted the
dial slowly and resolutely. Soon a mysterious silence brooded over my set.
It was not until the next morning that I
discovered the wife had snipped the lead-in.
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H. REYNER TELLS YOU

How To GET THE BEST
FROM

A PICK-UP

for the bass. Consequently, the reduction nally, it is desirable to try several values in
of volume by this method results in a loss order to find which is the most suitable.

of the top notes and the quality sounds
" woofy."

AVERY popular present this Christmas

time will be a gramophone pick-up.

Pick-ups can be obtained in various forms
ranging from a simple electrical sound -box

A certain amount of cut-off in the top
is perhaps desirable when playing at low
volume because it tends to reduce the
scratch. With full volume one can stand
the full amplification up to, say, 5,000
cycles, for the scratch will not be appre-

Scratch Filters
cratch filters are not used as much as
they might be. The reason appears to be
that the majority of amplifier -loud -speaker
combinations do not reproduce much above

5, oo cycles. We hear a lot of talk about
7,000 and 8,000 cycles, but most people
which is attached to an ordinary gramo- ciable except possibly in the quiet passages. would be surprised to realise how soon
phone in place of the usual mechanical On reduced volume on the other hand it is their radio sets cut off, even assuming they
sound -box up to a complete pick-up, tone - desirable to cut the scratch down, as it is can hear 8,000 cycles themselves, which
arm, and volume control combined. A relatively more noticeable. A volume congramophone pick-up, of course, is merely trol which cuts off the frequencies from
0.25 H
an electrical sound -box which converts the 3,000 cycles upwards to a progressive
extent is, therefore, sometimes useful, but

OHMS

PICK-UP

Fig. 1.
This is a high -resistance potentiometer
arrangement consisting of from roo,000 to
250,00o ohms connected directly across the
pick-up. As the slider is moved up or
down the resistance, so the voltage tapped
off the resistance increases or decreases.
'

O

AMPLIFIER

I

Fig. 1.

100,000
OHMS

a better form of control is that shown in

.100,000 TO
250,000

Potentiometer type of volume control

PICK-UP
I

TO AMPLIFIER
Fig. 2.

Capacity of Leads

.01 ME

Circuit of easily -made scratch filter

impulses recorded on the disc into electrical
The trouble is the same top cut-off as many people cannot. Another fallacy is
currents which are applied to a valve amplifier and caused to operate a loud -speaker. we have had in the previous case, but it the assumption that with a good quality
arises from a different cause, namely the amplifier and loud -speaker it is possible to
self capacity of the leads, and is much less get 6,000 -cycle frequencies off a record.
Volume Control

Perhaps the most important advantage marked than with the simple variable - This is not so, except while the needle is

of the electrical pick-up is the easy control resistance type of control. Generally absolutely new; after it has played for about
which one has over the volume. This is speaking, it may be taken that a volume one minute the point has become so
thd first thing that strikes anyone who is control of this type is satisfactory, but it blunted as to be unable to reproduce anynot used to an electrical gramophone, and is desirable to try several values of resis- thing above about 4,000. The trouble gets
who then reverts even temporarily to a tance between the limits already stated in progressively worse as one goes towards
mechanical model. There is no satisfactory order to find one which suits the particular the centre of the record.
Fig. 2 gives a circuit of a scratch filter
means of reducing the volume with the pick-up. Different types of pick-up have
mechanical type, whereas with an electrical differing internal impedances, and there is which can easily be made up with a stansystem the volume can be controlled from one particular impedance which will suit dard Wearite iron -cored H.F. choke.
a whisper to full volume by a mere rotation any type of pick-up better than any other. This filter cuts off
Where a combined outfit is obtained, of at about 4,000
of the control knob.
The simplest method of volume control course, this has already been worked out cycles and is easily
is the brute force system_ of connecting by the manufacturers, but if the volume fitted in the posia variable resistance across the pick-up. control is being fitted to a 'pick-up exter- tion shown. The
volume control
As one reduces the value of this resistance,
may either be on
the output from the pick-up is progressively
the
input or outshort-circuited, so that a smaller and smaller
MOTU LABORATORIES
put side of the
voltage is applied to the amplifier. This
Aw. cAuesterari Crum'
filter, but where a
method suffers from the defect that it
choice is possible
affects different frequencies to a different
it is better to fit it
extent.
a OL
MD
5 3FT TON
between the pickI

1

Loss of " Top "

NEEDLE

The short-circuiting action of a resistance connected across the pick-up depends

Choice of Needles

essentially upon the internal impedance

of the pick-up relative to the external
impedance of the shunt. The internal

impedance rises with the frequency, so that
the shunting effect of the volume control is
much more for the upper frequencies than

up and the volume
control.

Finally, we

FFILPLIDICY

SYS

Fig. 3.

w

lititsI

111

Resonance curves showing effect of
different needles

may revert to a

point which is
(Continued on
page 1234)
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THE HOW AND WHY OF TUNING -70H

I

HINTS ON USING DUAL -RANGE AERIAL COILS
Another of a comprehensive series of articles on tuning, specially written for newcomers to wireless
IF the circuit of Fig. x is thoroughly Fig. 2B reaction arrangement is nearly of the tuning coil, as at Fig. 4A. At
understood, the reader will be able to always specified.
Fig. 4B the aerial is connected to the

Now we will examine a typical commer- aperiodic winding through a pre-set type of
follow all the variations on the original
theme introduced by the coil makers. cial dual -range coil, whose circuit is shown variable condenser. This increases the
Shall we briefly go over this circuit, and by Fig. 3. This is the Telsen dual -range selectivity in the way shown by previous

then look into one or two commercial ver- aerial coil arrangement, which I have tried
sions? We start with the first idea about out and found very satisfactory.

a dual -range coil, which is its ability to

If the circuit to the right of the dotted

cover, when shunted by a .0005-microfarad line is examined, it will be seen to follow
the lines of the standard connections shown
by Fig. 2A. That is to say, the dual -range

GRID

GRID

action is obtained by shorting out the

Fig. 1.

The scheme of connections of a
dual -range coil

larger section of the coil when the medium
waves are wanted. The reaction here is a
continuation of the tuning -coil winding, so
the reaction condenser is connected between
the free reaction coil lead and the anode of
the detector.
Now look at the arrangement to the left
of the dotted line, since this shows a departure from the normal aerial tapping method.
We can ignore the dual -range idea for the

LTANODE
ANODE

Fig. 2, Alternative methods of reaction

moment and analyse the aerial coupling articles. It can also be used as a form of
variable condenser, two distinct wave- arrangement as at Fig. 4A and 4B. At A volume control.

is the simple aperiodic aerial coupling, conlength ranges.
Returning now to Fig. 3, we can see that
The medium wavelengths to be covered sisting of a few turns of wire, usually no the circuit to the left of the dotted line is a
extend from 200 metres to 55o metres. more than twenty turns for the medium combination of the aerial -coupling methods
The long wavelengths extend from r,000 waves, connected in series with the aerial shown at Fig. 4A and 4B. If the aerial is
metres to 2,000 metres. A continuous and earth and closely coupled to the tuning connected to terminal No. r, the Fig. 4A
length of winding will do the trick if we winding.
coupling is obtained. If the aerial is conarrange to short-circuit a section during the
nected to terminal No. 2 the Fig. 4B coupreception of medium waves. So in the
ling is obtained, by means of the pre-set
Fig. r circuit it will be seen that the larger
condenser which is incorporated in the
portion of the coil can be cut out of circuit
coil.
by means of a two -point switch, one switch

As the grid -tuning winding is dual -range,

terminal going to the earth end of the coil
and the other switch terminal going to a
tapping on the coil winding.
When this switch is in action the remaining part of the coil is used for the medium
wavelengths. When the switch is out of
action the whole coil is in circuit and the
long wavelengths are tuned. Such is the
simple theory of the dual -range coil.
Reaction can be applied to this coil either

GRID

A Three-point Switch
From this it might seem that two entirely
separate switches were needed to change the
whole tuning coil from medium to long wave.

as a separate winding or as a continuation of

the tuned winding. ,Fig. 2 shows the two
alternative methods for the reaction. At

LT: -

of the reaction condenser, the other side of
valve.

5

Fig. 3.

REACTION

Telsen dual -range coh connections

both wavebands.

usual practice to wind all the coil sections as
single -layer windings. There is no objection to such a practice, as exemplified in the

home-made dual -range coil described last
week, but for compactness the alternative
method of slot or pile winding has much in
its favour.
If the selectivity of such simple circuits

reaction condenser and the end of the

denser are earthed there is not much

No. 4 and No. 3 on the coil. The external
switching is therefore quite simple, in spite
of the refinement of aperiodic coupling on
Among commercial coils, of which the
Telsen is a typical example, it is not the

Hand -capacity Effects
Fig. 2B is often advocated when it is
specially desired to avoid any hand capacity effect of the reaction control.
Here we have the reaction as an entirely
separate winding, with the end nearer the
tuning coil connected to one side of the
reaction winding remote from. the tuning
connected to the anode. The remaining
reaction connection is then taken to earth.
If the moving vanes of the reaction, con-

Actually, a three-point switch will do the
trick, since the switch points going to coil
connections No. 7 and No. 6 are common.
With these forming one of the switch connections, namely the centre contact, the

other two switch contacts can then. be

Fig. 2A is shown the simplest reaction winding, with the free end connected to one side

which goes to the anode of the detector

'it is necessary to make the aperiodic aerial
winding dual -range also. So the two aerial
windings are connected in series.

as those of Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B is carried too

far it will be found that quality will be

Fig. 4. Aperiodic aerial coupling
arrangements

impaired.
One of the latest ways of obtaining good -

This
quality aerial selectivity is the band-pass
The earth end of the aperiodic winding tuner, which I will begin to talk about in my
is a great advantage on the ultra -short
waves, for the reception of which the is usually connected to the low -potential end next article.
HOTSPOT.

trouble with hand -capacity effects.
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TELSEN TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
TELSEN L.F. & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Telsen transformers have achieved fame in the radio world on account

of the high standard of their quality and performance. Designed
and built on the soundest engineering principles, these robust, fullsize transformers will give not only efficient but enduring service.

TELSEN L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Telsen " Ace" Transformer, Ratios 3-1, 5-1
Telsen " Radiogrand" Transformer, Ratios 3-1, 5-1
Telsen "Radiogrand" 7-I Transformer
Telsen "Radiogrand" 1.75-1 Transformer

TELSEN OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Telsen Multi -Ratio Output Trans-

former, giving three Ratios of
Price 12/6
9-1, 15-1, 22.5-I

Telsen Output Transformer, Ratio

... Price 12/6

Telsen Pentode Output TransPrice 12/6
...
former

Price 5/6
Price 8/6
Price 12/6
Price 12/6

TELSEN L.F. CHOKES

Telsen L.F. Intervalve Coupling
Choke, 40 and Ioo henrys
Price 5/Telsen Heavy Duty Power Grid

L.F. Choke, 4o henrys

Price 8;-

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKES
Telsen Output
20 henrys

Choke

(Plain),

... Price 8/Telsen Output Choke (Tapped),
20 henrys
... Price 8/6

ALL -BRITISH

RADIO COMPONENTS

11111111:11M010=11

Send for the " Telsen Radio Catalogue" and book of "All-Telsen
Circuits" to-The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham.
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SEVEN GIANT T.C.C.
ONDENSERS
used by 200 K w

PRAGUE

Here is illustrated one of the
seven giant 5 mid. condensers
standing 6 ft. 6 irs. high.

WITH an output of 200 K.W. Prague becomes
the world's most powerful medium -wave broad-

T.C.C.
ALL- BRITISH

CONDENSERS
The Te'egraph Condenser Cc. Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton, W.'.

caster-and it has come to Britain for its condenser
equipment. Each of the 7 T.C.C. Smoothing Condensers has a capacity of 5 mfds. with a working
load of 25,000 volts D.C. Other T.C.C. equipment
supplied to this station includes H.F. Condensers-

mica dielectric immersed in oil-which are called
upon to work up to 50,000 volts peak load !
This order was secured in open compe ition and
is a remarkable testimDny to the efficiency and
reliability of T.C.C.
Condensers.
9524

Please mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertisers
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A NEN TIM GIANT
"Safety First" sends Prague to Britain, and British
components are used in this huge new station
SITUATED some thirty miles east of various capacities and to pass various
Prague, the new Czech high -power currents in different parts of the equipstation is an interesting example of modern ment. Likewise anode stopping and by-

pass condensers were supplied. The work-

design.

It is, according to the latest C.C.I.R. ing conditions required certain condensers
rating, a 'zoo -kilowatt station. Apart to work up- to 5o,000 volts peak value.
from its high power the station contains These condensers working at high frequena number of novel features. The equip- cies had as usual, a mica dielectric and
ment was installed by the Standard were immersed in oil so that the heat
Electric Company, to the order of the generated in the dielectric might be dissiCzechoslovakian Government, and a strik- pated.

The general station arrangements are
number of foreign condensers available interesting. The speech input equipment
on the Continent, the Prague engineers

ing thing is that despite the enormous

had to come to Britain for the large power
condensers 1

" Buy British " meant the

same to them as Safety First.

Parts from Britain
Nearly all the condensers have 'been

supplied by the T.C.C. and one of the most

interesting types are the smoothing con-

densers which are rated to work up to

The New Prague station, with a power

of 200 kilowatts, C.C.I.R. rating, is
now "on the air," and should be a
good signal for practically every

announcer and controller, with a possibility
of adding a further small amount of apparatus to introduce echo effects. The 'controls
give the possibility of " mixing " the outputs
's designed to cater for two studios in of the various microphones in the studio, in
Prague with provision for extension to any desired proportion, and also of mixing
listener owing to the huge power

ten studios, which will be built later. It
utilises two condenser microphones acid
one carbon microphone in the first studio,
and one condenser microphone and one
units of small capacity, working in parallel. carbon microphone in the second studio.
The units are readily accessible after It also provides the apparatus for a central
removing the side covers, and the steel
tanks are mounted on rollers to facilitate
movement on site. The condensers were
fixed into the tanks in such a manner that
they could be transported without need

25,000 D.C. Seven banks were required,
' each having a capacity of 5 microfarads,
the whole being contained in seven tanks.
Each tank was made up of a number of

for taking apart or building up on site,
thus making a convenient and easily -

handled unit. The condensers were tested
up to 50,000 Volts D.C., and are similar to
tl e smoothing condensers supplied to the

the output of another studio or of the

announcer microphone with the output of
the studio "mike." Facilities are provided
for taking a programme from a number of
outside lines. The whole of this equipment, with the exception of the microphone
batteries, is operated from the supply

mains by means of dry metal rectifiers
and smoothing circuits.

At the Transmitter
The system at the transmitter is one of
modulation at low power with subsequent
H.F. amplification. The carrier is generated
in a low-po\ver master oscillator, which

provides the drive for a succession of

amplifier stages.
The power for the gperation of the whole
station is obtained from a 15,000 -volt,
three-phase 50 -cycle A.C. line. There are

Post Office and the B.B.C.

The H.F. condensers were supplied in

actually three separate high-tension lines
feeding three separate underground cables

which are all brought into the station
building.

Some of the big

condensers,

rated to work up
to 25,000 volts

There is, therefore, no danger of
any serious interruption in the service due
to failure of the main power supply.
The transmitter is housed in a two -storey
building of very modern architectural
design. The main impression given in the

interior of the building is the extremely
high degree of lighting.

All the radio equipment is on the first
floor,
and all the power equipment on the
D.C., can be seen
at the, left, while ground floor. There is one main room in
(above) one of which is located the transmitter proper
the operators of (the oscillator modulator, and the power
the station

is

amplifier) the monitoring desk and the

holding one of transmitter control switchboard.
the cases conThere is also a studio, a control room, a
taining conden- valve store, writing room, engineer's and
ser banks.
assistant engineer's offices, all on the first
floor.
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Home -constructor Set

FULL-SIZE PLAN OF
UPPERSIDE of CHASSIS

3t6.

isamion.
,vGANGED VOLUME
RADIO

Cabinet (Peto Scott).
Chassis, complete with four valve
holders (Junit).
Three coils (Lewcos, one ATG 'c, two
TBF c).
Three -gang, .0005-mfd., screened, variable condenser (Lotus, Utility).
Binocular H.F. choke (Telsen, Atlas,
Watmel).

21t CONTROLS

16

13/8

L.,F; 2

Dual volume control (Varley, values

50,000, 250,000 ohms, Wearite).
.0(02-mfd. max, preset (Lewcos, Type W).
Six spaghetti resistances, three 20,000

ohms, one 30,000 ohms, 40,000 ohms,

10,000 ohms (Sovereign, Telsen, Lewcos,
Bulgin, Lissen).
Three .01-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
Three .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, T.C.C., Telsen, Lissen, GrahamFarish).
Two grid leaks, 2-meg. and -meg.
(Lissen, Graham-Farish).
Radio -gramophone jack switch (Lotus,
type JS9, Wearite).
Fixed condenser bank (Formo).

Three-point battery switch (Readi-Rad,
Telsen, Bulgin, Wearite, Graham-Farish).
Fuse and holder (Bulgin, Telsen, Readi-

VALVE

/At

DETECTOR

2%

111,

VALVE

tk

L1

i6

i5

Rad).

-

Checked
by

Formo, R.I. Dux, Lissen Torex,

Lotus, Igranic J).
Six terminals with insulating washers,
marked : A, E, L.S.-, L.S.± , two P.U.

lueno; BAND-PASS FILTER

0005mf

SCREEN GRID

VALVE

(Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Bulgin).
S.G. anode connector (Clix, Belling -Lee).
One terminal block (Lissen, Belling -Lee).
Six wander plugs, marked : H.T.-,

H.T.+,

G.B. F ,

G.B.-1,

Shie/de
wire

4

TRIPLE GANG
CONDSR.

Transformer (Varley Nicore II, Telsen

Ace,

G.B.-2,

G.B.-3 (Clix, Belling -Lee, Eelex).
Two spades, marked : L.T.-,
Belling -Lee, Eelex).

Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Five yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
One yard metal shielded wire (Lewcos).

ACCESSORIES
Speaker (W.B., type PM3).
H.T.

batteries

(Ever -Ready

POWER

VALVE

Popular

Power, Pertrix, Lissen, Dubilier, Fuller,
Drydex, Oldham, Palaba).

ste,

All terininas

I c izsdared from
assis except
po

G.B. battery (Ever -Ready Popular Power,

Pertrix, Lissen, Dubilier, Fuller, Drydex,
Oldham, Palaba).
Accumulator (Fuller, Oldham, Exide,

2 !I!

C.A.V.).

Full-size layout of underside of
Chassis will be given next week

)

6t

and LIST OF COMPONENTS

Ordinary H.F. choke (R.I. quodastatic)
(t, elsen, Varley Junior, Lewcos, Wearite).
.0003-mfd. reaction condenser (Telsen,
Lotus, Polar, Utility, Readi-Rad).

1201

PRE-SET CONDsA

fiti 0002 mfd. max.

MINIONIONIN

1
L.S:1-

tALUM/NIUM
/4"X Ski X 3"/

inside tfrtheasiofis

Insulated
_PICK-UP

cam chassis A

COILS

3is
-
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.0(02-mfd. max, preset (Lewcos, Type W).
Six spaghetti resistances, three 20,000
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Bulgin, Lissen).
Three .01-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish).
Three .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, T.C.C., Telsen, Lissen, GrahamFarish).
Two grid leaks, 2-meg. and -meg.
(Lissen, Graham-Farish).
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type JS9, Wearite).
Fixed condenser bank (Formo).

Three-point battery switch (Readi-Rad,
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Fuse and holder (Bulgin, Telsen, Readi-
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Two spades, marked : L.T.-,
Belling -Lee, Eelex).

Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Five yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
One yard metal shielded wire (Lewcos).
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Speaker (W.B., type PM3).
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(Ever -Ready
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serve the symmetry of the tuning, a .ormicrofarad fixed condenser is connected
between the low potential end of the grid
tuning coil and earth.

IN this Christmas Number of AMATEUR

WIRELESS we introduce the third of

the new Star series of sets-this time
a four-vajver, called the "Four Star 4."
This set is really a development of the

Capacity -controlled reaction is introduced into the detector circuit by means of
a .0003-microfarad variable condenser and

three-valver described in a recent issue, but
for the benefit of readers coming across the
Star series for the first time we will go over

a small winding on the grid tuning coil.
To ensure adequate high -frequency by-

the main features governing the design of
the chassis and the sequence of the valves.

passing when the reaction is at its minimum,
a .0002-microfarad fixed condenser is connected across the anode of the detector and

There is small need, in these days, to

make out a good case for the multi -valuer,

earth.

since public opinion has already decreed
that the four, five, and six-valver shall be

The L.F. Side
Following the detector is a stage of

the sort of set to meet the selectivity
requirements now prevailing.'

resistance -capacity -coupled low -frequency
amplification. The anode resistance has a

The Best Valve Sequence

value of 4o,000 ohms, and this circuit is

As the number of valves per set increases

de -coupled with a 20,00o -ohm resistance
and a 2-microfarad fixed condenser. There

the scope of individuality of sequence
increases. So in a four-valver you may

have, quite logically, two high -frequency amplifying valves, a detector and a power
valve. But for a straight set this implies

home constructors.

" Four Star 4," a sequence that lends itself
to an eminently simple practical layout.
Here we should explain for the benefit of
regular readers that the circuit arrangement,
of the first two valves of the " Four Star 4"

follows exactly the same lines as the

and this selectivity is further enhanced
by the tuning circuit in the grid of the
detector valve.

The two sections of the band-pass are

coupled together by a .or-microfarad fixed
condenser and a small link coil producing
negative -inductive coupling. This system
provides very satisfactory band -passing and
has the advantage of an even action over
the whole of the medium. and long -wave
bands, an advantage not possessed by
simpler methods of band -passing.
It will be noted that the aerial is
coupled to the band-pass through a
pre-set type of variable condenser.
We should emphasise
that this is not intend-

fication of the first valve to be adjusted to
suit the amplitude of the incoming signal.
The potentiometer winding is connected
in series with a 2o,000 -ohm resistance and

valves has proved its worth in many sets,
including the " Three Star 3." It has the
merit of simplicity and also of enabling the
intervalve tuning circuit to be accurately

current from the high-tension supply,

frequency choke is connected in the anode
circuit of the screen -grid valve. In series
with this choke and the high-tension supply
is a ro,000-ohm resistance, which with the

the high-tension battery is entirely disconnected, and the current through the

decouple the screen -grid valve.
The high -frequency signals are passed on

the maximum high-tension supply. As
this method of connection draws a small
since the potentiometer winding is across
it, we have introduced a three-point battery
switch, so that when the set is switched off

potentiometer is stopped.
Following the screen -grid valve is the
detector. The method of coupling these
po4,0 040

,5,0 <,7417

ganged with the aerial tuning. A high -

r-microfarad fixed condenser, serves to

to the detector through a .0002 coupling
eondenser,_which is connected between the

choke and the grid end of the grid tuning

.132z; 4357 Ono .366., div.3401eNtif

ed to be used as a
volume control, but is
inserted so that the

e,W460

Vhf:.

OR

Nals,

Some complication at the detector circuit
is inevitable if we wish to introduce facilities for gramophone reproduction. Actually, if the jack -switch connections are
examined in detail they will be readily
understood. The contacts are so

receives a r 1/2 -volt nega-

tive bias through the

a.

pick-up volume control,
which comes into action
with the pick-up.
The provision for
pick-up
gramophone
work is really complete

until the best com-

promise
between
strength and selectivity has beeil found,

ON -OFF
SWITCH

there is no need to

volume control is done
in the screen -grid valve circuit.

to a leaky -grid detector valve, in whose
Volume Control
grid circuit is a parallel tuned circuit.
Let us look at this volume control, since
Aerial Tuning Circuit
it issone of the most useful devices in the
The aerial tuning circuit therefore corn- circuit. It consists essentially of a potenprises two tuned circuits, which are tuned tiometer controlling the voltage applied to
by a gang condenser, which also tunes the .the screen of the screen -grid valve. The
intervalve tuning circuit. A good measure sensitivity of the valve depends on the

screen voltage, so this form of control
enables the sensitivity and thus the ampli-

and the high-tension supply, and a 2 -micro -

brought into circuit the filament circuit of the screen -grid
valve is broken, so this

whicNis normally slightly positively biased,

.

touch the pre-set, as

.or-microfarad fixed condenser, the grid of
this valve being biased negatively through
a .25-megohm grid leak.
The last valve is the output valve, and
this is transformer coupled to the first low frequency. .valve. Again we find that the
anode circuit is de -coupled, by means of a
2 o,000 -ohm. resistance in series with the
primary of the low -frequency transformer

arranged that when the pick-up is

tuned circuits.

DETECTOR

by varying the pre-set

tuned circuits comprising the band-pass,

Gramophone Reproduction

be adjusted for accu-

Once this load has

of pre -selection is obtained by the first two

condenser and leak are also used.

are being reproduced.
At the same time the
grid of the detector,

been correctly applied,

grid valve, which is choke -capacity coupled

to prevent the high-tension battery from
being short circuited; it will be seen that
with the system adopted the normal grid

valve after the detector, by means of a

of action while records

METALLISD

rate matching of the

Note the clean layout and
absence of complication

circuit. This coupling condenser is needed

unwanted valve is out

POWER VALVE

aerial load may readily

"Three Star 3." That is to say, there is a
band-pass aerial input, preceding a screen -

set.
The low -frequency current is handed on
to the first low -frequency valve, that is the

Rutherford Wilkins and Alan Hunter

The only alternative sequence of any

value in a four-valver is one high -frequency
amplifier, detector, and two low -frequency
stages. That is the sequence adopted for the

is a high -frequency choke between' this
anode resistance and the anode, needed to
divert the high -frequency current through
the reaction system, and to prevent it getting into the low -frequency section of the

A set embodying all the latest
features and the newest ideas in
construction-designed by

a complication that, while by no means
insuperable, will put off the majority of

.-svoq3n-,13woAto ow ow

tyw

ckst:o 1s40

BAND -

Chassis construction
-and all users of the
simplifies the wiring
"Four Star 4" should
appreciate the fact
that when the pick-up is brought into farad fixed condenser connected to earth.

a PASS
COILS
\ ONE -KNOB TUNING

action, so also is a pick-up volume control.
This takes the form of a potentiometer, the

GRAM© -RADIO SWITCH

slider going to the contact of the switch

DUAL VOLUME CONTROL

Q.

WAVE -CHANGE
SWITCH
,out.- %bet ALOASS". tt*C',

ASZS'i OrF4, AOC. Dia.q,etac. AttPaN. 4%0 etMa,

OW. ft1S;

The Four Star 4 " embodies all the most desirable up-to-date circuit features

IV,7141II

connecting up the grid of the detector, the
winding going across the pick-up terminals,
one of which is connected to the negative
grid -bias.

The rest of the detector circuit is quite
simple to understand. Note that, to pre -

The loud -speaker is connected directly in

the anode circuit of the power valve, as

most of the latest moving coils incorporate
suitable output transformers.
Comparing this four -valve circuit with
the three, there is very little difference in
the cost. The extra components for the
resistance -capacity coupling comprise a
fixed resistance, grid leak, and coupling
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serve the symmetry of the tuning, a .ormicrofarad fixed condenser is connected
between the low potential end of the grid
tuning coil and earth.
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WIRELESS we introduce the third of

the new Star series of sets-this time
a four-vajver, called the "Four Star 4."
This set is really a development of the

Capacity -controlled reaction is introduced into the detector circuit by means of
a .0003-microfarad variable condenser and

three-valver described in a recent issue, but
for the benefit of readers coming across the
Star series for the first time we will go over

a small winding on the grid tuning coil.
To ensure adequate high -frequency by-

the main features governing the design of
the chassis and the sequence of the valves.

passing when the reaction is at its minimum,
a .0002-microfarad fixed condenser is connected across the anode of the detector and

There is small need, in these days, to

make out a good case for the multi -valuer,

earth.

since public opinion has already decreed
that the four, five, and six-valver shall be

The L.F. Side
Following the detector is a stage of

the sort of set to meet the selectivity
requirements now prevailing.'

resistance -capacity -coupled low -frequency
amplification. The anode resistance has a

The Best Valve Sequence

value of 4o,000 ohms, and this circuit is

As the number of valves per set increases

de -coupled with a 20,00o -ohm resistance
and a 2-microfarad fixed condenser. There

the scope of individuality of sequence
increases. So in a four-valver you may

have, quite logically, two high -frequency amplifying valves, a detector and a power
valve. But for a straight set this implies

home constructors.

" Four Star 4," a sequence that lends itself
to an eminently simple practical layout.
Here we should explain for the benefit of
regular readers that the circuit arrangement,
of the first two valves of the " Four Star 4"

follows exactly the same lines as the

and this selectivity is further enhanced
by the tuning circuit in the grid of the
detector valve.

The two sections of the band-pass are

coupled together by a .or-microfarad fixed
condenser and a small link coil producing
negative -inductive coupling. This system
provides very satisfactory band -passing and
has the advantage of an even action over
the whole of the medium. and long -wave
bands, an advantage not possessed by
simpler methods of band -passing.
It will be noted that the aerial is
coupled to the band-pass through a
pre-set type of variable condenser.
We should emphasise
that this is not intend-

fication of the first valve to be adjusted to
suit the amplitude of the incoming signal.
The potentiometer winding is connected
in series with a 2o,000 -ohm resistance and

valves has proved its worth in many sets,
including the " Three Star 3." It has the
merit of simplicity and also of enabling the
intervalve tuning circuit to be accurately

current from the high-tension supply,

frequency choke is connected in the anode
circuit of the screen -grid valve. In series
with this choke and the high-tension supply
is a ro,000-ohm resistance, which with the

the high-tension battery is entirely disconnected, and the current through the

decouple the screen -grid valve.
The high -frequency signals are passed on

the maximum high-tension supply. As
this method of connection draws a small
since the potentiometer winding is across
it, we have introduced a three-point battery
switch, so that when the set is switched off

potentiometer is stopped.
Following the screen -grid valve is the
detector. The method of coupling these
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ganged with the aerial tuning. A high -

r-microfarad fixed condenser, serves to

to the detector through a .0002 coupling
eondenser,_which is connected between the

choke and the grid end of the grid tuning
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Some complication at the detector circuit
is inevitable if we wish to introduce facilities for gramophone reproduction. Actually, if the jack -switch connections are
examined in detail they will be readily
understood. The contacts are so

receives a r 1/2 -volt nega-

tive bias through the

a.

pick-up volume control,
which comes into action
with the pick-up.
The provision for
pick-up
gramophone
work is really complete

until the best com-

promise
between
strength and selectivity has beeil found,

ON -OFF
SWITCH

there is no need to

volume control is done
in the screen -grid valve circuit.

to a leaky -grid detector valve, in whose
Volume Control
grid circuit is a parallel tuned circuit.
Let us look at this volume control, since
Aerial Tuning Circuit
it issone of the most useful devices in the
The aerial tuning circuit therefore corn- circuit. It consists essentially of a potenprises two tuned circuits, which are tuned tiometer controlling the voltage applied to
by a gang condenser, which also tunes the .the screen of the screen -grid valve. The
intervalve tuning circuit. A good measure sensitivity of the valve depends on the

screen voltage, so this form of control
enables the sensitivity and thus the ampli-

and the high-tension supply, and a 2 -micro -

brought into circuit the filament circuit of the screen -grid
valve is broken, so this

whicNis normally slightly positively biased,

.

touch the pre-set, as

.or-microfarad fixed condenser, the grid of
this valve being biased negatively through
a .25-megohm grid leak.
The last valve is the output valve, and
this is transformer coupled to the first low frequency. .valve. Again we find that the
anode circuit is de -coupled, by means of a
2 o,000 -ohm. resistance in series with the
primary of the low -frequency transformer

arranged that when the pick-up is

tuned circuits.

DETECTOR

by varying the pre-set

tuned circuits comprising the band-pass,

Gramophone Reproduction

be adjusted for accu-

Once this load has

of pre -selection is obtained by the first two

condenser and leak are also used.

are being reproduced.
At the same time the
grid of the detector,

been correctly applied,

grid valve, which is choke -capacity coupled

to prevent the high-tension battery from
being short circuited; it will be seen that
with the system adopted the normal grid

valve after the detector, by means of a

of action while records

METALLISD

rate matching of the

Note the clean layout and
absence of complication

circuit. This coupling condenser is needed

unwanted valve is out

POWER VALVE

aerial load may readily

"Three Star 3." That is to say, there is a
band-pass aerial input, preceding a screen -

set.
The low -frequency current is handed on
to the first low -frequency valve, that is the

Rutherford Wilkins and Alan Hunter

The only alternative sequence of any

value in a four-valver is one high -frequency
amplifier, detector, and two low -frequency
stages. That is the sequence adopted for the

is a high -frequency choke between' this
anode resistance and the anode, needed to
divert the high -frequency current through
the reaction system, and to prevent it getting into the low -frequency section of the

A set embodying all the latest
features and the newest ideas in
construction-designed by

a complication that, while by no means
insuperable, will put off the majority of

.-svoq3n-,13woAto ow ow

tyw

ckst:o 1s40

BAND -

Chassis construction
-and all users of the
simplifies the wiring
"Four Star 4" should
appreciate the fact
that when the pick-up is brought into farad fixed condenser connected to earth.

a PASS
COILS
\ ONE -KNOB TUNING

action, so also is a pick-up volume control.
This takes the form of a potentiometer, the

GRAM© -RADIO SWITCH

slider going to the contact of the switch

DUAL VOLUME CONTROL

Q.

WAVE -CHANGE
SWITCH
,out.- %bet ALOASS". tt*C',

ASZS'i OrF4, AOC. Dia.q,etac. AttPaN. 4%0 etMa,

OW. ft1S;

The Four Star 4 " embodies all the most desirable up-to-date circuit features

IV,7141II

connecting up the grid of the detector, the
winding going across the pick-up terminals,
one of which is connected to the negative
grid -bias.

The rest of the detector circuit is quite
simple to understand. Note that, to pre -

The loud -speaker is connected directly in

the anode circuit of the power valve, as

most of the latest moving coils incorporate
suitable output transformers.
Comparing this four -valve circuit with
the three, there is very little difference in
the cost. The extra components for the
resistance -capacity coupling comprise a
fixed resistance, grid leak, and coupling
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THE " FOUR STAR 4"
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(Contir-ated from preceding page)
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But to offset this it should be foreigners that come in at only moderate Cation of the circuit we have been discussing.
It will be seen'that the "Four Star 4" is
noted that the use of a power valve of the strength on three valves.
Another advantage of the four-valver is another metal chassis set, built up on lines
normal type instead of a pentode saves the
cost of the tone -correcting components that the gramophone amplification is done very similar to the " Three Star 3." That
is to say, there are the three screened coils,
for band-pass and intervalve coupling,
?"1*
A
°:
eWD
'rbA:491~r1,r1,0%24,
MK%
MO.
AULNAR'4't
etWo
arranged in line along the left-hand side of
011T+
vvw --I
40000
the metal base plate. Then comes the
`20000
ohms
ea.
ohms
10.000 ohms
three -gang tuning condenser, comprising
three .0005-microfarad tuning condensers,
HF Choke
+

condenser.

MEW

20,000

ohms --

0/

-0002 M f

000 2 m
50,000 ohms

21lIE

one each for the two halves of the band-pass

LS.

and the intervalve coil.
The valve holders are counter -sunk into

each

the metal chassis, and nearly all the

remaining components are mounted underneath. The two other variable controls,
namely the volume and reaction knobs, are
mounted one on each side of the gang condenser.
2
5

i

'

Ganged Volume Controls

30000:ohms s

LI+

6:
PU.

na-i

GB. -2

G.6.-3

WI+

It should be noted that the volume controls for radio and reaction are ganged, so
that the rotation of one knob actuates the
two potentiometers simultaneously, ,and
,

L-0005 GANGED

The Circuit

At:CID OW, ti*Vb WegtelbAt0.141CkqWk,
MP'
eP:9°e4iRl'W
needed when pentodes are made use of.

according to the position of the gramo-radio

switch the radio or gramophone potentio-

Our tests show that the amplification

obtained from the four is greater than that
of the three; this result is to be expected,

for the pentode's great sensitivity can

VALVES FOR THE - FOUR STAR 4"
ScrePower
Detector
L.F.
griden
Make
Six -Sixty
Mullard ...
...
Cossor
Marconi ...

Osram
...
Mazda
...
...
Fotos
Tungsram
...
Eta
Octron

SS2I5SG
PM' 2
2 I 5SG

522
522
SG215
/3C150
5210

BY6
SG2

SS2IDD SSz4oLF SS23oSP
PMzD X PMILF PM2o2
2 IoD
2 IoLF
230 XP
BL2 /C
L2B
P2
P2
L2B
HL2 /C
P220A
L2 IO
HLz to
BD5
BCI8
BC9
L2 TO
P230
PD220
BYi8i4 BY2oro BW6oz

LF

LF

PP

A FULL-SIZE LAYOUT OF THE UPPER SIDE OF
THE CHASSIS IS GIVEN ON PAGES 1196 and 1201

A view of the underside of the chassis. A full-size layout and
wiring diagram of this will be given next week

hardly make up for the amplification of a through three valves, thus enabling a very
resistance -capacity -coupled stage of extra considerable output, to be obtained, provided the power valve and power supply
low -frequency amplification.
It would, of course, be unwise to use a are adequate. The gramophone side of this
pentode in this four-valver, owing to the set is suitable for the reproduction of
danger of overloading. And since the records on a fairly large scale, as for
three stages preceding the output valve will dancing and Christmas parties generally.
provide a large signal amplitude, we may

as well take advantage of the normal power Pick-up Output
The inclusion of a proper pick-up volume
valve. This fast valve should certainly be
control is all the more, advantageous in this
a super -power valve.
We should say that the "Four Star 4" set, where a reduction of the pick-up output
meets a definite used not always met by the will often be essential if the output valve is
average three-valver. The four-valver is only of the normal or small -power type.

meter is alone in circuit.
Another ganging process is achieved with
the coil switches. All three coils naturally
have to cover both medium and long waves,
and the switches to effect the change -over

are mounted underneath each coil base.
As the bases of the coils are sub -chassis
mounted they are very easily adaptable
for switch ganging, which is done by means

of a rod running through all three bases,
controlled by a knob on the front of the
chassis. This knob is on the extreme left
of the front of the chassis, and is balanced
on the right with the three-point battery

ideal for listeners living more than fifty
We shall be giving full constructional switch.
miles from a regional station, or in any details of the "Four Star 4" set in the next
From our preliminary description of the
remote part of the country where reception issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS, but in the
conditions are not good. The extra ampli- meantime a study of the accompanying
fication of the four as compared with the illustrations, blueprint, and list of comthree will be welcomed also by listeners ponents will give the intending constructor
anxious for full volume from certain a very fair idea of the practical interpre-

chassis layout, readers will see that we have

adopted the most advanced practice. The
use of metal is growing rapidly, and these

Star designs enable the home constructor.to

keep well up with commercial practice,
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_,,TALKsAsouri, SOME SINGERS
by Schonberg in that other programme. What do you think I
concert ?

I expect you

switched them off.
The lack of applause
tee
at the end showed
E want some singers; I the temper of the audience, many of whom
mean singers of real laughed unrestrainedly at the monstrous
eminence.
In my noises. The bass tuba, whose mute looked

found? A Bach

concert

Philharmonic Society.

given by the

I felt it my duty to listen to it at any

rate, for a while. I thought Isolde Menges
and Harold Samuel ,wholly delightful.

Unfortunately, I became so engrossed in

Bach that I forgot to switch bach-er,

judgment, there are like an enormous silk hat, caused great back-into the Ridgeway Parade.
far too many medi- amusement.
ocre singers broadIt is only my opinion, but I begin to
I chanced to be in for lunch one day and
casting at the mo- doubt the sincerity of Schonberg. Even heard
Reginald Foort foorting the good
ment.
if I am wrong, I have no hesitation in
so to speak. Although I hate cinema
There are people saying I think anyone, given a reasonable foort,
who sing in tune, but knowledge of orchestration, could write organs with a deadly hatred, I must in
honesty say I admired some of the effects he
I have heard far too many who sing out of that sort of stuff.
I hope he will understand me if
tune. I cannot see that there is any
I earnestly plead with the B.B.C. not to produced.
say I think he is too good for a job of that
justification for it.
continue these experiments in hyper- Isort;
he has an easy technique. I shall try
What is happening at the auditions ? modern music; they are ruining the cause
Something ought to be done about it. I of broadcasting and are little less than an to hear hitn again.
do not wish to be too personal and name insult to people with refined feelings.
artistes as being incapable of singing to the HOwever, there was compensation; Adrian
Now for the Saturday vaudeville.
true pitch; I merely complain bitterly that Boult gave a perfectly wonderful representaI confess I read the list with misgivings,
I have listened recently to some dreadful tion of Beethoven No. 7.
and what I have to say here I am trying to
noises. B.B.C., will you, please, think
say without being ruder than I can help.
very hard about it ?
pation !

Thank you in antici-

On the other hand, I have heard three

What I feel is the matter with these
A word to the Two Pairs. Once is vaudevilles
is that they are merely one sort
enough of that bridge scene. Very good of

singers in one week of whom I want to hear its kind; but, please, do not repeat yourselves so soon. Try to keep us interested.
more.
Incidentally, I was told that other items
Enid Cruickshank is one. Her singing
of Brahms in a Sunday afternoon chamber - in that same vaudeville contained repeats.
music concert appealed to me enormously. I did not hear them for myself, as one of my
It seemed to me that it needed such a lovely valves suddenly entered into rest and I had
no spare by me.
voice to sing such lovely music.

of thing after another. Even the Ridgeway
Parades, despite my rather strong opinions

about them, have some consecution of

thought.
I feel that it is time to say that there were

very long spaces of boredom and mediocrity between, say, the Sisters Waters,
who were admirable, and Leonard Henry,

The second was Evelyn Scotney, that
who was brilliantly funny.
sr.m evening. She has a style and finish
I listened to Jack Harris and his band.
WHITAKER-WILSON.
that has not been equalled on the wireless Very enjoyable, but
for a very long time.

range and quality !

And such a wonderful

Thirdly, Ben Davies. Did you hear him ?

one word to him. Why

not engage a really

good singer for the
A link with the past, of course, and his vocal refrains ? I do
voice is not, perhaps, what it once was; but not know who sang,
the finish and clarity of diction was an of course, but he was
example to some of our younger mumblers not good enough, in
who do not take the trouble to enunciate my opinion.
their words. I should like to offer my

1)1111111114

111[1

congratulations to him; he is seventy-four
Memories was rather
next January, and, apparently, still going
pleasing, I thought.
strong. The best of good wishes, sir !
The Wireless Chorus
sang well and the
Walter Gieseking created a sensation at whole production was
Queen's Hall in the symphony concert by attractive. I must
say I prefer "them old
his piano -playing.
Incidentally, though, where on earth tunes" to many of the
does Quern's Hall find its pianos? Of all modern ones. Many
the old tin kettles I ever hear, the worst are of them are more

there, where they should be the best. suited to the micro-

Please, Queen's Hall, sell all your crocks; phone, too.
After listening to a
put some money to what you get for them,
Ridgeway Parade I
.and buy a piano.
Did you hear the Five Orchestral Pieces switched into the

"My nephew's making things hum at the B.B.C."
" Indeed. Is he in the Programme Department ?"
" No. In charge of the generators I"

Cimatev r Wu-ele;5,
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(Continued from page 118.1)

Few houses are wired for radio and a gift of this

One of the new Clarke's
Atlas H.T. Units

I

kind opens up endless possibilities.
Battery users generally welcome a spare accumula-

0

advantage and if you know that a listener shortly
intends changing over to mains operation, then an
eliminator makes a most acceptable and, nowadays,
not very expensive gift. Err on the generous side,
though, for sets are apt to hum if operated from
an eliminator which is pressed to its limits for

I

tor, but it is not much use buying a new high-tension
battery for a man who has just installed one himself.
A mains eliminator is not subject to the same dis-

111

t.

N

m

Embitter

drum

control condenser

(Continued on page 1204)
N N N

Harlie pick-up and combined
volume control

Chassis of one of
the new R.I. sets

One of the new Climax
A.C. Units

T.C.C. condenser

Rooke Bros. coil

Four typical Telsen spaghetti
resistances

Three Bulgin fuses

Telsen variable
condenser

W.B. permanent magnet speaker

One of the new range of
Mullard sets

Celestion type M

speaker chassis

Regentone eliminator

triPA
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GET IT FROM
READY RADIO

Matched Kits
for
"BRITAIN'S SUPER"

There is a Ready Radio Tested Kit for every set described in this
journal. Let us know your requirements and we shall be pleased
to quote you. Immediate Dispatch. Cash or Easy Payments.

NEW READIRAD
SHORT WAVE H.F. CHOKE

OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

13/6 DOWN and 11 monthly payments of 13,6

Specially designed for the

Short Wave Plug-in Unit

Ultra- efficient sectionalised

covered winding of
particularly low self -capacity, high
inductance and uniform efficiency

double -silk

over its whole waveband
of 10 to 100 metres. Price

R7 . 7 . 6

KITA (Less valves and cabinet)

,i9

KIT B (With valves, less cabinet) X143 .15 0
OR BY EASY PAYMENTS

19/9 DOWN and II monthly payments of 19:'9

KIT C

(With valves and cabinet) R12 .

.

0

BY EASY PAYMENTS
221 - DOWNOR
and II monthly payments of 22: For full list of components and complete details see our announcements in previous issues.

READIRAD SUPER HET CHOKE

I NSTAMAT OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

Chosen for " Britain's Super"

Gives you all the benefits of an output
transformer of the perfect design with
the unique advantage of being able to
select, INSTANTLY, the correct ratio

and essential in all Super -het
Receivers.
Will effectively

block H.T. currents of wavelengths even as high as 3,500

necessary for the best quality repro-

metres. Sectionalised windings
designed for extremely low
losses, low capacity,
and low D.C. resistance.

duction.
Instamat.-For all loud -speakers ex
cept low -resistance moving coils
Instamat Major.-For low-resistance

Price

5,

moving -coil loud -speakers

37I 6

Be sure to read Kendall's book, entiled

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS. Everything Radio can be supplied
against cash. In case ofsdioubt regarding the value of your order, a
deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be accepted and the

10 Hows for Modern Radio Const.ucstamis now.
tcrs." Sznd four 1
A READY REFERENCE TO RADIO.
Our new 100 -page fully illustrated Catalogue conta.ns details of all modern radio
products. You need a copy. Price 1; Post tree.

TO INLAND CUSTOMER S

Your goods are dispatched

or carriage paid.

post free

Head Offices and Works: Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3. Phone :Lee Green 5678. Grams: Readirati,
Phone: Hop 3000
Showrooms: 159 Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.I.

,ORDER FORM

To: Ready Radio, Ltd.
Eastnor House,
Blackheath, S.E.3.

To: Ready Radio; Ltd.,

EASY PAYMENT

Eastnor House,

'ORDER FORM

Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to use at once the following goods

Please dispatch to one the following goods

(Cross out line
I enclose
for which ((a)
(b) I will pay on delivery} not applicable)

for which I enclose first deposit of

NAME

NAME

.

k.W. 5/12/31
LannnannonlanownanImneowevnceenunnornonmomom nennein,

£

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Advt. of Ready Radio Ltd.

insured, all charges forward.

1M20122112M1111121.24111MEIMOOMMID...... 1490,1

onnnomonn ............... one ......... nomanomoonme ...... nono

'CASH or COD

balance collected by our Agent upon
delivery of the goods. All goods are
very carefully packed for export and

1114111 .... 11

.

A.W. 5;12/31
.

11....1

mateur Wirauzsj
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(Continued from page 1202)

I

British General
band-pass coil.

milliamperes. A four-valver, for instance, may
need an eliminator giving at least. a 2o -milliampere output, without causing the voltage to
drop below 140 or 15o.
If you intend purchasing a complete set, then
your choice will be limite only by the depth
of your pocket. Where you know the recipient
has a mains supply, then if at all possible, go
to the slight additional expense of mains operation, having ascertained the type of supply,
A.C. or D.C., the voltage and periodicity.
-M=

411

One of the new
Tannoy Radio -grams

WHITE

Farley band-pass
aerial coll.

Wearite super -het
coll.

(-

"Radio for the
Million " V3 Kit
Telsen fuse.

Peto-Scott cabinet.

0,

One of the new cabinets by the
Miscellaneous Trading Go.

Fuller 120-v. battery.

R.I. Dux transformer.

Audiovisor selenium cell kit.

MORE GIFTS

ON PAGE 1206
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BUILD THE

CIO It

3

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Have all the fun of making your own radio setwith success guaranteed. No expert skill is needed
to build the Telsen Victor 3. An evening delightfully occupied and you are ready to tune in for the

Super 3 -valve receiver built
entirely with all -British Telsen
Components, matched for effi-

first time . . And a child can operate it when
complete-simple to build and simple to work.

ciency.

with a performance that will astonish you.

Complete with panel, baseboard,
battery cord, battery plugs,
terminals,
connecting wire,

Exactly as Supplied by Telsen, with Base board, Metal Panel, flex
and terminal connecin sealed Cart on as advertised As Kit r with Valves as specified (Mazda
11L2, Mazda L2, Mazda
1'.22oA) less Cabinet _

KIT 1

terminal and escutcheon plates,
full-size blueprint, and pointto-point wiring chart, with full
instructions, etc., etc.
Separation of Regional from
National programmes guaranteed by incorporation of Telsen

KIT 2
KIT 3

Dual -Range Aerial Coil.

a

Very simply built and simply
operated. Full constructional and
operating details with every kit.

67-68 Stafford Strut, BIRMINGHAM
Kit 3

(Cash or C.O.D.)
(Cash or C.O.D.)

(Cash, C.O.D., H.P.)

(Place X against Kit required)
For which I enclose

s.

d.

Name
Address

C.O.D.

witashValvoers

as specified and

82/6

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED

To BOYNTON'S
Kitt

CAasbiKneitt. 2

or 12 monthly payments of 8,'-.

ORDER FORM

Pleanz send Kit 1

39/6

BOYNTON'S
67 & 68 STAFFORD ST.

BIRMINGHAM

A.W. 5/12/31

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers

emateur Vitretesi
g... v

1

t
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Graham Farish speaker

Exide
accumulator
bank

J.B. U20
condenser
Ekco

radio
gramophone

Lissen Torex
transformer
Blue Spot
22 speaker
Varley
Square -peak
four -valuer

Westinghous,
rectifier

Six -Sixty

Chassikit
set

Blue Spot
cabinet speaker

Koister
Brandes
set

Blue Spot
disturbance
eliminator

Section of J.B. gang condenser

..
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c7 lie ORMOND

CABINET
LOUDSPEAKER

" Definitely a Loud -speaker

in the Highest Class"

" Wireless World" test report, Nov.

18, of the Chassis inccrperated in
this Loud -speaker.

So remarkably faithful to its reproduction, so
gloriously natural its tone, this new Ormond
achievement presents a new conception of
perfection in Loud -speakers. Such amazing

performance can only be ensured by a perfectly balanced frequency response.

The Cabinet is handsomely constructed in

figured Oak, and provided with terminals 'for

connecting wires. A speech transformer is
incorporated in the cabinet and three sockets
are fitted at the back, together with two

1.419:6
Height 16} in. Width 161 in.

Dept 101 in.

leads complete with plugs, which allow for a
choice of alternative ratios for matching with

the valve used in the output stage of the
receiver,
THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

_atAEti?,

ORMOND

641.1

\""k

LL 1

-4,

ell3 bARNI
-Reg.te.44

AVENUE, LONDON,
ROSEBERY
HOUSE,
Telephone: Clerkenwell 3334/5/6 & 9314 t,
Ormondevgi" Isling.
Telegrams :

FOR PUNCH POWER b PURITY ()
&s.

C6,v&S,Ir&oir.olor&or

emateur Wirelesj
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SETS OF DISTINCTION

VARLEY
SQUARE PEAK '4
Maker: Oliver Pell Control (Varley) Ltd. Price: 29 guineas
connection of the aerial, earth, pick-up, that there is one particular point in the
if desired, another loud -speaker.
rotation of the volume control knob that
foreign stations-that is what I got and,
Here, also, is the mains plug and socket gives maximum volume, with a decrease in
during my recent tests of the latest Varley connection.
by I noted the very volume on each side of it. The volume
set, a four-valver of real distinction. Its plainly -markedNear
mains terminal board, control of all stations proved to be very
claims to distinction are numerous. Firstly,
EQUALLY good quality from home and

as has always been true of Varley sets, the
"Square Peak" four-valver is good to look
at. The burr -walnut cabinet will appeal
to all set buyers of taste.

This cabinet houses more than the set
and power supply, for on lifting the lid
we find that the top of the cabinet is the
loud -speaker grille. The loud -speaker it-

self is mounted horizontally underneath
this grille, so the sound is propagated
upwards. The sound waves then strike
the half -opened lid, which is mounted at a

scientific angle to reflect the sound outwards. This set therefore strikes a new

which enables the set to be adjusted for all satisfactory, powerful locals being reduced
supplies between 200 and 25o volts. (There in output without any appreciable mutilation of the quality.
is also a D.C.-mains version of this set.)
When the gramophone side is in action,
Excellent Tuning Scale
the volume control knob works an entirely
When we come to examine the external separate potentiometer connected across
arrangement of the controls we find a large the pick-up terminals, but worked on the
tuning scale occupying the centre of the same shaft as the aerial coupling coil.
front of the set, worked by a massive drum
I was particularly interested to see how
dial-one of the best I have handled. The the band-pass aerial circuit of this set
scale is illuminated as the set is switched on. worked. With band-pass, and a total of
Rather daringly, I think, the makers have four tuned circuits, I anticipated real
calibrated the scale directly in wavelengths, selectivity. But I was not prepared for the
astotsmommostustab,

note in design.

POWER VALVE

MOVING COIL

Fine Quality and Volume
My tests show that the design is fully

justified, the volume and quality of reproduction being really fine. This arrangement of the loud -speaker makes for compactness, and when the lid is closed there ,Here is a rear
is no chance of dust getting into the loud- view of the Varley
speaker's "works."
Peak 4.
Another point about the lid-when it is Square
The
many
interopened the mains are automatically
switched on. This is done quite simply by esting features of
means of a rod on the left-hand side of the this set are incabinet top, operating an internal switch dicated by the

It is points of this nature
that give a set real individuality, and
mechanism.

SQUARE

PEAK

,

COILS

MAINS
RECT.

1

DETECT()

lettering

TWO
SCREEN

GRIDS

which appeal to the discerning set buyer.

The moving coil has a special centring

device so that it is not thrown out by

0

0

0

atmospherics or by very loud signals. I

found the speaker could take the full
output of the power valve without rattling
in the least.

MAINS PANEL

The Valve Sequence
medium -wave stations on the left and long - good -quality selectivity given by this setThe four valves of the "Square Peak" wave stations on the right. The home although I should have known, I suppose,
set are arranged in a highly sensitive stations are marked in red and all the that the Varley band-pass coils are the
sequence, comprising two screen -grid high - foreign7s hi black.

frequency amplifiers, power -grid detector
I m .st say these station calibrations
and super -power output. The two screen - turned out to be mostly in the right places.
grid valves and also the detector valve are
Arranged in a line along the bottom of
of the metallised type, with indirectly - the front are the subsidiary control knobs.
heated filaments. The PX4 is directly That on the left is the gramo-radio switch
heated. Then there is a U12 valve rectifier, knob, and this knob also applies a spot of
used for converting the A.C. supply into reaction over the middle" portion of its
direct Current for the anode circuits of the travel from gramo to radio. The centre
receiving valves.
knob is for changing the wavelength range
The internal construction follows from medium to long. The right-hand
modern metal -chassis idea, everything knob is to control the volume-which is
being extremely well screened, such as the done in two ways.

goods.

Anyway, it was a real pleasure to find
stations so easily separated and with no
apparent loss of either volume or quality.
Quite the most remarkable feature of this
set, as I indicated at the beginning of the
report is the excellent quality on the distant
stations.
These stations come in with a -bang, and

remain in over an appreciable part of the
dial; then they sharply disappear in the
best band-pass fashion.
With the exception of Belgrade and Riga

square -peak tuning coils, and the four For the control of volume during the I logged all the forty odd medium -wave
gang tuning condenser. At the back of reception of broadcasting, an aerial coupling stations marked on the scale, mostly in the
the chassis are terminals for the external coil is mechanically varied. This means positions indicated.
SET TESTER.
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ofte 6A-r-feRiest
In three minutes you can change to trouble-

free radio which will cost you only 1/- a
year and finish with batteries for ever.
Just connect an ERGO Unit in place of

your usual battery, then plug into the
electric -light supply and switch on --that's
all. No alterations to your set or valves.
No additions or replacements.
No
trouble --ever. Instead, a constant and

reliable power supply of ample current
and full voltage-always. You will be
more than delighted by the wonderful
improvement in your radio.
EKCO Units embody many exclusive
features and combine highest efficiency
with greatest simplicity. Made by the
Pioneers and Leading Specialists in British
All -Electric Radio, they are without equal
in design and performance.
H.T. Units (A.C. and D C.).

Combined

H.T. and L.T. Charger Units (A.C.).

PRICES FROM 39,6
ALSO OBTAINABLE BY EAS Y
PAYMENTS FROM 3, 8 PER MONTH

To: E. K. COLE, LTD. (Dept. K!8)
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.

Please send me details of
EKCO ALL -ELECTRIC POWER UNITS

Name
Address

POST COUPON NOW FOR FULL DETAILS
You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

mateut WiretT
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It was Christmas Day in the Studio,
The Announcers were full of good cheer

For it had rained in the night,
While the sun had shone bright,

'Twas the sign of a Happy New Year.
Then there entered the Chief Announcer,
He said, "Lads, here's an S.O.S.,
Shall we read it or burn it or raffle it ?"
And with one accord, they all answered "Yes."
Then came the Director of Programmes,

.

He said, "What's all this I hear ?"
So the S.O.S. was read to him ;
He listened, and stifled a tear.
The Effects Man then came and inquired
The cause of all the commotion.
So the S.O.S. was read to him ;
He heard it, and wept a small ocean.
The Producer appeared and demanded
The reason for all the sorrow.
So the S.O.S. was read to him ;
(Five hankies he had to borrow).
Now the S.O.S. was from Scotland Yard,
And was signed by Five of the Big Four ;

It was stated that from Wigan Spa,
Had disappeared a Mother -in -Law.
Her daughter's husband sponsored the message,
His grief, it is said, was immense ;
Home is not Home with no Mother-in-law,
(The reward being Nine and Four pence).
Pray stifle your tears for a moment,
To visualise the poor fellow's plight.
Getting home with the milk and the papers
And no Mother-in-law to kiss him Good -night.
Great was the sorrow felt by the staff ;
As all of them possessed wives.
They knew if they lost their Mothers-in-law,
'Twould be the saddest day of their lives.
So the staff then held a meeting,

The S.O.S.'s fate to decide;
RO 6Pit-T

BANN
Hot- I °As/

13-

Could they Broadcast such a sad missive ?
Nay. Even announcers have their pride.
So they set to work on the message,

Aid turned it into a Radio Play.
'Twill be Broadcast three weeks come next Michaelmas,
To brighten our Bank Holiday.
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BRITISH MAKERS
introduce standardisation
into dry battery
manufacture

...

A dry battery

is a collection of small cells.
Like a company of soldiers it operates most

successfully

when

each

individual

is

equally

strong, equally efficient and equally energetic.
That is why the FULLER machine -made and tested
' Super' Battery is proving its superiority
under all conditions in the field of wireless.

The FULLER cells are standardised by machinery.
Each part, each detail, each ingredient is
identical in every cell, no matter how many

are turned out.

Each step in construction is

automatically correct. Result-a perfect dry
battery. A battery, too, which is British -made.
The perfection of the Fuller 'Super'

emphasises the benefit of Buying British.
'Super' type -60 to 120 volts, 7:5 to 15/3
'Sparta' type -60 to 120 volts, 5j3 to 10/9
Also Portable, Triple and Grid Bias batteries and
a full range for torches, flashlamps, cycle lamps
and electric bells.

LLER

'SUPER' DRY BATTERY
EMISSION UP TO 20 MILLIAMP.S
Full List of other types and sizes with names of Local depots on application to
ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Telegrams : Fuller, Chadwell Heath.
Telephone : Seven Kings 1200.
Contractors to British and Overseas Government Departments, Railways, etc
FULLER

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"A SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR FOR YOUR SET" (Continued from page 1183)
ands

NEUT. COND.

set the arm of the potentiometer about aerial-one which may be ideal for broadhalf -way round the winding. There should cast reception-is found to be too large.
be no difficulty in making the unit oscillate. A short indoor wire is frequently more
Try various coil tappings and various suitable than your normal aerial when this
positions of the neutralising condenser. unit is used. A good, direct earth, or a
The potentiometer arm may be shifted a counterpoise, is essential, too. If the unit

1-1.E

of

CHOKE

.0002

sci7j11

.0002
M11

C

-00025

little one way or the other until the reaction
is smooth. Tuning is carried out just as

appears " live " and is prone to hand -capac-

ity, then this is a fairly safe sign that your
in a broadcast set and you must tune very earth lead is not good enough. Just 'one
slowly indeed if you want to avoid missing further point. When altering the position
stations.
of the potentiometer arm, use an insulated
stick. A.pencil will do. In this way you

Shorter Aerial

Often on the short waves a long outdoor

400 n POTR.

101002

The circuit of the adaptor. Note the positive
and negative connections on the four -pin plug.
These must correspond with your set

broadcast band set will work well in the
unit. There is really no need to have a
special valve.

A First Test

The unit all ready for working

For a first test, remove the aerial and

earth from the set and wire to the terminal

strip on the unit, and change over the
detector valve.

Set the neutralising condenser on the

baseboard at about the full -in position and

Only a few parts are needed in the shortwave adaptor

will be able to adjust the arm without upsetting the set's tuning by stray capacity.
These points need watching in short-wave
reception. You should have no difficulty
in bringing in the stations. Tune slowly.

Me Hew UNDY reveals a morAeo7 advance over al/ ofAers
iii...:,;,,

iiiii

,

Hear it and prove it
at any wireless
dealer's.

Noe

Not only can we claim without fear
of contradiction that thesq new
UNDY products are far ahead of
anything previously produced, but
also that they are the greatest value
in radio ever given. This is not an

idle boast, but a statement of fact

that can to fully

verified by the
demonstration which any radio
dealer will be pleased to give.
GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.

IUNDY Pick -op with adjustable
Volume Control. The best of

its kind both for service and
valise.

The New UNDY
Dynamic 8 -pole
Unit. The

new Principle'

speaker unit.
far more effi-

cient than nay
past or present.

A beautiful piece of furniture of superb design and finish, and embodying
that acme of units -the new Undy 8 -pole Dynamic-no wonder the tone

is so clear and natural. A high-class 'miry model at an astoundingly
low price.

The New
Undy 8 -Isle
Dynsmic
The New UNDY Dynamie8-pole
Unit and Chassis. Adjustable.
Compared to any other speaker,

moving -coil or otherwise, the
greatest radio revelation of all
time.
Sole Represerttotire for Greed Britain and Ireland --

J. HEMELIK, SCullingworth Rd., London, N.W.1O. Phone, Glad. 3033

50;
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J.B. UNIVERSAL LOG
.00025 8/9
.0005 9/6
.00015 8/9
.0003 9/4 in. Bakelite Dials
Black 1/6 extra
Mahogany 2/ - extra

BASEBOARD DRUM DIAL,

4 in. Drum. Ratio 16-L 716.

SON1E J.B.
PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
nothing to chance.

"R " TYPE GANG CON1-4 stages.
DENSERS.
Prices 12/6 to 37/-.

.---

TYPE U.0 (2 -gang) for " Square
Peak" Coils, 24/-.
TYPE U.30 (3 -gang), 34/6.

J.B. leave research is followed
Laboratory testing. The J.B.
is
by exhaustive
achievement
standard ofno J.B. Condenser
high, and
introduced unor Dial is ever this exacting
of
til it satisfies
Add excellence
standard. and
workmanOip,
materialswill see why, since the
and you
broadcasting,
earliest days of
and manuhome constructors
used
J.B. confacturers have
increasing
in
sistently and
numbers.
Instr uePrecision
J.B.
See these
dealers, or writ
ments at your J.B. Catalogue,
for the new full particulars.
which gives

J.B. CHASSIMUUNT. 2, 3, 4,
5 or 6 stage. Prices from 15/-.

POPULAR. Slow Motion (35-1)

as illustrated, 8/6.
Plain type, 6/-. 4 in. dial, 1/6
extra.

BASEBOARD TRIMMING
CONDENSER. Ebonite Base.
Mica insulation. .00005 and
.0001, 1/- each.

if

GANG COUPLING DEVICE.

Gangs two condense s while
insulating rotors. 9d

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72 St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Telephone : Hop 1837.
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
tap, a general purpose tap, the output from tap, variable tap, and the screen -grid tap
Junit AC150/4 Unit
AVERY serviceable eliminator which which can be varied by means of a variable respectively. The curve below shows
we have tested this week is the series -resistance, and a screen -grid tap, this the variation of voltage with load on the
This eliminator is being the centre point of a fixed potentio- power tap with a full load on the other taps.
suitable for use on supplies of 200-240 volts, meter. In addition to the above, terminals Similar figures were also taken in the case of
5o to i oo cycles, and has been designed to en- are provided for a centre -tapped 4 -volt the 4 -volt A.C. supply; on open circuit the
able complete mains operation of the receiver supply; in fact the unit comprises a com- voltage obtained was 4.4 volts, this falling
(Continued on page 1216)
with which it is used. Three high-tension plete power pack such as might be found in
Junit type 15o/4AC.

output tappings are provided, a power any all -mains receiver. A Westinghouse
metal rectifying unit is employed, the
voltage -doubling scheme being used.

The Junit AC150,4 eliminator

1

All

outputs are well condensered and unit can
be used without any fear of low -frequency
instability developing. The unit is housed
in a neat crystalline -finished metal case,
the various output tappings and controls
being mounted on a small ebonite panel set
at a convenient angle along the front.
On test the eliminator was quite satisfactory, all outputs being well up to their
rated standard. With loads of 26 milliamperes, 2 milliamperes, and i milliampere, the voltages obtained were 138
volts, 8o

DON'T LEAVE IT TO

1

Z-7-,..,. CM/BR/77101Y

JUNIT ELIMINATOR

too
leo

,r,

16o

-o_

I

cnoar

POWER -AP

I-..1

".

NNNNN

140

110

LORE, IN M.A.

0

1-

8

II

16

20

24

28

32

Output curve of the Junit eliminator

COMPLETE

CHANCE

1

fuRitnra iilBoR4ToRtt4

RANGE OF

FUSES

SAFETY ANODE
CONNECTOR-

BELLING -LEE

TWIN BASEBOARD FUSE

protects your S.G. or Pentode Valve.
Short circuits impossible. Price 6d.

HOLDER, with two I -amp. fuses for
mains leads (illustrated below) 3/6.

BELLING -LEE

WANDERFUSE, combined wander
plug and fuse, with I SOm /a. fuse, 1/6.

ENGRAVED

WANDER PLUG

3 -Prong spring contact. Grips any
battery socket. Price 2d.

BELLING -LEE

SPARE FUSES, in two lengths, H.T.
ratings 60 m/a., ISO m,'a. and
amp), s in. long; mains ratings, 2,
and 3 amp),
in. long.

TERMINAL

MOUNT
To mount two terminals of any type,
vertically or horizontally. Price 8d.

I

All ratings are sold at 6d. each

Write for list

TYPE "B." THE WORLD'S
MOST FAMOUS TERMINAL
Insulated engraved heads that can't
come off. 37 different letter' ngs that
don't rub off. Chosen by all the
leading Wireless Journals
and

set designers ... your choice, too...

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
Advt. of Belling and Lee Ltd., Queensway, Ponders End, Mddx.
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£5 cash or less than 2/6 a week
-yet made by Columbia.
Price includes 2 valves, batteries, accumulator,
loudspeaker.

read what
119m12ac

E_....tL3out
it.
eolle say

From Cornwall.

"All major transmissions received at good volume
quality of tone is
on medium wave band
pleasing."

From Exeter.

" Stations came in at every movement of the dial."

From West
Scotland.

equal to
"A great little set for the money
any straight 3 -valve set on the market Iasi season."

E
L

Free trial in your home of this and
other models.
A postcard to Columbia, 102B Clerkenwell Road,
London, E.C.1 will arrange a demonstration free

M

and without obligation in your own home.
Other models include a 2 -valve all -electric set at

10 gns., a 4 valve set with moving coil speaker
at 23 gns., and a screen -grid portable at 17 gns.

Columbia
RADIO

This is a Columbia year
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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" WE TEST FOR YOU "

range of coils there is a band-pass aerial to be excellent at all points. It is, however,
filter of the mixed variety and inter -valve recommended that a condenser with trimto 4.1 volts with a load of 2 amperes, and coupling coils of the transformer and tuned - mers be used in order that stray capacities
grid types. These coils are matched to a may be balanced out. On the chart
3.8 volts with 4 amperes.
It will be seen from the above data that high degree of accuracy, thus enabling all accompanying this report is plotted a
the unit is suitable for receivers employing the tuned circuits of a multi stage receiver resonance curve of the complete H.F. circuit,
the figures being obtained at 25o metres. It
three or four valves, and having a total to be ganged on one control.
The short-wave section of the coils is a will be seen that the double -hump feature
milliampere consumption of the order of
26 to 3o milliamperes. If used with single layer solenoid wound on a paxolin of the filter circuit is not apparent, this
receivers requiring less high-tension cur- former of 1 % in. diameter. The long -wave being masked by the peak tuned -grid.
(Continued on page 1218)
rent than the above it should be remem- winding is accommodated on a slotted
(Continued from page 1214)

bered that the voltage on the power tapping former at the bottom end of the coil. The
will be considerably higher than the value coupling between the coils in the band-pass
mentioned above. The overall dimensions filter is provided partly by a fixed conden-

of the eliminator are 9 1/4 in. by 5 in. by ser of .02 microfarad capacity, and partly
3% in. It can thoroughly be recom- by a small coupling coil which is actually
the bottom end of the primary coil.
mended

fURZEMLLIABORAWRIM
: ke

- CNI/BRATIon atgRr
-mvi

The base of the coil is of moulded bake-

Varley Square -peak Coils

lite and houses the wave -change switch.

`HE Varley Square -peak canned coils
I have been designed and produced with
the object of enabling good selectivity with
good quality to be easily obtained. In this

This latter has been designed with care and

ARLEY

SQUAWS TEAK

CANNED COILS

-31

should give very satisfactory service. It

consists of spring blades with special gold -

-20

silver contacts, which are caused to rub
together each time the switch is operated,
thus a cleaning action is obtained and no
trouble from dirt should arise. The switch
is arranged in such a way that several coils

Z

"

la

n

III

0

aK.

can be ganged together on one control.

Complete screening is provided with each

et

coil and each set of coils is supplied
mounted on a metal base and with the

le%

wave -change switches ganged.

A test was conducted on a set of coils
which consisted of an aerial band-pass
filter and a tuned grid coil. These coils
were wired into a circuit using a Mazda
The new Varley coil set

K.C.

-1

fRo44 RES3NANCE

SG -215 valve, and overall resonance curves

30

wavelength range.

Resonance curve of the Varley coil set

were plotted at different points over the

The gangingwas found

20

10

0

20

10

50

9 SPECIFIED IN THIS WEEK'S " A.W."

SOVEREIGN SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES

OVEREIGN
PAGHETT I

IN " FOUR STAR 4"
AND
G RAMO- PLAYER "
SIX' in the " Four Star 4";
three in the "Gramo-player."
The quality and value of Sovereign
Spaghetti Resistances is proved for
all time by these record speci-

RESISTANCE

LINK

fications-and they are the lowest
Ohms

600
5,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
10,000
15,000

..
..
..

Price
4d.
4d.
7d.
7d.
7d.

sod.

Price
sod.
x/-

Ohms
20,000
23,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
8o,000
100,000

..

I/-

zir

I/I

1/3
1,13

priced spaghetti resistances on the
market. This is typical of the
quality of all Sovereign radio com-

ponents, and in building either of
these sets you are SAFE in using

FOR "A.W." SHORTWAVE

UNIT
LOW price and quality are
once more the dominant
features in two more Sovereign

specifications:-(1) The

Sovereign 20'- Speaker. (2)
The Sovereign Terminal Block.
Both designed for utmost

efficiency so vital on short-

wave work. Wherever there's
a Sovereign component to do
the job, use it and be sure of
good results.

Sovereign Twenty Shilling
Speaker, complete in solid
Terminal Block, witD polished
Oak Cabinet

highest
insulating
properties, each

R

Sovereign wherever you can.
1'

SEND FOR THE

SOVEREIGN
CATALOGUE

If your dealer cannot supply, send direct to:

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LIMITED,
52-54 ROSEBERY AVENUE,
Telephone: Clerkenwell 2788/9

E.C.1

with
harmonising
fret and closed back.

Ill

0
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The Pifco "All -in -One" Radiometer is patented throughout
the world. There is no instrument made like it. You must

have one to secure the best reception.

etnatturWireiT

Ask your radio dealer to demonstrate it. Standard Model for.
Battery - operated sets 12/6. De

Luxe Model for Electric Receivers
£2 2s. Booklet free from Patentees:
Pifco Ltd., High St., Manchester.
(4) P.4

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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" WE TEST FOR YOU "

approximately 2.5 milliamperes as recommended by the makers of the transformer
(Continued from page 1216)
The curve accompanying this report shows
The action of the filter can, however, be

seen in the slightly lop -sided shape of the
curve, which incidentally indicates that the
ganging of the circuit as arranged for test
was not quite accurate, and in the fact that
the slope of the curve for a range of about
to kilocycles around the resonant point is
much less than elsewhere.
When wired into an actual receiving circuit, the coils behaved very well, the overall
sensitivity being good, while the selectivity
was adequate for all normal uses. These

coils are well made, and should make a
general appeal.

Climax Mu -Max Transformer
WE have recently tested one of the new
Climax Mu -Max inter -valve transformers. The construction of this transformer is a little out of the ordinary in that

.

The ordinary method of varying screen -grid

IIMMIIINMIIIIIIIIIIIII 1111111111111
ME1111111111U1101 "Z01111- LABORAFORIES
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volts, or inserting a potentiometer resis-
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VOLUME CONTROL
THE high amplification factor of the
modern screen -grid valve has introduced new difficulties in volume control.

,

tance across one of the tuned couplings, is
not sufficiently elastic, if used alone, to
reduce the volume from a long-distance set
to a reasonable value when working on the
local station. It is usually necessary to
combine at least two such controls, and to
gang them together. Another effective
plan is to use a " short -distance " switch

for cutting out one of the amplifying
stages when receiving the local programme.
M. B.

Performance curve of the Climax Mu -Max

the overall voltage step-up obtained; the
effective step-up ratio of the transformer

MODERN STATIC "
the early days of wireless, static was
INcaused mostly by storms. It still is, of
course, but nowadays it is largely overshadowed by the man-made variety
radiated from electrical apparatus of all

is given at any point by dividing the voltage
step-up as read from the curve by 15.6, the
the core is bolted to a bakelite moulding amplification factor of the valve. It will be
which also carries the necessary terminals, seen that the average step-up to be expected
forming at the same time the top of the from a low -frequency amplifying stage using kinds.

transformer case. The core is built of this transformer is approximately 3o over
laminations of a high -permeability iron, no the range from 256 cycles to 4.,000 cycles.
air gap being used. - The windings are ac- The inductance of the primary with no D.C.
commodated on one leg. The transformer flowing in the winding was .12.7 henries,
is housed in a metal casing provided with while with 2.6 milliamperes direct current it
lugs at the bottom for baseboard mounting. was 9.2 henries. The D.C. resistance of the
A test was carried out on the transformer primary was approximately 800 ohms.
to ascertain the standard of performance
when connected in an actual amplifying
Let "AMATEUR WIRELESS"
circuit. An L210 type valve was used for
solve your wireless problems

the test, the steady anode current being

Wherever sparking occurs in any
electrical appliance, there is always a
danger of serious interference with broadcast reception. The area of interference is

increased if the sparking circuit is con-

nected to anything that can act as a

radiator, such as the overhead wires of a
tram or trolley 'bus. For this reason choke
coils are now being inserted between the
driving motor and the trolley, in order to
localise the disturbance as much as possible.
B. A. R.

REAL PIONEERS

EPOCH YEARS AHEAD

PERMANENT MAGNET

design
and
research
in experience,
MODEL. j.1-

ci a8l l emd opni tohnse ebrefcoiraeimtshetomtahneypsroo:

duction of the Permanent Magnet
Moving -Coil Speakers, Epoch designed, developed and manufactured
the first practical Permanent Magnet. Epoch's leadership in this class
is definitely established by a new standard of comparison for perform-

ance and price set by Model J.I.

The lowest price Permanent
Magnet Moving -Coil Speaker on the market. Comparable to instruments costing far more. The 3 -Ratio Transformer fitted makes it
ready t6 work instantly from any set with Pentode or Super Power
output. When purchasing a Moving -Coil insist upon EPOCH.

Send for Free Art Booklet A.S.5.
Complete with aluminium covered
cobalt steel magnet, one-piece
moulded linen diaphragm and 3 ratio input transformer. Ask your
dealir for it. He will gladly demonstrate this or any Epoch Model.
If you have any difficulty send for

nearest dealer's name or call at
our. new showrooms and hear it.

NEW MODEL. -STILL MORE SENSITIVE!
EPOCH RADIOMANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

VAR HT S . REHE2.,HES.....
!I
...Av..

At the junction of Rosebery Avenue and Fartingdon Road.

ki..
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RADIO TIMES

DX. -43

DAVENTRY
1,6

(I 554 4 111 )

RAMME

Every

REVUE CHORUS

and ORCHESTRA.

Conducted by
TAFFE

a better

..15 amt.

if

TIME

.30

cast
1.45-11.0

nueve

2.0

12.45

(Organist to

a

item

Ili

Society)

Relayed from ALL Ssucre
MARGARET STREET

Introduction and PassacagliaBeger

iony
ern
LE (Soprat

(Note on page 12)

Adagio ................ Letnare

ORCHES'l

Grand Choeur

(7th spaibritant
Intermezzo.. Sonata))

Meted by

Finale
Finale

......
.............. Bonnet
Minuet Scherzo ........ Jongen

N CLIFFOR

FantaAy-ToccataLeslie Woodgate
Tinto Signal,

1.30-2.30

o. 1 in C JP

Greenwich, at 1.0

;

llegro ;
Allegro

A.

it and Orehe

Light Music

r

FRASCATI'S ORCHESTRA

i)

Directed by GEORGES

(Tell me

..........

From THE Ii
y

Ilegro moderato;
with Variations ; II
two Trios; Finale ;o

Relayed fro
13o

THE BOUR

0

NOEL EADIE

Conductor,
Ens
Persian Dan

SonctS

Makers of the world

Violin Cone(
Allegro ;
'

Irish Symphony
Allegro; Allegro ,

V

"(Note on pa,'

efect

.Time Signal, Greenwich,

4.45

At

at

REGINALD NEW

.C.B.,

inistry of Agri

HEATH, BTEMUSCHAs1

Mcyerbecr
Romberg
Ketetbry
Wagner

Prophet ......
Coronation March, The
Selection, The Desert Song ............

7.30 A

.............

Sanctuary of the Heart
Introduction, Act III, Lohengrin ......

'The Children's Hour

fxide Batteries, Clifton

famous Exitv offer

ARMING

ORGAN of THE BEAUFORT C1NEsIA

Relayed from WAsnwoon

5

(Octet)

ruments .......

Symph

3.30

8.0

JunCtie:,''netaTF14'1.11CLhel\StAtetrD.E.N. Branches

greatest dry battery

ITAL OF GRAMOPHOi

value

STO!

By CHRISTOPHER
ECHOES OF OFERETT,

A Second Helping
of

P'

Obtainable everywhere from all good dealers in
sizes and types to suit every wireless set. Also
for torches, pocket lamps, cycle lamps and bells.

at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol. Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.,

Please mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertisers

mateur
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ITETICAL

CONSTRUCTIONAL

WJAMEs

Band-pass Condensers

Some condensers have relatively little Others have inductance as well as capacity.
IN filter circuits of the type shown in the inductance and are called non -inductive. Look for the words Non -inductive on a
accompariying diagram it is usual to
condenser that is to be used in a filter,

specify a non -inductive type fixed conden-

therefore.

ser at c.
The coils in the two circuits are loosely
coupled magnetically and there is a further
coupling which is provided by the condenser. Both couplings are arranged to give
just that amount of coupling of the circuits
that the desired band width is maintained
as uniformly as possible over' the tuning

The capacity often used is .or micro In particular instances the results

farad.

as a whole may be better when smaller or
larger capacity is used. An interesting

hour or two may be spent in noting the
effect of using different capacities.

A Transforiner Delusion

range.
If the condenser used at c has inductance

It is commonly supposed that the thin
case fitted to some makes of low -frequency

as well as capacity the chances are that the
band width will vary over the tuning range.
The width of the band will certainly be different from that intended by the designer.
It is, therefore, necessary to use a suitable

condenser and to connect it with as short
wiring as possible.

transformers acts as an effective shield.
This, generally speaking, is not so. In
order properly to shield a component from
50 -cycle alternating currents, iron of about
% in.

Points = about this band-pass circuit are

dealt with in the accompanying paragraph.

thick at least would be needed.

Complete shielding is not always necessary,
(Continued on page 1222)

THE R. & A. " TYPE 40 " REPRODUCER more
nearly approaches moving coil performance than any
speaker of its type. Amazingly sensitive, it reproduces

the veriest whisper, and yet handles large inputs without
a trace of "chatter." A test will readily convince you
of its superiority. Dimensions, 14 in. dia. by 5 in.

Reproducers

deep.

THE R. & A. "FIFTY " has been produced to meet the
demand for an R. & A. "Type 40" with a smaller cone. The

are now available
in attractive

only difference between it and
the "Type 40" lies in the design
and dimensions of chassis and
cone.

The Wireless World Test Report
of November 18, 1931, states:-

"The reproduction of speech is
comparable

Cabinets

with

tha t of a moving coil
the reproduc.

tion of music

16/6

.

is beyond reproach."

Dimensions: 10 in.

dia. by 41/4 in. deep.
Diameter of dia-

phragm, 8 in.

Ask your dealer to show you
R. & A. Reproducers. If out
of stock he can obtain at short

'

notice. Write us for illustrated
literature, sent post free on
request. It contains particulars

and prices of R. & A. Chassis
and Cabinet Models, also full

specifications.

THE R. & A. " 100 " PERMANENT -MAGNET

MOVING -COIL REPRODUCER is sweeping all
bdfore it. For sheer beauty df tone, t'rilliant response

througlibuf the whole audible range, and remarkable

-

sensitivity, it has been acclaimed the "best yet." Construction and finish are superlative. The dustproof cover

to protect the cobalt steel magnet is a refinement not

- found in maiw -moving-ooil speakers. Dimensions.,

10 in. dia. by 44 in. deep
3 -ratio Output Transformer to suit all power Valves,
1216 extra.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.
FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON

45/-
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ORDER YOUR

CHRISTMAS RADIO

4000.100.0=s1mIlmosnew

CASH - COD 111.P

PILOT AUTHOR KITS FOR "A.W." SETS
CASH OR C.O.D. ITEMS
You pay the Postman. We pay all post charges on orders
over 101-.

FOUR STAR 4

s.

3 Lewcos Coils (1 ATC/C, 2 TBF/C)

1 Lotms 3 -gang .0005-mfd, screened variable
condenser with disc drive
1 Varley Dual Volume Control

...
...

(1.

86

1

1 15 0
14 0

GRA MO -PLAYER

Peto-Scott Cabinet, as specified, with chassis ... 2 50
B.T.H. Pick-up, Tone Arm and Volume
2 96
Control
-1 Ferranti Push-pull
Transformer, AF3C 1 90
1 Ferranti Push-pull Output
Transformer,

FINISHED

FOUR STAR 4

INSTRUMENTS

As described this week

Complete with valves and cabin-

K IT A

ets; factory wired; aerial tested;

Author's Kit, less

Royalties paid.

valves and cabinet

7

13

Cash or C.O.D. £7

Or 12 monthly payments of 14/I
Set of Valves £2 10 6

Cabinet 1516

FOUR STAR 4
Cash Price £12-0-0
Or 12 monthly payments of 22

Cash Price £11-5-0

-

66

1

SHORT-WAVE PLUG-IN UNIT
18 3

3 BuIgin Coils and Coil Holder

BRITAIN'S SUPER
Wearite Super Het Coils (one oscillator, two
intermediates), Types 02, 0T2, OT1

1 Lewcos "B.P.F. Bandpass Filter tinit with
Extension Rod
.* .
J.B. Type R.2. 2 Gang Variable Condenser
J.B. Type R.I. Single Variable Condenser

12 0
1

10
12 6

THREE STAR 3
-Utility 3 -gang condenser

1

'Lewcos Set of 3 Coils
1 Junit Metal Chassis with valveholders
1 Varley Dual Volume Control with ganging
equipment

1

10 0

1

10
12 0

BRITAIN'S SUPER

BATTERY MODEL
For detailed list of parts, see "Amateur Wireless,"
Exactly as specified in every detail
by Mr. IV. James. No substitute parts.

Oct. 17, page 729.

KIT A

valves

£3

Cash or C.O.D.

.

Cash or C.O.D. £7 . 4 . 9
or 12 monthly payments of 13/3
Oak Table Cabinet 19/6. Set of Specified Valves £3.7.6

If T.C.C. .01-mfd. Condenser required add 1,9 to Kit
price or to the first monthly payment.

Or 12 monthly payments of 6/5
Cabinet and Chassis £2 5 0

Valves £1 9 6

TELSEN C'NQUEROR THREE
cabinet.

ralav
or

or 9 monthly payments of 5/ -

Valves for above £1 7 6.

SHORT-WAVE PLUG-IN UNIT
As described this week

KIT A

Author's Kit,

less

Or 12 monthly payments of 26,'7

CENTURY SUPER
BATTERY MODEL
Cash Price £13-17-6

CENTURY
SUPER

valves and cabinet

16 . 7
Or 12 monthly payments of 5/2
Cabinet 7/6

.

Valve 816

BATTERY MODEL

See this week's issue
KITA Less valves, cabinet,
and frame aerial

THREE.STAR 3

Cash or C.O.D.

KIT A

Author's Kit, less
valves and cabinet

L6 10

Cash or C.O.D.

.

9

or 12 monthly payments of 12/ Oak Cabinet 15;6.

Set of specified valves £2 8 6.

See " Amateur
Wireless" Pages
913, 925, 979, 1077

TELSEN COMMODORE S.C. THREE

KIT A cabinet.

Author's Kit. less valves and

Cabinet 17/6.

BRITAIN'S SUPER
Cash Price£14-10-0

Or 12 monthly payments of 25!5

TELSEN 19 3 2 CIRCUITS
KIT A

6

10

Exactly as specified by "A.W." For detailed list of
parts see "Amateur Wireless," Nov. 7, page 911.

and cabinet

s Kit, laessisi

Or 12 monthly payments of 12;'5

KIT A Author's Kit, less

Cash or C.O.D. £2

less

TWO STAR 2
Cash Price £6-15-0

As described this week

76

14 0

...

G RAMO-PLAYER

50

TWO STAR 2
J.B. 2 -gang Condenser (Type 12)
Lewcos Band-pass Coil (B.P.F.)

Or 12 monthly payments of 20,8

valves
1 17 6

-

THREE STAR 3

Cash or C.O.D. i4 5 5
or 12 monthly p0, merts of 7/10
Valves for above £2 2 0.

£4.11.4

Or 12 monthly pay-

8/11

ments of Set of Valves £3.16.0 Mahogany Cabinet 1S Century Frame Aerial with handsome rotating
base ft extra.

Any parts for "A.W." Sets supplied
separately. If value over 101- sent

carriage paid or C.O.D - all post
charges paid.

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
TO PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Please send me C.O.D., CASH H.P.

Cabinet 17/6.

for which I enclose
Cash, ti.P. Deposit

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. Head Office : 77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 Clerkenwel I 9406. 62 HIGH
HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 Chancery 8266. MANCHESTER: 33 WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTONCUM-HARDY, Phone : Chorlton-cam-Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS., 7 ALBANY RD. Phone : 67190

£

s.

ti.

Name
Address

1.W. 5/12,31.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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" IN MY WIRELESS DEN "

bias is, in effect, increased according to of the carrier wave of the signal being
the strength of the signal. Therefore the received.
of course, but it is as well to remember that anode current is reduced, as the current Condensers Which Give Way
thick iron is needed for good magnetic always falls when the negative bias is
Small fixed condensers of the mica type
increased.
shielding.
may
not withstand a working voltage of
In
the
case
of
the
anode
-bend
detector
.A metal shield -of thin metal does act as an
200 or so. I had further proof of this when
electrostatic screen and is valuable. You the anode current is small to start with, as testing
a new set in which I had temporarily
may find that a set howls until the shield the negative bias is given such a value that fitted two
small high -frequency by-pass
the
current
is
small.
When
a
signal
is
of the transformer is earthed, which proves
(Continued from page 1220)

brought in, the current is increased because condensers.

that the shield has some effect.

short-circuited in a few minutes
Some transformers are made with the the average value of the negative bias is If Both
a fuse had not been fitted the rectifier
metal cover touching the core and in others reduced. With less bias the current in- might easily have been damaged.
the two are insulated. You can never be creases.
Much trouble is caused by using conThe change in the value of the anode curquite sure whether earthing both is going
to help matters and so the experiment rent is, in fact, a measure of the strength densers not designed for the voltages to
which they are subjected. The chances are

should be tried.
The detector valve and its grid circuit is
a very sensitive part of a set. A hum is
frequently introduced at this point owing

that the voltage at some period during

USING SPAGHETTIS
Some

spaghetti

resistances

have
This

rather frail end connections.
means that you must not use too much

to the position of a part such as a transformer carrying low -frequency currents.
An electrostatic shield will avoid this

switching on or off is greatly in excess of the
normal working pressure. The result is that

1

the condensers fail to stand up to the extra
pressure applied to them.
In the case of the larger condensers, the

makers provide a wide margin between

trouble, With a metallised valve the
chances of hum, are minimised, which is an

the safe working Voltage and the test

voltage. If the condenser is usedein a circuit
the voltage of which is not in excess of the
stated safe working voltage then no trouble
should be experienced.

advantage of this type.

A. Leaky -grid Matter
A reader has asked why the anode current of a leaky -grid type detector falls off

The, life of condensers properly used is'
nearly always many years. Some of mine
are eight and nine years old and still appear
perfectly satisfactory

when a signal is tuned in, while in the case,
of an anode -bend detector the anode current increases.

The point is that in the leaky -grid

detector the grid is held at a certain voltage

On page iv of the special coloured cover
this week, the telephone number of Messrs.

force when tightening down the terminal heads for otherwise the end of the
resistance wire may break away from
the tag.

about zero by the grid leak and therefore
a steady current flows in the anode circuit. But when the signal is tuned in, the
grid is made more negative. Its negative

Britannia Batteries, Ltd., makers of *le
Pertrix batteries, is given incorrectly. The
number should be Temple Bar 7971, and
London readers should make a note of this.

FIRST
and
LAST
remember
the AERIAL and the SPEAKER are the two essentials upon
which EVERY SET depends for actual reproduced result !

WEEDON

ARE THE P

R LINK THAT

ACCESSORIES

GUARANTEES
IMPROVED RECEPTION

THE

"GOLDEN
DOPE"

(No Wire)

The finest dope ob-

AERIAL

tainable for all linen

(Bakelite Case)

Banishes for ever inefficient,

speakers.

unsightly, and troublesome
outdoor amt indoor aerials!

(Post free 10)10)

10/6

Gets every

by "Amateur

ounce of effici-

plied.

easily ap-

Sold in airtight

tin. Price
per tin.

(Post free 5/3).

...

1/

ingenious driving rod.
Greater tentioning and therefore

clear reproduc-

greater tonal beauty and volume is

tion free from
distortion due to

ill-fitting
washers.

derful improvement that

Wonwill

Complete with universal reed connector and simple
delight you.

instructions. Price
(Post free 1/8).

All side stress and chatter is eliminated and the unit is automatically
adjusted to true dead -centre by the

ency out of your

unit. Pure,

speaker as
it matures.
Bleaches out,

7:reased selectivity that adds new stations at full

it.

Automatic Adjustment
LOCKED IN POSITION
by rattle proof set screws.

Wireless."
Improves the
tone of the

efficient outdoor (pole) aerial,
the xzit achieves an in-

Model A.-For super-hets. (mains or battery
drive) and D.C. mains sets. Price

ANGLE OF CONE LIKE
A VICE.
Scrap those cone washers
that rattle and buzz !

GRIPS ANY SIZE OR

ed and used

comparison with the most

your set of its efficiency-get the last ounce with

SELF -CENTRING
DRIVING ROD

Recommend-

Remarkable Results.The receptive capacity of
the xzit Aerial has been
scientifically proved by expert test and reveals the
astonishing fact that, by

strength to your set's r slat range. Volume
and quality pie vastly improved. Doa't rob

"ADAPTADISK"

...

1 /6

easily accomplished
merely by tightening up
one nut.
Get one now and build
or reconstruct the finest

speaker you have ever
heard. Price
(Post free 1/8).

1/6

KIT OF PARTS complete of A.W. Amateur's Linen Speaker fonly official -suppliers), ready for building. 19'6. Clrritzge pail.
ACCESSORIES.-Spatially w -wen guaranteed
Irish Linen 40 in. wide, 5,6 per yard (post free, 0/9). Set of 4 Thumb Screws, 214 (post free 216). Frame Aerial Wire, enamelled, stranded, 9/40 and 27/49. Price per set of 2 reels
61- (post free 6/4).

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers.

If out of stock apply to : -WEEDON & CO., LTD., 26a Lisle Street, London, W.1.
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"THE `A.W.' RECORD PLAYER"
The significant point-and the one which says all
that need be said about the quality of output-is
the designer's recommendation of

T

A.F.3c TRANSFORMER
AND THE

Transformer
Type A.F.3c

29/-

OPMIC TRANSFORMER

FERRANTI LTD., Head Office & Works:

HOLLINWOOD, LANCS.

Push-pull
Transformer
Type 0.P.M.I.C.

26/6

London: Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2

EFFICIE CY with EGO

Y

Polar-known wherever condensers
are used-combines both. Highest
possible working efficiency, the result

of correct design and careful con-

struction, produced at a price which
makes it easily obtainable.

POLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Direct drive. Solid di -electric. Constructed
of highest quality materials. Smooth action
gives very accurate control. Insulated
spindle. Supplied with

2
knob./

POLAR " No. 2 "
The combination of Fast and

.0001, .00055, .0003, each side

Slow motion in this condenser
enables quick and accurate
tuning. The rigid construction
and bonded rotor vanes ensure

24 Page Catalogue "A" free

long service with permanent

V011.414

accuracy, while the Polar ball -

bearing action gives smooth,
easy control.
.0003, .00035, .0005

I-7

6/6

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd. 188 9 Strand, London,
we

2

CONDENSERS

IN!!!11.1111.1MEUMINIIM.,

Plef7se Mention " 9.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

POLAR " No. 4 "
A Direct Drive condenser
with ball -bearing

action.

Aluminium vanes and end
plates.

Bonded rotors.

Rigid construction with four
brass pillars.
.0003
.00035
.0005

4/ -

Polar Works, Old Swan, Liverpool
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THE SET
FOREACH

DEGRE

THE YEAR IN
HEAPTo 13UILDE.OPERiAte

ASTATION
120

60

140

40
THERE isn't any doubt that 1931 has

160
be obtained, price is. 6d., post free, from

constructor. Although European station

the Blueprint 'Department, AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

been a successful year for the set

jamming has increased, set design-at in the hands of a beginner, could be relied
least, so far as AMATEUR WIRELESS sets upon to bring in station after station free Popular Features
for home constructors are concerned --has of interference. The Daily Mail and the
There are many features of the
proceeded apace and with modern sets Daily Express gave glowing announcements "Century" which
account for its excepand
manufacturers
of
components
for
the
there need be no serious selectivity troubles.
tional popularity, apart from the fact that,
"Century Super" had to make rapid being a receiver of the super -het type, it
A High.. Peak
increases in their production arrangements has amazing reaching -out properties.
One of the high peaks of the year, a to cope with the exceptional demand.
It is compact and -easy to control, there
record -breaking receiver, is the "Century
are only two main tuning knobs, a volume
Super." Our Research Consultant, proIF. YOU ARE, CONTEMPLATING
control and wave Change and filament
duced this in the late spring and it was
BUILDING A SET-STUDY THE
switch on the panel. It works from a
described in AMATEUR WIRELESS Nos.
BLUEPRINT LIST ON PAGE 1248
frame aerial and so' all difficulties in the
463-466.
It was the first amateur -built set claimed

THERE is A SET for EVERY NEED

to receive one hundred stations and it

way of erecting a suitable outdoor wire, or
a lead arranged round the room, are over-

In order to make the construction as come.
created what may be frankly described as
It uses ordinary valves, two screen -grid
simple as possible for readers, full-size plans
a furore.
Even the non -technical press was enthu- were included in the issue. A full-size. valves, two normal triodes, and a power
siastic about this new type of outfit which, blueprint has since been prepared and can valve. -These-axe the -ordinary valves, some
of which are used in any straight -forward
three- or four-valver' and so there is the
PHYSICAL JERKS BY WIRELESS
minimum of expense in changing over to

the "Century." No special valves are
needed.
'

_

-

The super -het circuit is of a type in

which there are two intermediate stages and

so the most is made of the available H.F.
amplification. There is a separate oscillator valve.
,

-Economical
The set is economical, in spite of the fact
that it is a six-valver. Valves nowadays
are in many cases cheaper than large cornponeni,s, such "as special coils and transformers, and by having an efficient six valve circuit the most is made of amplification which one can get in any set without introducing much background noise.
Running, costs are low because, in spite
of the six Valves; the anode current consumption -is small, the, power valve speci-

fied takes only 5 or 6 milliamperes.

A

double capacity 1 zo-volt battery is suitable.

This is a big advantage for battery users
and, for mains users, means that a relatively inexpensive unit will do.
Coniing down to details, the "Century "
incorporates a novel pontrol of volume on
radio reception and, by means of a simple

modification, a gramophone pick-up can

Every detail that the discerning
listener requires has been considered and
incorporated-all at amazingly low cost.
Undoubtedly the set of the year
be added.

Health exercises are now being broadcast over both sound and television from the
Baird television studios in London. Owners of television sets will be able to see
demonstrations of morning exercises by Fred Dyer, the physical culture expert
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JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

a new version of the famous

REGENTONE ALL -ELECTRIC
RECEIVER
A gift your friends or your family
will appreciate
Radio for your family, or your friends this
Christmas. Luxurious yet inexpensive. A
perfect gift . . . a perfect radio set, in two
forms.

Here is a new version of the famous Regentone 2-V. A.C. All -Electric Receiver

.

.

.

in

a handsome walnut -finish cabinet, with builtin loud -speaker. It costs, complete with
B.V.A. valves, only £8 ios.

THE NEW REGENTONE 2V.
A.C. ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVER

WITH BUILT-IN SPEAKER - -

£8-10-0

If you already have a good speaker, there is
the original Regentone 2-V. All -Electric Receiver. What a remarkable receiver it is ;
giving National and Regional programmes at
loud -speaker strength, as well as other British
and Continental stations. Really keen selectivity . . . a few degrees on the dial cuts out
any station. Simple to operate . . . there is
only one tuning dial. In a handsome All British walnut -finish bakelite cabinet, complete with B.V.A. valves. It costs £6 15s.
Ask your local dealer for a demonstration and
full particulars, or write for the FREE
Regentone Art Booklet giving full details of
(D.C. Mains Units
Regentone products.
from 35/- ; A.C. Mains Units from 501-).

THE REGENTONE 2V. A.C.

ALL - ELECTRIC RECEIVER £6-15-0
(WITHOUT SPEAKER)

-

-

REGENTONE LIMITED, Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4.
Irish Free State Distributors : Kelly & Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.

Tel.: Central 8745 (5 lines),

mateurWuej
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MORE GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Ready
Radio

Instamat
transformer

Utility condenser

Ready Radio super -het. choke

Wearite super -het.
coil set

Telsen reaction
condenser

11

Epoch permanent -

magnet speaker

Columbia
transportable

Zonophone kit
set in cabinet

Junit mains transformer

marl+W(M1(% Th,r4t(

PM.3 for Thritnin
The GIFT OF GIFTS-the ideal present. No need to enquire
what voltage your friend uses-no mains or batteries are
needed with the W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET Moving
Coil Speakers. Let him experience the wonder of true moving
coil reproduction. Have you seen the test report on PM3 by
" Wireless World " . . . " both speech and music of a very high
standard." And " Radio for the
Million " recommend it very

strongly for the V3 Kit

Set.

W.B. P.M.3. for the V3
Three -ratio output

w transformer extra
7/6
Handsome
to suit.

Grained

Oak

Cabinet

Price

30/

Write for interesting art booklet "Speaking of
Speakers" (post free) giving full information of
Models P.M.1. £5 . 5 . 0, P.M.2. £3 . 10 . 0, and
the new W.B. Popular Cone Speaker, complete with
Cabinet, 22/6. Also W.B. Valve -holders, Switches.

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Nottingham Rd., Mansfield, Notts.
Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly & Shiel, Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin.
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A DOUBLE LIFE !
Wireless battery revives after long disuse
LONDONER RELATES REMARKABLE EXPERIENCE
If you have a wireless set, the letter below from a well-known wireless
user will interest you.
Dear Sirs,
I am using a 5 -valve, battery operated portable wireless set of a wellknown make and last November I purchased a 99 volt EVER READY 'Winner'
Battery and used it continuously daily until March (5 months), when it began
to run down, and I thought it was about time to renew the battery.

I purchased a loo volt battery of another make and after only two
months' use found that it was giving very poor service and as I had not thrown
away the EVER READY I again put it into use.

After lying idle for nearly three months, it registered 65-70 volts
and when I replaced it on the set the results were extremely satisfying, many
foreign stations being obtained at full strength. It is now in constant use and
giving good service after all this time, much better than the new battery which
cost exactly the same as the Winner.'
Nothing else but EVER READY for me in future.

Yours faithfully,

L. N. C., London, W.C.r.
(This letter may be inspected at the offices of the Company.)
What Mr. C. has discovered is what regular users of EVER READY batteries
have been saying for years past. EVER READY batteries not only provide the
most perfect reception, they provide it for the longest time ! That is why it
will pay you to use the EVER READY battery; you will find an EVER READY

battery made to power to perfection every kind of wireless set, portables
included. Write to -day for the EVER READY list (free), and ask for the battery
printed opposite your set. Every EVER READY battery is made by an exclusive
process, and is guaranteed to give satisfaction by the firm which has been
making batteries for over 29 years.

THE EVER READY CO.
(GT. BRITAIN) LTD.,
HERCULES PLACE
HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.

THE BATTERY
THAT LASTS A

LONG TIME

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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t Records of /he V'ear

Yhe

In order that readers may be assisted in their choice of those extra records which will be bought for the Christmas
festivities, I am reviewing the outstanding issues of the year. It is a pleasurable retrospect-this selection from a
store which contains so many good things. Here, then, are some of the best, which are sure to give pleasure
ORCHESTRAL

First, the pieces that are vaguely described as " good music."
I shall interpret these as those compositions which have stood the
test of time and are as strong in their appeal as when the great composers wrote them. Here they are :
The Fourth Hungarian Rhapsody, 6s.

COL LX132

A sumptuous feast of music ; a narrative of tuneful melody.
Nobody can remain unmoved by this performance by the Halle
Orchestra.

Sonata Pathetique (2nd movement) and Moonlight Sonata (1st movement), 4s.
H.M.V. C2234

Both popular; it would be difficult to find anyone who did not
wish to hear them again and again.

Polydor R21304
La Gazza Ladra Overture.
A little-known, but most fascinating, jolly piece. Would cheer
anybody.

Rubinstein's Melody in F and Romance in E Flat, 2s. 6d.
H.M.V. B3783

I make no apology for mentioning this. You have it already?
Never mind-hear this record.

Voices of Spring, 4s.
COL DX266
Strauss at his best. The same flowing, lovely melody, but a wel-

come change from the " Blue Danube." A real bargain, this.
PARLO E11148
Barber of Seville Overture, 4s.
A most pleasant mixture of music that shouts good fellowship.
The Berlin State Opera Orchestra takes you right along with it.
From the New World Symphony, Dvorak, 3os.
H.M.V. D1893-7
A real luxury, these five records. There is three-quarters of an

hour's sheer delight in them. There's nothing " highbrow "-

nothing that cannot be understood. Like a book of good stories,
you can dip into this work to satisfy any mood. I know of no
" big " piece more likely to please thousands.
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, 12S.

Here is Mozart in very delicate, pleasing music. Hear the Menuetto " on the second record and then say you don't like chamber
music !

H.M.V. D1992-4
Carnival of the Animals, 18s.
Saint-Sdens' famous musical jok !Perhaps the funniest thing ever
composed. The youngsters will revel in it, so will the grown ups.
Try it at a party; it will be the success of the evening.

Now -for the really light orchestral records. The good ones run
into dozens, but here are one or two safe purchases :
H.M.V. C2208
From Offenbach's Sample Box, 4s.
Selections by Marek Waer's Orchestra. And you will know at
least three of the tunes, all of which go with a fine swing.
Bin Kein Hauptmann, Bin Kein Grosses Tier, 2S. 6d. H.M.V. EG1737
A martial, rousing tune with a slow haunting contrast on the other
side, " Sieben Sterne Hat Der Grosse Bar."
Under the Bridges of Paris and Vienna, the Town of My Dreams, 2s. 6d.
PARLO R969
An old-fashioned, tuneful thing. You will find yourself humming

the first for days alter.
While Hearts are Singing and Toujours l'Amour in the Army, is. 3d.

Two good tunes from The Smiling Lieutenant.

orchestra put these over in splendid style.
Serenade (Heykens) and Clockwork Courtship, 2s. 6d. BRUNS 1149
The most pleasing performances of these charming tunes. A most
delightful record.

TUNGSRAll

BAND

These have to be really good to find universal favour. Here are
three outstanding records:
COL DX259
The Mill on the Rock, 4s.
Perhaps the best band record of the year. The Wireless Military
Band give a marvellous performance.

COL LX144-5

A

IMP 2547

Gandino and

P4ioo, one of the new Tungsram range of
high -power output valves, will be found
extremely useful in gramophone or radio
amplifiers, or where a very large output is
required. Using the P4Ioo the undistorted

output of the amplifier is 3,000 milliwatts or
By connecting two or more valves in push-pull
or parallel an even greater output can be obtained. The
filament can be operated from a 4 -volt accumulator, or
from the secondary winding of a suitable transformer.
more.

At an anode voltage of 400 volts, at which the P41oo
can be operated, the grid -bias required is 35 volts and it
consumes 35 m.a. Price 17/-.
Write for further particulars of the complete new range
to Dept. A.W. Prices from 5/6 to 19/-.

,

(Continued on page 1230)

P4100
A NEW
TUNGSRAM
HIGH POWER
OUTPUT VALVE

Tu tiGSRAW
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (GT. BRITAIN), LTD.
Radio Department, Commerce House, 72 Oxford Street, London, W.i
Makers of the famous Tungsram Electric Lamps.

I.F.S. Organisation, Tungsram Lamps and Radio, Ltd., 11 Burgh Quay, Domix.
Branches in Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton.
Lamp, Valve, and Glass Factories : Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Hungary, Italy, and Poland.
Tungsram Photo -electric Cells : Nava " E " (for scientific measurement), £2 17s. 6d.; Nava " R " Red
Sensitive Cell (for colour matching devices), £3 3s.; Nava " EH " (for talkie work), £3 13s. 6d.
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UTILITY TUNED THE THREE

*3

The better the ganged condenser

the better the band-pass circuit
will be.

Utility, the most accurately gang-

ed condenser in the world, was
recommended for the Three Star
3, that is why that circuit was so
extraordinarily successful.

To ensure the same results from
the Four Star 4 insist on Utility
semi -screened W3o5, 3, the designer's choice. When you ask

for a Utility ganged condenser
you are asking for the best, there-

fore insist on the best, for only
the best will do.

WILKINS & WRIGHT
LIMITED,

UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

AGENTS-London! E. R. Morton, Ltd., 22 Bartlett's
Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.1. Scottish : E. B.
Hammond, 113 Vincent Street, Glasgow. Lancashire and
Cheshire
R. Lister, 93 Old Road, Blackley, Manchester.
Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham, Northumberland,

Yorkshire and Derbyshire: H. C. Rawson, Ltd., IOU

London Road, Sheffield.

South Western :

Fraser, Chelsea House, Lansdozvne Road, Bath.

W305/3
Complete

with Dial

25z
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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" THE BEST RECORDS OF THE YEAR "

sings well, but acts well. His inflexions are commendable and

(Continued from page 1228)

WIN 5286
A Merry Hunting Day and Fire Star, is. 6d.
By the famous Black Dyke -Band. Another ideal party record,
with its vocal " A Hunting We Will Go." Finely recorded.
INSTRUMENTAL

I must confine to this heading pianoforte, violin, and 'cello. I know

that handsaws and steel guitars have their devotees, but they are
generally regarded as the musical equivalents of oscillation !
PIANOFORTE

Valse Impromptu and Rondeau Favori in E Flat, 4s.
COL DX294
Liszt and Hummel respectively. I am sure the playing and the
wonderful recording will please. Ania Dorfmann has scored a
triumph 'here.
Andante Favori (Beethoven), 6s.

H.M.V. D1874

-

A very beautiful composition played by Benno Moiseivitch. A
restful, soothing piece which is altogether delightful.
VIOLIN

Gavotte in E Major {Bach), 2S. 6d.

H.M.V. B3465

This, so delicately played by Isolde Menges, can be cordially

recommended ; it is a fascinating record.
La Capricieuse (Elgar) and Waltz in C Sharp Minor (Chopin).

COL LX137

Played by Huberman. Frankly, the second is not so good, but the
Elgar piece more than makes up for it.
"

'CELLO

Mazurka, Op. 11, No. 3 (Popper), and Musette (Bach, Pollain).

H.M.V. DA1030
An amazing record by Casals. I believe most people will confess
that they never knew a 'cello could give such music- as in the first
piece.

rare. For children's delight, I don't know a better record.
Patiently Smiling and You Are My Heart's Delight, is. 6d. WIN 5280
This, Of. course, was bound to find a place.
Everybody has
sung it. Best of all, I like this performance of Richard Terelli,
tenor. He, again, makes you feel the.song.
Lover, Come Back to Me and Wanting You, 4s.
H.M.V. DA1200
As songs, I am not enthusiastic about either, and yet I feel that I

cannot omit this record. I suppose it is the glorious voice of
Lawrence Tibbett that captivates one.

Good Night and Pardon, Madame, 45.
PARLO R020156
Tauber's best. Incidentally, by far the best songs in Viktoria and
Her Hussar. They are in German, of course.
Now I want to recommend three gems of classical standing :
The Bell Song (Lakme), 4s.
H.M.V. DA1190
By Lily Pons, soprano. This is a truly amazing performance. The
voice is perfect; the skill of the singer spell -binding.
The really humorous songs are few. The following are harmless,
clever, and funny :
Shut the Door, 2S. 6d.
BRUNS 1184
Episodes overheard on the telephone. Well sung by two clever
artistes.
Radio Tit -bits, is. 6d.
WIN 5351

Jenny Howard and Percy Icing do a fine little vaudeville turn-

comedy and imitations.

DANCE.

To do justice to this enormous class would require many pages.
I haVe found, however, that people know just what they want in dance
records. A certain title is demanded, and that is all. But here are a
few I have much enjoyed, as tunes and as good performances :
Hawaaian Stars are Gleaming and Two Hearts and a Waltz Refrain,
2S. 6d.

PIANO AND VIOLIN

Duo, Op. 162 (Schubert), 18s.

DECEMBER 5, 1931

H.M.V. DB1465-7

Here are two masters at their best-Rachmaninoff and' Kreisler.
It is chamber music again, but I ask " explorers " who want something really good to hear it; they will not be disappointed.
VOCAL

First, one ore two of the best of the older songs, some of which are
of doubtful merit as artistic. accomplishments, but which, when capably
sung, still remain as popular as ever.
The Toymaker's Song and Tick-Tock, is. id.
PIC 700
From the Toymaker of Nuremburg. Bernard Dudley not only

H.M.V. B6007

Jueves (tango), 2s. 6d.
BRUNS 1089
If You're Really and Truly in Love and I'm a Hundred Per Cent in Love,
is. 6d.
ZONO 5955
Wedding of the Garden Insects and -Two Heads in the Moonlight, is. 6d.
DEC F2395

I Miss a Little Miss, is. 6d.
BRDCST 3057
When You Were the Blossom of Buttercup Lane, Is. 6d. PAN 25030
Life is Meant for Love and Thank You Most Sincerely for That, is. id.
Le Million and We're All Alone, is. 6d.

PIC 718
STERNO 757
RECORDER.

THE MUCH TALKED OF
ALL -BAKELITE A.C. ELIMINATOR
20 Mill. Output
at 120 Volts
Fitted with two variable wire wound
resistances 0/120 and one fixed.
Westinghouse rectification. 2 years'
guarantee.

1 0/-

DEPOSIT

D.C. ELIMINATORS 5/.. DEPOSIT
Model 1-25 Mill.
at 120 Volts.

Model 2-Fitted with two variable wire wound

resistances 30 mill. output at 120 volts.

Output

4 2,

NIGHTINGALE THREE.

Bakelite cabinet size 19" x 8" x 9" as illustrated, less valves, or 10,'- deposit and 12
monthly instalments.

£3-5

From all dealers or direct from :

BULLPHONE, Ltd., iltrkingosritdhe,

Essex

'Phone: Chigivell 162.
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How to build a 2 guinea
LoudspeakerA I
Here is. an intensely interesting development
-the Home Constructor's Loudspeaker, which
you can build for 5/6 and which for tone and
volume compares with many 2 -guinea

speakers you may have heard. And from a distance of 2 feet

away its handsome appearance closely resembles a solid walnut
cabinet of fine finish.

A WOIIUERFUL FREE GIFT to every purchaser

of the NEW LISSEN SOLENOID SPEAKER UNIT
That extra loudspeaker for the other room is now available to
you at small cost. See the completed loudspeaker above. ' That
is what the Lissen free gift enables you to build. You buy the new
Lissen Solenoid Cone Unit for. 5/6. With it you will get(1) Special Cone Paper printed to
exact size ready for cutting out

(3)

reverse exact shapes and sizes for cutting
out, including front fret. You have only

and glueing up to make a 14 -in.
cone.

(2) Full Instruction Sheet with
complete diagrams showing

each operation in the building.

Sheet, size 28 in. by 35 in., lithographed

walnut grained panelling, printed on

(4)

to stick this on to cardboard to build up
cabinet shown above.
The postal tube in which these gifts are

packed, and which is also used in the
construction.

Anybody can easily build this speaker-the essential parts are all provided for

you at an all -in cost of 5/6.

home already.

The other sundries such as gum you probably have at

Go to your radio dealer row

-he will tell you anything

LOOK WHAT

more you may want to know
about how to build this fine

YOU GET

FREE

loudspeaker for 516 only.

MI* TO 81111

NOW YOU

CANNOT

FAIL TO
MAKE A
SPLENDID
PEAKIER

A MOH
CAdliti ION

%If

S SE1V

LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT

LISSEN

LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
Don't Forget to Say That You Sow it in "A.W."

erpuicur Wirelesj
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positively overpowering. Unfortunately, on
the other hand, I have not noticed any marked
improvement in the programmes in which, as

OUR LISTENING POST

of yore, gramophone records play a singularly large part. By the way, on Sunday

By JAY COOTE

afternoons from that studio you will catch the

T AST week, in these notes, I mentioned the call for future reference; it is phonetically :

Moscow Stalin, the roo-kilowatter which Sloo-schah-eet-ye-aye (twice) Govoreet Hey -f f.
has suddenly cropped up in the middle of the The concerts broadcast from this city are parbroadcast band. For several evenings at ticularly good.
When, a few nights ago, Koenigswusterodd hours I have tuned in this transmission on
424.3 metres and have ,discovered that, bar- hausen closed down at rx.30 p.m. after the
ring a concert at 8 p.m., the programme dance music transmission, I stood by for a few
I,

mainly consists of talks. The station is on minutes and logged, on' that wavelength, a
the air from 5 a.m. daily; at 8.55 p.m., as do transmission from the official coastal teleother Russian transmitters, it takes its lis- phony station at Norddeich. This transmitter
teners over to the Kremlin Square for chimes provides a regular weather and news service
from the famous Spassky Tower and .for the to the German fishing fleets in the North
usual midnight (9 p.m. G.M.T.) time signal Sea and the Baltic. Private message§ to
members of the crews are also sent, as well as
and dose of "Internationale."
special information concerning prices of fish,

The Soviet Studios

In view of the difference existing between
Eastern European time and G.M.T., it is seldom that you will pick up Soviet studios at
a late hour;, but exception must be made in

the case of Leningrad, which at a r.30 p.m.
on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Fridays broad-

metres, also has greatly increased its power;
in fact, I believe that we now hear the new
Noghinsk station. You may discover it when
Eiffel Tower has closed down between g and
9.30 p.m., but in my home it is spoilt on most
nights by a strong background from Warsaw.
Another station which has loomed up big
on my horizon is the 36-kilowatter recently
installed at Kiev. If you have already logged
Leningrad, slowly move up to 1,034 metres,
where you are sure to pick up this newcomer.
If anything, the transmission is better received
than the former studio, as it suffers less interference from fog beacons. You might note

cast.

READY RADIO H.T. UNIT
j SERS of the popular " Britain's Super,"
V described in "A.W." recently, will be

interested to know that Messrs. Ready

Radio, Ltd., are producing a special high-

tension unit designed primarily for use with
the "Super." This has the necessary four

.

In my log I find a special note to tune in

to Copenhagen via;Kalundborg on every alter-

nate Saturday evening. On these nights a
relay is effected of a fete offered to listeners
by the local Music Hall Artistes' Association
at the Lorry Cab4ret in the Danish capital. The special H.T. unit for the "Britain's Super "
It consists of an exceptionally bright show,
featuring excerpts from the latest revues, high-tension tappings and is provided with
songs, instrumental solos,' short sketches, and a two-way switch and a special trickle dance music, and the performance is, usually charging circuit, so that the L.T. accumukept up until r a.m. on Sunday morning.
amp. The price
-As you cannot fail to have noticed, the new lator may be charged at
Radio Paris has been successfully launched, of this new unit is 5 17s. 6d., or los. 9d.
but whether it is to prove an asset to British deposit and eleven monthly payments of
listeners remains to be seen. Its energy is 103. 9d.

WEA cltiTE

..........

iree

........

Christopher Stone. He does not, however, as

in London, preside at the mike in the flesh,
but records his remarks on this side of the
channel in anticipation of the weekly broad-

etc., for the benefit of their respective skippers.
Every broadcast is prefaced by the call
"Achtung ! Achtung ! Hier der Nordseerundfunksender Norddeich" (Gnaw-dye-ch). The
station is also on the ether at 6.25 and 9.5o a.m.

casts a special concert for the benefit of Via Kalundborg
night workers. Moscow-Komintern, on 1,481

bright and breezy tones of our old friend,

'' \pj c\te ior , v\sts

i\\ustrate

COMPONENTS

1 ..................

... ... .......

Sen

.

detalle,1 for
.............
fold
sers
................

FOR TH E

SHORT - WAVE
PLUG - IN UNIT

" FOUR STAR 4 "

Panel 6" x 9" x -A" drilled,
3,6.

3 -point on -off switch

Valveholders, 1/3 each.

(G23)

On -off switch (G22),

400 W. Potentiometer,
2,6.
Short-wave H.F. Choke as

illustrated, 4/6.

Valveholder, with sprung
sockets, 1/3.

On -off switch (G22), I /Grid leak holder, 6d.

Advert.

1/6.

GRAMO
PLAYER
1 /-.

DUAL -VOLUME Con-

trol: 50,000 ohms,
and 250,000 ohms,
ready ganged, 9/-.

Il'right & W mire, Ltd., 740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

All copper Patent
Earth Tube, the best

of its kind-no
soldering
clamped
screws.

iron, no
joints, no
Price 3/6.

'Phone : Tottenham 3847/8/9
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ETA VALVES

pull in the;
stations
IN spite of all the latest devices-ganged
condensers, band pass tuning and the rest
-your valves will always play a major part
in bringing you " all Europe."
And getting stations, with a set of ETA valves
on board your set, is not a matter of pious hope

but absolute certainty. All the best programmes of Europe come when ETA calls,
and behave like perfect gentlemen as long as
their company is desired.
ETA valves are strong on economy, too. They
are every bit as efficient as the dearest valves
you can buy, but they're much lighter on your
pocket.

The price of ETA valves is, in fact,

as low as you dare go without sacrificing
efficiency and as high as you need to go to
get the best valve that's made.
Next time you buy valves buy

EA

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOCIATION LTD.,
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2.

Telegrams : Eltradax, Estrand, London. Telephone : Holborn 8 139
Local Agents:
Byrne, 21, Temple Lane. CLA 9110W : R. G.
DUBLIN: W.
Jackson Nkbet 132, Renfrew Street. NEM 'AST LE -ON-T YNE :
Messrs. Black & tn.. Prince's Bruildings, ling Street. BOURNEL. G. Wrac, 926, Christelinreli Road, Pokesdown.
MOUTH
BRIGHTON: Mt,isrs. I tiEwarr & Co., Ltd., 31, 'rnwn Street.
W I. I. I NCHSO noufiii :

A.

J.

Garrod,

9,

George

Si reef .

H utcheonad
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" GETTING THE BEST FROM A I had a striking example of this the other
PICK-UP "

For the first
test I used a fairly thin gold-plated needle
day When testing- a pick-up.

(Continued from page 1191)

DISPATCH RIDERS' REUNION

RE., . very
DISPATCH RIDERS will be
interested to hear that

intended to play a number of records.
not often discussed, that of the effect of The other was a fairly long, stout, "soft - Mr. Ernest R. Gilbert is organising a
the needle. In a mechanical gramophone tone" steel needle. The differenCe between reunion dinner of " D.R., " to be held
the volume of reproduction can be altered the two response curves was quite extra- at the Wharncliffe Rooms, Hotel Great
quite appreciably by the use of different ordinary, as will be seen from Fig. 3. The Central, on January 9. Arrangements are
types of needle. Variation of needle also

now in progress and applications for tickets

which is practically the only method avail-

Moreover, the upper frequency response
war -time dispatch riders who are no\v
which. was quite unmeasurable with the Many
radio enthusiasts and readers of AMATEUR

general trend of the characteristics was the
affects the quality to some small extent, same, but the upper resonance occurred and further information should be made to
but the principal reason for having the at a distinctly higher frequency in the Mr. Gilbert at x4-18 Holborn, London,
different types is the alteration of volurne, second case, and was not nearly so marked. E.C.I. It is hoped to make this reunion

able with the mechanical type of ..reproducer. What exactly is the effect when
using an electrical pick-up?
The Best Needles
Most people are of the opinion that the
type of needle makes no difference on an
electrical reproducer. This is true to a
large extent as far as volume is concerned,

dinner _a greatsuccess,,and as there must be

gold-plated needle above 3,000 cycles was WIRELESS, it is hoped that they will make
well in evidence at 5,000 cycles with the a special point of being present on the 9th
soft -tone needle.

These results, of course, apply to this

particular pick-up only, and for this reason
I have not specified the names of the needle's
used, as this might be misleading. The

fact is that two needles which most people

THE TELSEN "RADIOMAG"
NEW ground has been broken by the
production of the first issue of the

although a short needle tends to give would have said to be as good as one Telsen Radiomag. This is a magazine for
slightly larger volume than a long one, another gave very considerably different
simply because of the alteration in the dis- results, so that it is desirable when using
tance between the record and the fulcrum a pick-up to try a variety of needles in
or pivoting point of the needle. The order to find which. type gives the most
volume is so easily controlled on a gramo- satisfactory performance.

phone pick-up, however, by the methods
already described that this question rarely
receives any consideration. In point of fact
it is worth a little investigation because the
type of needle does have a very marked
effect on the quality of reproduction.
The needle is part of the vibrating system in a pick-up and the resonances which
are inevitable in any vibrating system are,
therefore, dependent on the type of needle.

DO YOU KNOW

THAT one of the easiest ways of controlling high -frequency amplification is

by means of a rheostat in the filament

lead of the screen -grid valve ? This cannot be done with mains -lit valves, of
course, and here some kind of potentio-

meter device across the tuning circuit
may be tried.

ALL -MAINS RADIO FOR BATTERY
SETS AT ONLY 1D. PER WEEK
IF YOU FIT A

home - constructors and contains many

articles of general constructional interest.
ConstrUctional details are given in connection with four sets, the Telsen Songster
Two, the Conqueror Three, Commodore
Three, and Empire Four. Miniature blueprints, complete wiring diagrams, are given
for each set, and there are also theoretical
circuit diagrams for those who like to wire
up in this way. Altogether a fine little pro-

duction, and one which set -builders will
undoubtedly find of interest. Copies may be
obtained free from Messrs. Telsen Electric,

Ltd., AstonBirmingham, upon mention of
"A.W.," and from all radio dealers.

HOUSE YOUR RADIO -GRAM

IN A CAMCO CABINET !
This is the Camco
"Waverley'' Radiogram Cabinet. It is

FORMo

WORKS WONDERS

WITH YOUR OLO

TERY SE7

beautifully

BATTERY

ELIMINATOR

and Senior.

Full
provision fs made
for an electric or

For only 10,6 down
and balance in easy

monthly payments

clockwork gram o phone motor.
From £5 10s.

NO TROUBLE

NO DRY
BATTERIES

H.T. and L.T.

"MULTIVO "

Write for FREE copy of

H.T. Output -25 m/A

the 24 -page Camco

1 Variable tapping 0/100 volts
1 "lapping
... 50/90
1 Tapping
... 150

Radio -cabinet Catalogue

Trickle Charger fog 2, 4 and' 6
volts accumulator at .5 amps.

Cash Price £5
" MINIVO "

" VOLTEX "
For indirectly heated valves.
H:1. Output-25 m/A.
1 Variable Tapping
1 Tapping
1 Tapping

...

0/100 volts

50/90

5

0

H.T. only
H.T. Output -120 volts at 20 rn/A

1 :Tapping

1 Tapping
1 Tapping

...

50/90 volts
90/100
120/150

Housed in attractive metal box with

L.T. Output -4 volts, 4 amps.
(Raw A.C.)

Cash Price £5 5 0

coloured jacks. Fits any portable set.

Cash Price £3

30

Irritc for jolly illitstraled.Catalogur "B" to

ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.,
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 1.
Crown Works, Southampton. '
See also page 1158.

5,

finished

in Oak and Mahogany and is made in
two models, Junior

CARRI NGTON

MFG. Co., Ltd.
Storerooms:
24, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.1.
'Phone .
Works .

ROL 8202.
1. CR0 Y DON

NAME

ADDRESS
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THE CENTURY SUPER

RECEIVES

100 STATIONS
WITHOUT TROUBLE !
Praise from all quarters !

And well merits the report accorded
to it in this week's "Amateur Wireless."
Originally described in "Amateur
Wireless," April 25, 1931, but still the
outstanding success of the year.

Set of 4 Century =0
Super Coils

Super Frame Aerial
(in oak or mahogany)

drib

4/

Short-wave
'Frame' coil

5/9

On -off
switch

/-

1/6

Grid -leak
holder

6d.

NOTE :-The switch now fitted has an
extension rod which allows for external
wave -changing and control.

7/-

POPULAR FRAME AERIAL 32/6

8-way

ILLUSTRATED LIST AND DETAILED
FOLDERS FREE ON REQUEST

"AMATEUR WIRELESS" SET and " WEARITE"
COMPONENTS-THE PERFECT COMBINATION

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD., 740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Phone: TOTTENHAM 3847.8.9

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

etnateur Wiretesi
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Crackling in Re-

Ception
ust recent-

C

When you have definitely traced used to follow an existing L.P. amplifying
the cause of the trouble, and you are almoSt stage. Some' pentodes will' -give sufficient
sure to trace it to the component suggested output power, from a small input, to work a
above, you could get a permanent replacement moving -coil speaker.-ED,
receiver.

ly I have been
you old transformer or have the latter
very much troubled for
repaired.-ED.

Football Broadcasts
notes Mr. Rogers' article in
Pentode Advantages
a recent issue, regarding the broadA neighbour advised me
SIR,-I notice that occasionally a pen- casting
of football matches.
to..try the. receiver with
tode is used in the last -stage of a
It strikes the writer that Mr. Rogers is
the aerial and earth dis- receiver instead of a power or super -power

..with .crackling

noises inmy loud -speaker.

.

connected, to see whether
the noises were being
picked lip with the wire -ICS's yrogrammes.
This I did `butnoises continued. My neighbour was unable to suggest where to look for
the trouble. Can you assist me to trace this
annoying difficulty ?_ A. K. (Withington).
The noises about which you complain point
to faulty insulation having developed in the

primary winding of an L.F. transformer in
your receiver.

If either you or your neighbour

has a spare L.F. transformer, you

could

connect it up in place of that already in your

in the same frame of mind as other writers

valve. As I am not as conversant with the to wireless weeklies, and also the attitude

pentode type of valve as I could wish to
be, perhaps you would explain' to me the
advantages obtaining in the use of such a

of the B.B.C., that whatever that body
thinks it ought to be allowed to broadcast, no one else has any right to stop it.
When the B.B.C. stated that on a day

valve.
W. C. L. (Glasgow).
The pentode possesses quite a small input when it broadcast a big match, that clubs
grid swing, but with quite a small signal input had bigger gates, it omitted to state that
it can give an appreciable output power. It this was one of the most interesting days of
is therefore very suitable for use in single -stage the English Cup, with some real "needle"
amplifying receivers where a weak signal is matches.
required to be magnied considerably to give
No one will argue that the Arsenal's
loud -speaker results. As the pentode has such
a small grid swing, it should not normally be
(Continued on page 1239)

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
MOVING -COIL LOUD SPEAKERS
220 volts Magnavox, with input transformer, 25/-.
220 volts B.T.H. Rice Kellogg, with input transformer, 40/-.

DOUBLE HEADPHONES
Sullivan L.R., 3/6 pair; 8,000 Ohm, 4/3. Morse Keys :
Lucas, 2/6; R.A.F:, 6/-; Brown Treble, 7/6. Buzzers :

Townsend High Note, 3/6; Practice Sets for morse,
7/6.

FULTOGRAPH PICTURE MACHINES
Brand new, in maker's carton, 27/6 only. Wonderful
bargain. Cost £20.

Deaf Aid Mike Sets, 18/6.

Weston Relays, 32'-.

Weston. Electric Weco Valves, 31; Power, 4/3.

MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET
The new SHOCK PROOF Electradix model, totally
insulated, no bare metal accessible. For mains sets,

H.T. units, or any H.T. coupling. Red or black,
1/- pair.

MICROPHONES
You will find our Microphones remarkably cheap and

efficient for all purposes. We have all types from
1/- to £20. Pendant : No. 11, single, 4/6; No. 7
(special panel), 12/6; No. 10 (pulpit), 12/6; No. 8
(hand), 15/-; No. 4 (pedestal), 17/-; Nos. 1 or 5
(announcer's P.A.), 65/-.
Siesmo Microphones for vibration testing, massive
brass body in teak case, 10'6. Micro Transformers,
3/6, 5/-, 7,1, and 10:-. Three -valve Amplifiers for
P.A. off D.C. mains (Panatrope), £310s.; three -valve
portable type, £2.15s., fitted mike transformer.

CONDENSERS
2-mfd. T.C.C. and Sterling, 1 6 each. X -Ray Valves, 7 in. diameter, 37 6.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS, 218 Upper Thames St., E.C.4

THE TRIUMPH, a marvellous

achievement with a guaranteed performance.
Ratio 3/ to rC
(7 to r ratio ro/6).
Price 6."/
THE VICTORY, for perfect dis-tortionless reproduction equal in per-

i7 16

formance to the most expensive:
models. - Price
Ratio 31- to
Frorn all dealers or direct from the
manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL
British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.
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Quality

Radi

LARGER AND BETTER
THAN EVER
THE

"LANGMORE" RADIO

CABINETS

THE NEW

"LANGMORE
RADIO - GRAMOPHONE

CABINET No. GI

These cabinets are very strongly
constructed of selected cak. Size
overall, 3 ft. 6 in. high by 21 in.
wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION.

Size, 41 in.
in. deep,
gives ample accommodation for gramophone or pick-up.

high by 18 in. wide by

14

THE CENTRE SECTION.

Size,

10 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the wireless set, to take a

panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in.
by 8 in.

THE BOTTOM SECTION.

Size,

16 in. high by 18 in. wide by 13} in.

SEVEN VITAL FEATURES

deep, gives accommodation for loudspeaker and batteries.

The whole of the back is enclosed by

e Self -Contained Loud Speaker Band -Pass Tuning

double doors, so that all parts are easily
accessible.
ALL are fitted with

and Pentode Output giving Astonishing Selectivity
and Power. Economical Battery Consumption* Full
Broadcast Range (230-550 & 1,000-2,000 metres)

hinged top, heavy platform to take a
12 -in. turntable for the gramophone,
and a substantial baseboard for the
wireless set.

Colour -Coded Assembly without Soldering Fixed

cabinets Nos. G1 and 8, with oval
aperture, 12 in. by 5 in., 2,. extra
THE `LANGMORE' No.8

At its amazing low price the Zonophone Kit Set brings Quality Radio
within the reach of the most modest purse.
The simple and ingenious construction of this
set is praised by expert and amateur alike.

has been designed to meet the de.

and Easy Operation Entirely New and Simple
Pick-up Sockets 0 Compact Walnut Cabinet 0

Polished Wooden Panels to fit

Pick-up is the finest
value in the world at

1510
AND OF COURSE

ZONOPHONE
BATTERIES
Highest

Efficiency

Greatest Economy

price, consistent withgeed workmanship
pycoannstructed of selected
Oak and Plywood.
33

in.

high by 21 in. wide by 15 in.
deep.

THE TOP COMPARTMENT. To accommodate the
Measures 9 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 13 in.

wireless set.

deep, and takes a 'panel 18 in.
by 7 in. or 18 in. by 8 in.

THE BOTTOM

COMPARTMENT. To accommodate loud -speaker and
batteries. Measures 16 in. high

by 18 in. wide by 13 in. deep
inside.
All are fitted with hinged top, heavy
baseboard, and lift -oat back, so that
all parts are easily accessible.

B AUTIFULLY FINISHED
::

IN JACOB AN OAK ::
PRICE

ZONOPHONE

4916 each

Packed FREE and sent Carriage
Paid to any address in Gt. Britain.
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
JACOBEAN OAK
::

mand for a simple well made
Cabinet at the lowest pc ssib!e

SIZE OVERALL.

GRAMOPHONE
ENTHUSIASTS !
The Zonophone

Price

30/..

EACH

THE LANG MORE RADIO -GRAM
CABINET NO. 9
is 36 in. high, 21 in. wide, and 15 in. deep, is similar

to No. 8 above, but is fitted with a panel and has
additional accommodation for gramophone and

K I TtS E
ItH

Famed alike for ZONOPHONE Radio and Records

pick-up.

PRICE 39/6 EACH
Both are fitted with hinged top, baseboard, and
lift -out back.

Beautifully finished Jacobean oak.

Trade Inquiries Invited.
All packed free and delivered carriage paid to any address in Great Britain.

'4'4

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING
Prices shewn do not apply in Irish Free State.

You

CO.,

13 NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers

LTD.,
Hof. 4894

(insateur Wiretz;s)
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JUST THE THING/
FOR

THE

CHRISTMAS

STOCKING

Does away with continual search-

ing through the leaves of books
and papers.

ADDS TO THE PLEASURE
OF LISTENING IN.

DAILY MAIL

RADIO WHEEL
HELPS YOU TO LOCATE and

IDENTIFY IMMEDIATELY

76 STATIONS
By a turn of the pointer
DIAMETER 9

ins.

TWO-SIDED.

HANG

IT UP

What better gift to
the entire family than
MORE Radio Enjoyment ?

And what

better time to give it
A MoToR Loud -speaker

will make a most prac-

tical expression of
Christmas goodwill. It
will be a gift that compliments the donor

" REX "

60f-

(Caucasian Walnut)

MoToR CHASSIS, C88
Complete with
MoToR

S8

43/6

UNIT

Type S8 MoToR

SUPER UNIT Z46.5/ 0
The most Sensational Unit of the Year.

Over 500 Geographical

and Statistical facts be pointing the arrow to the country
required.

GEOGRAPHY

than NOW ?

MoToR - LOUDSPEAKER

Above Your Wireless Set.

MADE EASY
Europe, British Empire, England

and Wales, U.S,A., Scotland, 1 IFai
Ireland, N. & S. America, time,
etc. Diameter 10 ills. in colours.

At all Stationers, Rookstalls,Radio Stores, etc., or if any difficulty write direct to F. PITCHFORD & Co., Ltd., Well Street,
LONDON, E.C.I.

every day of the year
.

.

because MoToR

Speakers give the utmost in tone, punch,
purity and volume.
Hear

a

MoToR

Unit, Chassis or
Cabinet Speaker
at your Radio
dealer's.

THE i3EST receiver is only as

good as its speaker. The Best
Speaker has the name of Edison

Bell behind it.
Therefore, the
Best Wireless Receiving -set is that
equipped with one of

Tile new

EDISON BELL
Permanent Magnet:
Moving Coil
Models
universally admitted by Trade, Press

awl Public

Unsolicited

be EASY FIRST.

Sags the
.

.

.

WIRELESS RETAILERS ASSOCN

`` At the Radio Eisteddfod
held in Bristol your Perman- coil
ent Magnet Boy
Speaker was placed first by
popular vote."

"There is now a roundness, richness and finish
to instrumental music
that was missing before

I had the MoToR Unit."

Two types are available-as illustration, in finely grained
walnut cabinet. Model 553 with tapped transformer to
which the connections may be adjusted in order to match
various power -valves, and Model 553a fitted with Transformer
sai table for uss with Pentode and small power - valves.

Signed: H. E. M.
Sanderstead,

to

Surrey.

WHEN ITS BEST BUY BRITISH

EDISON BELL IS BOTH
Prices :
In Walnut Cabinet

£4: 1 5 : 0
No. 456 & 456a
Chassis only

for ScotIwnott.0.13v,u:,..!..
ti6.4%,

C
&E.lectrIcl_td.,1411,.:JrtacrmrlstizOttlt:k.,6.2.,_,
Bi:ittrtibcaesi;. Agent Street,
Street,
OR
'Oak°
BellireW
rh 11,
132
Wholesale
Engtana:
Corn bePaul s, Bristol.
El(PDE
cl
Northern
St.
Streat'
NISI°Tivest 28,
stiaw

£3 : 7 : 6
Write for folder.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

"MN

Manufactured by

-

EDISON BELL LTD
Glen9all Road

S E.I5

IC

t
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"READERS' IDEAS & QUESTIONS"
(Continued from page 1236)

gates are affected by broadcasting; they
are in a position to draw the crowd, but
such as Third Division and minor league
clubs certainly are hit by these broadcasts.
On the day in question last season that
the B.B.C. quoted, one club in the Black-

burn area alone was 05 down, on a fine

afternoon, a large sum for a small club.
If it is purely football the B.B.C. wishes

to broadcast, why not Third Division
matches ?

Why the Arsenal every time ?
Football Fan (Church).

Gramophone Needles
C1R,-With reference to the letter from
Messrs. William Hall & Co., Ltd.,

published in your issue dated November 14.

The wavelength of top C (C4) is given as

31/4 thousandths of an inch; but as the
formula is Wavelength = 132/frequency,

the wavelength for the note in question will
be approximately 3 inches. Presumably

the writer is referring to the mechanical
form of the sound -wave as incised on the

record, but the writer does not make
himself clear.

C. C. (London, W.C.).

Amateur Transmitters
SIR,-Re the article in a recent issue

"What's Wrong with Television," by
E. H. Robinson, who terms himself 5YM.
We beg to draw your attention to a para-

graph which states that one of the " socalled amateur bands should be used for
television."

If 5YM was a real amateur he would

realise that our bands are not large enough

for the work carried out in them. It is

proved that we do experimental work, by
the fact that the Postmaster -General has
recently decreased the tolerances in force
on British stations.
Viewing the fact that the amateurs are
the real originators of wireless, it seems
rather selfish that the people who obtain
most,benefit from work done by "Hams,"
should wish to exterminate them.
We are of the, opinion that the writer,
5YM, must have incorrectly worded the

paragraph, and it should read, "These

Made in one of the most modern factories
in the world under a special secret process,
TRANSFORMERS
Dario Transformers are made

under a special process of
wiring and insulating the
different circuits. Notwithstanding their very low

price they give marvellous

bands are used by a few so-called 'hands'
(among whom it would seem right to class

results.
Ratios 1-3 and 1-5.
... 4;6
Constructor ...
Normal

literally thousands of genuine enthusiasts
for real useful experimental work."

Also available extensive
range of Mains Transformers
and Filter Chokes.

El

DARIO SILVER

5YM) for personal amusement, and by
2BSR, 2AMV (Bristol).

sures great sensitivity, unequalled performance and utmost current economy.
DARIO UNIVERSAL BIVOLT - 5/6

DARIO SUPER H.F. BIVOLT -

5 /6

DARIO SUPER POWER BIVOLT 7,'6
etc., etc.
Also 4 volts and A.C. Mains type.
Write

for illustrated folder giving

particulars.

full

the best in the world. En-

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving essential

OXIDE CHARGER

Dario valves incorporate the new Radio
Micro Dull Emitter Filament which en-

ables you to charge your
poar-

accumulators in
your own home.

17/6

ticulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. The

DARIO SETS

Not more than two questions should be sent
with any one letter.

to £5 17s. 6d. complete

following points should be noted.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
be undertaken.
Modifications of a straightforward nature can be
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of au alteration
to come within the scope of a query. Modifications
to proprietary receivers and designs published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.
Readers' sets and components_ cannot be tested at this office. Readers desiring specific information upon any problem should not ask for it to be
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.
Readers' ordering blueprints and- requiring
technical information in addition, should address

rho Dario S.G.3 Battery
Type Receiver now reduced

with Dario Valves, repre-

sents amazing value. Highly
sensitive, gives wonderful
volume. Renowned for its
purity of reception.
The Dario Regional Straight

3 Transportable housed in

an attractive modern oak

cabinet complete with Dario
valves and matched speaker.

£4 17s. 6d.
Inside frame aerial 10:- extra

a separate letter to the Query Department and
conform with the rules.

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 538 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11

etuateur Wirelesj
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"SUPREME"
ULTRA SHORT
WAVE

S.R.S.

PRODU CTS

5IMPLIfYING
SELECTIVITY

The world famous S.R.S. Adaptor ---instantly converts any Set
into an extremely powerful Short

The wonderful new Radiophone Ganged
Condensers are specially designed to meet
the requirements of modern circuits de-

Wave Receiver without alterations of any kind
Double Spaced Tuning
Condensers-all working parts totally en-

manding very high selectivity, smooth
action and accurate matching.
WE
GUARANTEE ACCURACY.

closed -ho hand capacity
Rep+o-

duced by
eourieey of
Wireless
se Id."

FROM
ALL
Send for copies and leaflets-

TESTIMONIALS

-dead smooth tuning
and reaction-no coils
to change, covers the
whole

Band.

OF

PARTS

Wave

Short
THE

18/6

PRICE COMPLETE READY FOR USE
Also special model for all -electric Sets 25f -

2 -Gang

18/-

Jai

fire
-fe

Dusttroof cover 3/-

3 -Gang

28/ -

Dust proof cover 3/6

WORLD
Postage

4 -Gang

38/ -

Dust proof covet 4/ -

extra.

THE S.R.S." UNIVERSE TWO" SHORT WAVE SET
Post and
Packing
Complete ready to switch on
Stations.
1:3 extra
Send for
This is the Set with which - Amateur Wireless" tuned in the world.

Factory assembled-Aerial tested and gua ran-

teed to bring in the world's Short Wave 38/6

Silver
Oxidised
and
Escutcheon
Assembly
Drive
with pilot lamp
a n d attachment

( .

illutillq,

!liff

5

leaflets and enthusiastic testimonials.

SHORT

WAVE

54 UNION

STREET, PLYMOUTH, DEVON

RECEPTION

IS

BOOMING

The B.B.C. is building a special Empire Station that will send out a 24 -hour
programme. Holland, Germany, America, France, etc., etc., send out
programmes daily. DO NOT MISS TI -CE. GOOD THINGS now on the
Short Waves, SEND AT ONCE.
('Phone 2496)
STONEHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES

THE ONLY FIRM MANUFACTURING SHORT WAVE APPARATUS EXCLUSIVELY

Here's your HOBBY

for Christmas!

Build your own H.T. Mains Unit

this Xmas with Heayberd Kit. Includes: New Westinghouse H.T.8
metal rectifier. Smoothing circuit
with
Heayberd's double - core
Choke and Block Condenser with
total capacity of 23 mfd. Specially
designed for large sets using modern
super -power valves. Variable power
tapping giving range of too to zoo
Y-

volts, in addition to fixed power
tapping o f 2 5 o volts. Ready
assembled in case-requiring wiring.
up only.

Model C.250
II T II

a

Output 250 v. 60 m.a.
Tappings :Fixed

Price

25o v.

137/6

(L.T. 4 volts 6 amps. supply for

01,600

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.,

A.C. valves, 8/- extra).

House, ALDWYCH, W.C.2

Aldwych

SUPER DOUBLE -MAGNET

LOUD SPEAKER
Our new and improved 1932 Super Double -Magnet
Loud -speaker comprises Chassis and Cone, com-

NEW 1932

DE LUXE

plete with 4 -pole Balanced Armature Adjustable
Unit with Bakelite cover. The double magnets

MODEL

are of specially prepared Tungsram Steel, and
he richness and volume of the deep bass reproMwtion will amaze and delight you. Nothing
nearly so good has ever before been offered at
such a low price. Send only 2/6
for it on approval; if satisfied,

comprising
Chassis

and Cone
with

special
4 -pole

complete purchase by five monthly payments of 51-. (Cash Price,
23,-.)

40,
cable

ititOtet

Iltut

H.T.r (S.G.) Variable 6o -8o v.
Variable 0-15o v.
H.T.z
Variable 100-200 v.
H.T.3

I -

Write for
escriptive illustrated brochure.

Balanced
Armature
Adjustable
Unit

Send deposit to -day.

Prompt delivery guaranteed

fitted Bakelite cover, ready

E. J. HERAUD

(Dept. A.W.2)
Number One, Edmonton,
London, N.18

to fit into any cabinet or
baMe-board. Supplied with

Unit fitted either inside or

outside Chassis (state which
required). Send only 2/6 for

on approval; if satisfied,
Branches: 78-82 Fore Street, Edmonton; 77 West Green Road, it
purchase by 7
Tottenham; 34 St. James' Street, Walthamstow; and 139 Hertford complete
monthly payments of hi Rood, Enfield Wash

(Cash Price, 33/-.)

- Ideal Christmas Present

-

JACOBEAN OAK CABINET

for
WIRELESS OR RADIO - CRAM
This exceptionally low priced Cabinet is made to suit your
special requirements. For Wireless only (Overall size, 32 in.
high, 21 in. wide, 14* in. back to front, panel 20 in. x 8 in.)
or for Radio -Gram (Overall size 36 in. high. 21 in. wide.
161 in. back to front, panel 20 in. x 8 in.) Fret front, constructed from 9 min oak faced ply.
As Wireless Cabinet. M Radio -gram Cabinet.

Prices

POST NOW

R.T.A
.
ilmemTged !Tad!

I enclose 3d. stamps for lists and dia-

grams showing how simple it is for
me to build my own mains units.

MASTERS OF THE MAINS.
10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

Address

(One minute from Moorgate Und. Stn.)

Completely
and Polished

-

201-

for. 27/.

finished 110f

Cash with Order.

26/6
341 -

37/ -

Carriage Paid anywhere in

England and Wales, add 11- extra for Scotland.

(Dept. A9), A. H. FOSTER & CO.
11 HIGH STREET, ERDINGTON, BIRMINGHAM.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
GET THESE
THESE CATALOGUES FREE.
Here" Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the index

ORDER NOW FOR XMAS
Pay on the Easiest of Easy Terms AFTER

MANUFACTURERS' KITS

numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to " Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58-61,
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. " Observer " will see that
you get all the literature you desire.

H.M.V. Speakers

IF you are on the lookout for a new

speaker, then don't overlook the new

H.M.V. type S.7 permanent -magnet
moving -coil. This, together with other

H.M.V. products, such as a novel pick-up
control, is described in new literature

VICTOR 3 TELSEN

FOR THE MILLION.
Screened -grid, detector and power
With valves, less cabinet. Cash
Illprice £5 17s. 6d, Balance in
RADIO

With

11 monthly payments of 10/10.

234 EMPIRE
MELODY MAKER

Screened -grid, Detector and Power.
valves and cabinet. CASH PRICE

With

15 0. 101:

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12/6.
Finished Instrument,
Royalties Paid.
27100 Cash or 112 deposit and 11 monthly
payments of 11/..

With
order.

ELIMINATORS
632 EKCO
K.12 H.T. ELIMINATOR

633

Valve Information

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

Varley issue a catalogue in various
sections dealing with power chokes and
transformers, resistances, band-pass coils
and so on. This is well worth having.

635

Climax Sets
The new Climax sets are described in

literature which I have just received. If
you are getting a new set for Christmas
then you should certainly have a copy of
this -free, through my catalogue service.

636

New Ediswan Catalogue
Set builders should write for the new
catalogue which gives details of Mazda

valves, B.T.H. speakers, pick-ups, and all
other parts in the range.
637

Colvern Coils
A new four -page folder of Colvern coils,
switches, resistances, and Colverstats is of

., Home Recorder
Three models of the new Fay home -

recorder are made, acoustic and two electric models. This new system is described
in a folder just issued.
639
OBSE RVE R

ith

7/10

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7110.

order

Cash or C.O.D. £4 5s. 5d.
Valves for above, £22s.0d.
Cabinet, ready drilled,17/6.

TELSEN CONQUERUK THREE With
KIT II A II Author's Kit, lrs Valves and 6/6
Calmat

Balance in 8 monthly payments of 5:-.

order

H.T.

ELIMINATOR.

Tappings-S.G. 50/80. volts, 100/150 volts
at. 25 m/a.
Cash £3 17s. ed.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.
REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR for D.C.
Mains, Type D.C.1. Adjustable S.G. Tapping;
Detector and Power. 25 rola. Cash Price, 21/15/0.
Balance in 7 monthly. payments of 4:9.

With

7/1
order

send

4/9
only
With

REGENTONE W.5A COMBINED H.T.

ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER.
One adjustable S.G., r variable and I fixed tap-

ping for H.T. L.T. charging for 2. and C volts,
For A,C. Mains. Cash price £4 Its. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.

With

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With 2 -ratio
input transformer.
Cash price £3 3s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.

8/6
order

MAGNAVOX PERMANENT MAGNET.

TYPE 100 U.

6/2
order

With

order

BLUE SPOT 66R SPEAKER UNIT. 4 -pole With
lalanced Armature with Ma/or chassis and Cone 6

6/2'

Order

NEW CELESTION TYPE J12 SPEAKER
AND CHASSIS. Incorporating the famous

Celestion reinforced diaphragm. Cash price 38/6
Balance i a 7 monthly payments of 5/3.

CELESTION PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type R.P.M.8,
with 8" reinforced diaphragm.
Excluding
input transformer. Cash Price £3 10s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

With

6/6
order With

EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Type A.2.
Cash price £3 3s. Od.

kg

5/9.
order
ORMOND PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL CHASSIS (No. 464). With G /I
Balance in 11 monthly payments of

5/5

Cash Price £1 19s. ed.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/5.

With

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNETI
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
with input transformer.

kV ith

Complete

7/1
17s. ed. order

Cash Price £2
PILOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGBalance in 8 monthly payments of. 7/1,.

of 6/11,

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
TYPE P.M.3.

With

With 3 Ratio input transformer.
Cash price

£2 126. ed.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.

With

4/10
order

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP w. it' 1 one Arm Type

PHONE MOTOR MODEL 202. Mounted on 15 inch Nickel Motor Plate with electroautomatic start and stop switch, Cash price
t8s.15c1.
Balance in II monthly payments of 5:4.

With

5/4

B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP with Tone Arm.
Cakh Price £2 5s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2.

Casts Price £3 38. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
P.W.

order

MARCONIPHONE PICK-UP with Tone
Arm. Cash Price £2 5s. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4, 2.

With

EXIDE 120v W.A. TYPE ACCU MU LATOR. In Crates. Cash Price £4 I35. Od.

4/2
order

Balance in II monthly payments of 8;6.

FIRST WITH EASY TERMS -ESTABLISHED IN 1924
NEW TIMES SALES CO., 56 LUDCATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.
(a) Please send ins. Free your 1932 Radio Catalogue

d

as first payment for

NAME

ADDRESS

With

5/9

order

With

4/2
order
With

8/6
Order

Phone:
CENTRAL 2216.

(b) Please send me further particulars of

(c) I enclose.......,s

f, -;end

COIL SPEAKER, in handsome solid:oak caabinet /II
with multi-rato input transformer.
Cash '10 /
£3 I5s. Od. Balance in II monthly payments only

order

order

I
order

tapped input transformer. Cash price £3 5s. Od.
Balance in II monthly payments of 5/11.

Ci3

6/6

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMO-

interest to set builders and you should

write through my Catalogue Service for a
:opy of this new production.
638

order

Cab

order

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER
UNIT AND CHASSIS

(17 cm.)' Cash Price £2 10 0,
Balance in 8 monthly payments of

5/6.

Author's Kit less Valves and

EKCO A.C.25

SPEAKERS

Every set user should keep up to date in AMPLION MOVING -COIL SPEAKER,
M.C.6. Permanent magnet, with outvalve information and you should get from TYPE
put transformer.
Complete.
Cash price
£3
7s.
Balance in II monthly paydullard the latest literature describing the ments of 66d.
2.
new valve releases.
634

Varley Parts

-

price

Cash or C.O.D. £1 19s. 9d.
Valves for above, £1 7s. 6d.
Cabinet, 1716.

AND L.T. TRICKLE CHARGER. With
Telsen Parts.
Delivers 12 in, a. Tapped at 3ii v. (S.G.) 1.20/15o v.
7/2
%amp. at 2, 4, or 6 v.
The Telsen "Victor 3," a set using all Charges
price £3 19s. 6d.
order
Telsen parts, is making a fine name for Cash
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7, 2.
Telsen. A new book has been issued ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE
With
Three tappings, S.G., Detector, and
describing the complete range of parts A.C.244.
Power. Output, 120 volts at 20 nna.
5/6
Cash price £2 19s. ed.
and I advise set builders to get a copy of
the Telsen " Radiomag."

Cash

TELSEN COMMODORE S.G. THREE

KIT ii A If

COSSO R

baseboard.

order

which can be had free through my Catalogue Service.

panel and
£1 19s. 6d."
with

Balance in 7 monthly payments of

I

VVith

Comprising detector and two stages of L.P.

A.W. 5;15;31.
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etnateurWirdesj
listener's local service area with no trouble.

By no means all the high -power for-

eigners work adjacent to British stations, so
let us see how we can add to the log without

for Strasbourg, is often loudly heard.

"EUROPE From Your ARMCHAIR"

Below Strasbourg you ought to get Brussels No. 2, announcing in that queer

(Continued frcm page ii7o)

Flemish language.

losing our way. We might well tackle the

Bordeaux, just; above North National,
would satisfy my log on this sector, so I
and the maximum reading, which will be the first clear station below Beromunster should then try betWeen North National
either zoo or 18o degrees. There are three will greet you-Rome, with its lady and London National. Working up, I sugstations, apart from Prague, that are usu- announcer.
gest, from London National, 'we find
segment of the dial between North Regional whatever item you pick up.

ally worth logging .up here.
At the very end of the scale is Budapest,
easily identified by the clear announcements
and the prevalence of tzigane music. Not
far below will be found Vienna, also unmistakable, thanks to the clear " Radio Wien "
announcemeht Then between Vienna and

Prague will be located _Brussels, whose
announcements in the French language
readily mark the station.
Be careful, though, because Vienna also
talks in. French sometimes. The best way
to identify Brussels, I suggest, is to travel
slowly up the dial from Prague-then stop
at the first loud signal.

Two Good Indicators
Now let us see what we can find between

North Regional and Midland Regional.

Dropping down below Langenberg, adjacent
to North Regional, we cannot help hearing
the high -power Swiss station called Beromunster. The language is German.
Skip the next few degrees, for just about

this part of the dial are some of the most

appalling mix-ups-little indeed of any
programme value.

You will readily recog-

nise that stations just below Beromunster

Carry on and

Right. next to Rome you will find Stock- Morayska-Ostrava, as incomprehensible as

holm, probably butting into the Italian ever, and if we skip four or five degrees we
programme. These twins, Rome and shall most certainly run across Heilsberg,
Stockholm, are almost as good landmarks the high -power. German station:. Just
-at night-time-as the British stations. above it will be Bratislava, another Czech
Between Rome and the lower limit of 'the station. If we end this sector with HilNorth Regional -Midland Regional segment versum, just below the dial reading for
of the dial you may or may not find any- North National, we shall have done all most
thing worth hearing. There is nothing listeners ever do.
really powerful except Sottens just above

The Lower Part of the Scale

Midland.

Between Midland Regional and London

To complete the medium waves we have

Regional there is another dial segment only to explore the remaining dial sector

worth your sub -division. A degree or so between London National and the bottom
immediately below Midland Regional you of the kale. The first station of any power

should hear a German voice, namely below London Regional is Horby,the Swed-

Frankfurt. Just below this the unmistak- ish station. The rest of the sector is usually
able Toulouse will greet you. Lvov, the a real " muck -up " and it is best to work
Polish station, is very strong just below upwards from the bottom of the scale. The
Toulouse.
Working up from London first station heard will probably be a
Regional, having logged Miihlacker, you German, and that German is most likely to
be Cologne. Switch up to Langenberg if
should find Hamburg.
We now come to a fruitful sector of the in doubt-the two stations share prodial between London Regional and North grammes.
It would be wrong to pretend that all the
National. Moving down three or four

degrees from London Regional you are stations I have mentioned in this article
almost sure to hit on Strasbourg, easily can be picked up in one evening at enjoyidentified by the bi-lingual announcements,

able loud -speaker strength, but all of them

are on shared wavelengths, due to the in French followed by German. Late at can be heard well during the course of two
moaning and whistling background to night Barcelona, just above the dial setting or three evenings at the dial.

"IT'S A SMALL WORLD"
with the

"Eddystone" SHORT WAVE CONVERTER
within reach of your THUMB AND FINGER !
You will be able to receive short wave broadcast transmissions
from all over the world by a simple insertion of this converter
in the aerial lead to your set. It can be used with any battery, DC

or AC mains receiver providing one or more stages of H.F.
amplification are present. -It converts your present receiver
into a short wave super -heterodyne following the latest practice.

Built to true short wave design by " EDDYSTONE," the Short
Wave Specialists, and guaranteed to give excellent results. Absolute simplicity in operation and no additional connections needed.
15-65 METRES, NO COIL CHANGING.

Complete in oak cabinet (10' x 8' x 9"), including Mullard
PM2DX valve, 60 -volt Pertrix H.T., Exide
L.T. (Royalty included) ...

Or without batteries if existing batteries
...
are utilised ...

1,1 4 -1 7- 6

£4- 5_0

Sole Manufacturers:

STRATTON & COI LTD.
(Dept, W), BROMSGROVE STREET

BIRIVIINGHAM.
London Service Depot:

WEBB'S RADIO STORES
(Dept. W), 164 Charing Cross Road, W,C,2,
Telephone: Temple Bar -9}4.

JAY STO NI
SHORT WAVE

CONVERTER
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Play
your records

anchesier

through
your Radio
Set -

MOVING COIL

Two minutes

eakers

alteration

only-

The Harlie
Booklet

THE LANCHESTER

COBALT STEEL

SENIOR MONA

tells you

PERMANENT /

how-

MAGNET

-

Harlie P Lk -

ups feature

POST COUPON t

amazing featherweight adjustment oot Needle

,,FOR YOUR

Christmas
is the Season that

Point

COPY -FREE
THE FAMOUS HARLIE
PICK - UP IS NOW

STOCKED BY EVERY

ASK FOR
A DEMONSTRATION
DEALER.

-

calls for the best,

To HARLIE BROS. (Edmonton), LTD.,

Dept. A.W., Balham Road, Edmonton,
London, N.9

whether for self or friends.
There is no better Speaker
either for Wireless recep-

Please send me the Harlie " Pick -op"

Booklet.
Name

tion or Radio -Gram than

Address

the LANCHESTER.

11111111113111313V133041311111111113110131303 MMMMM 11131111111113111113.1311031311,03 MMMMMM MMMMMMMM

LANCHESTER SPEAKERS are designed by
F. W. LANCHESTER, (the originator of the

Lanchester Car), and produced under his
personal supervision.

MUSICAL

FULL

RESPONSE

HIGH SENSITIVITY
Test Report :- Sensitivity of a high order and quite equal to the
average moving coil with mains -energised held
.
Crispness and brilliance in upper register
.
SPEECH PERFECT.
"Wireless World

3411

speech quite exceptionally good .
surprisingly good."

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

general effect

We sell direct to the public and are able
to offer our Speakers, value for value,
40 '

below prices charged by competitors.

" SPECIAL SENIOR

I

I

PRICES:£3 . 3 . 0 In Cabinet £4 . 5 .0

" SENIOR" -

-

Z2 .18 . 0

40.0

" MONITOR"

- Z2 . 8 . 0

£3.10. 0

£2.10.
- Z1 10 . 0
Output Transformer extra. See Catalogue.

"JUNIOR" -

They always do!

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

14

CATALOGUE.

DAYS FREE

WRITE FOR IT

TRIAL

WE SELL DIRECT TO PUBLIC ONLY

Free & Post Free

(fp©e ,
N.C.C.60

0

LARCH ESTER'S

IV LABORATORIES

TYS E LEY 4t110,9 BIRMINGHAM

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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PULL DOWN THAT UNSIGHTLY OUTDCOR

AERIAL AND MAST !

NO DANGER FROM STORMS

NO TROUBLE 10 FIX
NO WAVE TRAPS

GREATER

REQUIRED

SELECTIVITY
VOLUME
EFFICIENCY

MAKE A RADIOGRAM
FOR CHRISTMAS!
BRITISH IDEAL " DAPTACON "

The New R.C. Regional Aerial.
Pat. No. 284571. An ADMIRALTY PATTERN AERIAL.
'Made of special Rubber -covered Flexible wire being
Suitable for erecting
weather proof and non -corrosive.
ndoors, under eaves, or any outside position. Size 14 R.
long, 4 in. dia. Rapid shortening device for smaller span.
A permanent Aerial giving high conductivity, selectivity,
Price 6/ and maximum volume.

PICK-UPS ENSURE SUCCESS
The "DAPTACON SENIOR"
can be used with ANY power Radio Set, for it is supplied

with three leads, giving low, medium and
high output. Made of
first -grade materials

The R.C. Collapsible Aerial.
l'at. No. 284963. An ingenious aerial invention contain-

ing 55 ft. in one length of high conductive wire in 130
turns spirally wound and made to run along support
cords. Can be erected and re -erected in a moment.
Adaptable to any span up to 14 ft. Capacity can be
altered at a touch thereby increasing selectivity. For

and

tinsel wire in 8 twelve -foot lengths threaded side
Price 4/ by side to form a Oat aerial.
The R.C. Super Silk.
For those requiring efficiency with elegance.
Old Gold, Silver Grey, Maroon, and Red.

In

Price 8/ -

ALL AERIALS
RUPPLI ED WITH
IMPROVED RUBBER
LiVSULAToliS
ATTACHED.

absolutely

arm (as illustrated), or
with Patent Carrier
Arm. Price, ...
eith

Price 2/ -

indoor use.

The R.C. Popular Super.
An extra f 111 lent indoor aerial made of special stranded

sold

complete, straight

The " DAPTACON

JUNIOR"

illustated
on right, made of the same
good quality British materials as the Senior,- fitted

type.er

3216

with BRITISH COBALT

STEEL MAGNET of ever-

lasting strength, well

finished in a combination
of Nickel and Antique Bronze. Remarkably cheap in price
only, the materials, construction and
reproduction achieved are perfect.

1 76

MAKE UP YOUR MIND

TO GET THE " R.C."

AERIAL AND ENSURE
UNINTERRUPTED RECEPTION

PRODUCTS -

Obtainable of all deal-

ers or Post Free from
B.C.

RADIO -ELECTRIC

Limited
YORK HOUSE, SOUTH-

AMPTON ROW, W.C.1

ON SALE AT LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Trade cngrait irs to BRITISH IDEAL PATENTS Ltd., Green St., Brimsdown, Middlesex.
'Phone: Enfield 1741-1808, or to the usual Factors.

THE TEST OF TIME

"ASTRA "mos
FAST and SLOW Motion Dials

BECOL REAL
i.V.s's

FORMER

EBONITE

" Masterpieces of Precision."
Geared Movement which gives
the ideal tuning control.

has stood this and
the most reliable

and adjustable to fit any

26 Types

Formers tested electrically before Despatch.

PANELS

Smooth, accurate, no slip or
backlash. Easily mounted

is

REDUCED PRICES
British Made
RODS
TUBES
LOOK FOR TRADE -MARK

condenser spindle.
attractive finishes.

Various

Type 1.
Type 2.

...
...

3 -in. dia.
4 -in. dia.

"Popurar " 3 in. dia. ...
" Midget" 21 -in. dia....

31 -

4/3
2/9
2/3

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, W.

IT'S
THE

" ASTRA "

YOU

LIMIT

SCREENED

GANGED CONDENSERS.
Designed to meet efficient-

ARE
WANTING

The PICK-UP

with the

Adjustable Reed.

ly all the requirements of
modern circuits in which
of
condensers
ganged
reliable design and construction are essential.
Accurate Matching is assured.

Patented Method

of Trimming allows

ext rein ely accurate adjustments. All brass throughout. Smooth action.
2 -Gang
...
15/3 -Gang
4 -Gang

...

22/6
30/ -

Obtainable from nil Dealers.
CATALOGUE "A" FREE ON REQUEST.

Obtainable
Combination Pick-up and arm, 32/6
Pick-up only, with side fitting, 21/ -

LIMIT RADIO Ltd.,

15/29 Windsor St.,

Essex Road, N.I.

from
Dealers
or

write direct.

THE SIGN OF QUALITY

EMKABE RADIO CO., LTD., 47 Farringd(41
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Road,

E.C.I

12AS
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SAFETY FIRST
The Ileleg. testing
Prods ;improved type.
The points can be

fixed in the "out"

position, if required,
by a sharp turn. For

testing sets with in-

tricate wiring, they
prevent short circuits,

and save you money
in replacements.

PRICE

3I6
per pair
Red and Black.

The NEW 1932 Model
TREBLE DUTY
TERMINALS
The new T2LC

Terminal is similar to

the old type, the indicating tabs are inter-

changeable.The

Head, although free to

ram!, is non -detachable.

Price 45d.

Write for list B15,
J. J. EAST ICK & SONS, Eelex House, 118 Bunhill Row,
Telephone : Metropolitan 0314/5;6,
London, E.C.1.

Present
yourself with
PERFECT

TANNOY

REPRODUCTION
by using

TONA X
IMPROVED CONE ADAPTOR

Tonax-easily fitted into

R,dD10

any type of cone speaker
using any unit vastly im-

proves tone and volume by

cutting out all "chatter"

and rattle.

Single Cone Type
1 /Double Cone Type - 1 /6

SUPER -HET RADIOGRAMS

This Radio receiver and Gramophone combined has a highgrade chassis which embodies
multi-handpass tuning super -het
receiver, variable -mu valves etc.

Fran ail &Vert, or direct. Port 2d

GARRATT STORES
,i),7,t..1) 193 CARRAIT LANE, S.W. 18

/

MAKE YOUR OWN SPEAKER UNIT
Copyright)

Loud -speaker reproduction with "Crystal
Set" definition of music and speech has been

Housed in a beautifully -figured
polished walnut cabinet of Tudor
design.

Simple. Made in an hour by any amateur.
Inexpensive. Costs a few pence for standard

matched moving -coil speakers.

parts obtainable from any wheless shop.
NO SOLDERING. NO CHASSIS REQUIRED
NO DRILLING

Send 1(- and skimped encelope Pr Complete
Illustrated Instruc(ioiis,- and construct this
unique and novel nitit for. yourself. (Details

were submitted to "..t .1V ." for approval before
publication).
W. S. OSBORN, 53 Abbott's Park Road,

of receivers

H.T. and L.T.
H.T., G.B. and L.T.

Note
G.B. is entirely independent of H.T.
Pat. No. 35337.5.
All products
available on deterred terms.

This instrument is not mass
is individually
built for a discerning buyer.
All models incorporate specially

produced, but

and volume.

Suitable for ad. t..,.pc
Units ,.uitable for

Write for full particulars

attained with a Cone 'Unit evolved by an
"A.W." reader. An improved armature
mounting achieves remarkable sensitivity

London, E.10.

MAINS UNITS

for A.C.

Three chocks, linen, felt and both
deep and standard metal washers,
in every carton:
Ask. for the
1932 model.

Price from
Mains Operated

45 gns.

Battery Operated 43 gns.

FOR A BRITISH CHRISTMAS

TANNOY PRODUCTS, DALTON ST., S.E.27.
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

1244.
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TELEPHONY
wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
is aerial energy.
r,,n and Power
KiloStation and Power
11 Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Call Sign
Cie (PTT)
3.0
LITHUANIA
Parisien
1.2
7.0
1,935
155 Kaunas
2ourg(PTT) 15.0
NORTH AFRICA
LL (Paris) 0.5
13.0
363.4
825.3
Algiers
(PTT)
p Toulouse 8.0
416
721 Radio Maroc
(PTT)
5.0
(Rabat) 10.0
Is (PTT)
2.3
1,350
0.5
222.2 Tunis
ITower
15.0
Paris .. 85.0
NORWAY
0.6
235 5 1,274 Kristianssand
IANY
0.6
240.6 1,247 Stavanger
en
15.0
1.3;
365
821.8 Bergen
1

.igsberg
isburg
igne

ester
hen
imberg
tsel

iwitz

)pzig

men
lsberg
gdeburg
lin (E)
t tin
sden
islau

'

blacker
burg
kfurt
in
g

igenberg
iich
serslau tern
'sburg
over
urg
deich

1.7
0.6
1.7
0.6
0.3
0.31
2.3
0.3
5.6
2.3
0.2
75.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
1.7
75.0
1.7
1.7
1.7
0.6
17.0
1.7
1.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
10.0
75.0

gswusterusen (press) 15.0
gswusterusen (press) 15.0

281=2 Y,o67
1,153
26o

RIDBLY SENSITIVE

VERY TRUE TO LIFE REPRODUCTION
MORE THAN HANDLES THE OUTPUT

468.7

FROM SUPER POWER VALVES

The Pureeone.

The most perfect results are

obtained if the unit is used in conjunction with the
Purecone, but this is not essential for first-class
reproduction. Price of unit 7/6.

ND
rim/et-sum
289.5 1,00.1.3 Radio Idzerda

Copenhagen
Kalundborg

1.0
7.5

ESTONIA
640 Tartu
FINLAND

291 r,o3x
368.1 815
558.7 536
1,796
167

0.5

Viipuri
Helsinki
Tampere
Lahti

1,071.4

28o

Kootwijk
(testing)
Scheveningen -

1,875

r6o

Huizen

1,053

13.2
13.2
1.0
54.0

550

1,200

FRANCE
5.0
1,345.2 Fecamp
245.9 r,azo Sunday after 11 0 p.m.
237.6 1,261.2 BordeauxSud-Ouest 2.0
0.5
240.9 1,245.3 BCziers
0.5
249.61,202 Juan-les-Pins
255.1 1,176 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
2.0
266 1,128.5 Lille (PTT)
1.2
271.61,105 Rennes
2.0
286 r,o49 Montpellier
30.0
287.3 1,044 Radio Lyons
1.0
294.6 z,oz 8 Limoges (PTT)

223

WALTER SWITCHES
The new Walter Push -

Pull switch. Firm clean

contact- constructed
from the finest quality

British materials. Price
8d. Write for information
These products have only
been on the market for a

short time and we have
not got complete retail
coverage just yet.

N.B. Orders dealt with

307.6

975.2 Bordeaux (PTT) 15.0

81,2.6

960

315

950

Na tan -Vitus
(Paris)
Marseilles

(temporary)

0.5
0.3

285

10.0

HUNGARY
Budapest
ICELAND
25o Reykjavik
725

Cork (6C K )

Dublin (2RN)

23.0
16.0

368.1
441
501.7
542.5

1.5
1.5

ITALY '

273.6 7,096
315.8 951
331.5 goy
02'5

(8o
598
553

Turin (Torino)
Genoa (Genova)
Naples (Napoli)
Bolzano
Rome (Roma)
Milan (Milano)
Palermo

9.0
15.0
8.5
10.0
1.7
1.5
75.0
8.5
3.7

LATVIA
526

57z

274.8 Oslo

POLAND

214.2 1,400 Warsaw (2)
234 1,283 Lodi
244.1 1,229 Wilno
312.8 959 Cracow
334.4 897 Poznan
380.7 788 Lvov 409.8 732 Katowice
1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw

1.9
2.2
21.0
1.5
1.9
21.0
16.0

-Raszyn 158.0
PORTUGAL

290.5 x,033 Lisbon (CTIAA)
also on 42.9 m.

ROMANIA
394

424.3
720
937.5
967.7
1,000
1,034.5
1,079.7
1,117.3
1,304
1,481

761

Bucharest

Riga

2.0

16.0

RUSSIA

Moscow-Stalin 100.0
416.6 Moscow (Prr)
20.0
320 Kharkov (Rv20) 25.0
10.0
3 zo Alma-Ata
100.0
300 Leningrad
707

290 Kiev
277.8 'Tiflis

36.0
10.0
75.0
268.5 Stoscow Popoff
230 Moscow (Trades
Unions) 165.0
100.0
202.5 Moscow

1,193 Barcelona (EAJ15) 1.0
5.0
268.8 z,zz6.5 Valencia

251

348.8
368.1
409.8
424
431

86o

Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0

732
707
665

Madrid Espafia

815

Seville (EA J5)

1.5
2.0
2.0

Madrid (EA J7)

San Sebastian

SWEDEN(EAJ8)
230.6 1,301
257 1,167
306.8 977
321.9 932
435.4 689
541,5 554
770
1 ,255 .3

1,348.3

389
233

Malmo

Horby
Falun
Goteborg
Stockholm
Sundsvall
Ostersund...

Boden
222.5 Motala

. SWITZERLAND

Rome (3R0)
247.7 r,2rz Trieste
25.4

0.8
0.8
1.8
0.8
75.0

662
6o8

8.5

IRISH FREE STATE

413

Frederiksstad
Porsgrund
Trondheim
515.6 Hamar
82.6

SPAIN

ES

Haven 10.0

545

224.4 1,337

367.8
453.2
493.4
581.8
1,091.7

13.0

244.11,229
246
403
459

1,204.8
1,517.4
307
431.7
574.7

1,220
743
653

Basle
Berne
SOttens

0.65

5.0
7.0

197.7 Ankara

YUGOSLAVIA
Zagreb (Agram)

695
522

Belgrade
Ljubljana

0.75
15.0
0.65
15.0
75.0
15.0
0.7
0.75
40.0
0.6
25.0
75.0

Beromuenster
TURKEY
249 Istanbul
977

0.8

0.7
3.0
2.8

promptly.

If you have any difficulty
in obtaining a unit, write
direct to us giving the

SET CRACKLING IS ANNOYING!

MAKE OR BUY A GRAMOPHONE AT
quarter shop prices.

name of your dealer and

we will execute your
order by return of post.

BUY BRITISH COMPONENTS

III

pIMETONE
loudspeaker

315, FARM LANE,FULHAM 5 W

uniin
.C-10.31

build your own Cabinet. Portable

Gramophones from 15/6, postage 116.
Motors from 716. Lists, rge..
1931 Catalogue No.220 with Reduced

FIT THE

" BUSCO" SWITCH

WALTER

J tn. Walter LT -D

fiermeedle cups, for E1-16-0

SWITCH

Trade Enquiries Invited

1

and ensure perfect switch contact I

each

round, and when you " switch on "
you have contact like a power

Regent Fittings Co.,

Prices, Drawing and Holt to Make
Gramos, 3d. listablishel 27 years.
120 Old St., London. E.C.1

There is no contact point to turn

1/6
Post
Free

Patents
Pending

Or buy

Cabinets for Wireless. British double
spring motor, 12 in. velvet turntable,
ewxn arrn, metal sound -box, anion.

IF IT'S YOUR

switch.

CORROSION
CONQUERED
Your Accumulator made like NEW

root your local Scoter,
I I olford's Cycle Stores, or

New chemical discovery which dissolves sulphation from the plate, as
lost removes the only cause of accumulator deterioration and

They are as cheap as th inferior
type but fax superior in operation.
1111

1111

litlI

BUSBY & CO,, LTD. (Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

Let "A.W." Solve your Problems

inefficiency.

and
1. Charging costs halved. 2. Higher capacity
more volume. 3. Doubles accumulator life. 4. Pre5. Breakdowns banished.
vents over -charging.

This wonderful preparation applied in a minute and lasts a lifetime.
Complete with full instructions. Send Postal Order now for 2/9 to
HODGES, MAIN L CO., LTD., 110.111 Strand, London. W.C.I.
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CLOX

Specified and Required
for

The " FOUR STAR 4,"
The "GRAM-PLAXER"'&
SHORT WAVE PLUG-IN UNIT"

Watmel Coils can be adapted to

nearly every circuit, including
such popular circuits as the
Mallard, Cossor, etc.

just drop us a line stating what
you require.

Remember they have been
specified for many of. the sets

described in the Wireless Press.
The Advantage of Watmel Coils.

'Phis range of Foils has

V10EGRIP "
WANDER

been

specially designad in view of
modern broadcasting conditions

2

1

A high degree of selectivity

is

;Assured by using these coils, as

they re specially screened to prevent direct pick-up or
interaction between the various units.

TYPE S.A.1
Screened aerial tuner with a periodic aerial tapping for high
selectivity. This tuner can be adapted for any 8/6
Price
type of receiver.

1. Wave.change switch.
2. Contacts are gold and silver alloy -prevents oxidisation
and assures perfect low -resistance contacts and reliable
switching.
'3. The medium -wave winding is carried on a high-grade
paxolin tube and wound on silk -covered wire.
4. .thuninitan screen with spring contact between top and
bottom.

See list of contents on ltd.
Front all dealers or direct. Folder "A" Free.

Cheapest PERFECT Contact,

MAINS

finger

Pliespli or -

6. One -hole fixing-11141PS hearing

bush resulting -in perfect bearing.
7. Bakelite case, protecting winding.
8. ISack self-cleaning contact.
9. Large contact plate.
10. Stops at end. of wiring.

NO

PRICE

£6 19s. 6d.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Space Occupation :---

Warne' components, write direct to us.

CLIX VALVEHOLDER
Topo B for boo:board mounting.
4 pin Model oil), terminals 10d.
4 pin Model without
81.

Blifsttatra Folder "A," Free

H.T. BATTERY

If you have any difficulty in obtaining

WRITE FOR COMPONENT CATALOGUE.

2/-

,Piro,ir

NO

light supply.

Any resistance up to 50,000 ohms standard wiring, 5/6
Square Law 6/6.
Every part is made from the finest materials.

14,5 way)

RADIO

The new M.P.R. combined
unit will run your present
set, without any alteration,
straight from your electric

spindle front panel.

5. ( iontact
bronze.

POWER

ACCUMULATOR

4. Insulating bush to insulate

2d.

MULTI -FLUB

LECTRO LINX LTD., 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I

2. Engraved Bakelite r rout plate.
3. Wire wound former.

rust compound with wire r0.11 facts, and is specially wound
On a tapered former.

" FIT -ALL "

SPADE TERMINAL

CLIX CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
Contains an assortment of nineteen
fitments specially selected f o r
" Amateur Wireless'' receivers.
3/5 VALUE FOR 3/ -

As Specified by "Amateur Wireless" far the
Century Portable.'
1. Polished Pointer Knob.

N.B.-The resistance is wire,

3d.

A useful and economical gift

Information on other types of coils may be had on application.

THE NEW WATMEL 50,000 Ohms
POTENTIOMETER

ANODE CONNECTOR

PLUG

I

in. X 51 in. X 51 in. high

toor

06

s'io'Neoi°90s,,6
:000::::::.Nt /IV :.::sSiNe'lN.V.1
'0,,sk. , e°1°.
FAR14'.3,-90

4S 0.
3°04'6;04'1'
,5V,

i

oast

4 Ct

ke

vk

/'
C$\."
l'.:;'matt``::°;s6e;:,k,°

%

OP.

by

O_ is.,

C.0"_.1....,t-r"

s( Ns ° 33. opv
Caen

Z °;:sv, let:',3
Ps*;ST`
-1, *,'X',..e.
V
VOIC)

0.

CNC.
+Clat.

FAMOUS CRAFTsMANsHlra
for YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM

Enht like a piano, the fine toot ant mit

FULL DETAILS FROM

brings a thrill no words can convey.
,Over 3,000 delighted clients)

GETS THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

MAINS POWER RADIO CO.

Radio Press-leading Experts)
DIRECT from makers.
APPROVAL

BROADWAY WORKS, ROM FORD.

or EASY PAYMENTS. Photographs FREE.
PICK E TT S Ratio -Furniture Makers

GRIPIO
MIDGET

Telephone : Edgware 0323.

PLUG & SOCKET
WITH PATENT FLEXIBLE

BRITISH

SIDE SP

MADE IN FIVERIN COLG OURS

THE GRIP$O COY.
(M.C.49

Cash

(A.M.! Albion Road, Boxleyheath, Kent.

IMPERIAL WORKS, High Street, EDGWARE.

BUY

7 days FREE. 391- to £15,

02 PLETE

32yittortu TT. LONDON, 5:W:1.

KAY'S CABINETS
The "Popular." 45 in. high, 51 in. Wide,

(10,0), for pane& 18 in. by 7 in. Can
be zidapted to other sizes by suitablef ree
vignette. Speaker chamber IS in. sentare
1I

litt«1 with 7 -ply sub -baffle, hole cut to
suit type of speaker used. Rick wholly
removable. Soundly constructed of oak
;Ind richly polished.
ri
IllustyatedliAs of rO.Cabhaet.s free. alJ

H.

Mount

KAY,

Cabinet
Pleasant Rd.,

Manufacturer,
London, N.17

1maltur Wirelesi
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements

under

this

head

are

charged

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.
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DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

Rona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended

Should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of 61
and under, and ls. for amounts in excess of El, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
AmArEllt WIRUEss
58.61 Frrita LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

VERT WIRING CLIP. -No soldering. Fits any component.
Perfect contact. Tested and approved " A.1V." Quarter
gross, 1/2; half -gross, 2/-; gross, 3/9. -Green et.; SODS,
Redclyffe, Holley, Surrey.

ELIMINATOR COMPONENTS for home constructors.
Stamped addressed envelope brings Eliminator Diagrams,
with prices of complete range of mains components. -Mains
Power Radio, Broadway Works, Eastern Road, Rumford,
Essex.

"STANDUP" WET BATTERIES

AND

REPLACE-

All sires up to 30,000 milliamps. Lists free.
Scottish 'Batteries, Braeside, Uphall Station, near EdinMENTS.

burgh.
SELF -GENERATING
TRICKLE.
THE
" TONIC "
CHARGER 'KIT enables everybody using a 2 -volt accumu-

lator to keep them fully charged at house. Price 7/-.

Postage 9d. -Williams, Netherend, Cradley, Birmingham
BRYCE'S Renowned Mains Transformers and Chokes,
from 15/-. Approved by "Amateur Wireless " and " Wireless World."-Bryce's, 54 Dawson Street, Bury. Lancs.
"BETTER ACCUMULATOR CHARGING," also complete 11.T. and L.T. Hire Services. Collection and delivery.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. --List free, with 3 -valve diagram.
Stal transformers, 29. Ace, 4/9. Radiogrand, 7/6.
Wavemaster, .0005, 2/6. Others, 2/2. Differentials from
1/5. Dual coils, 4/-. All small parts cheap. Kits:

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

Conqueror 3, 30/9, panels, baseboard, strip, wire,etc..f ree;
Commodore 3. 76/- Air Marshal 4, 84/3, cabinets, panels,

1931 Crystal Set

etc., free; Bottum /uper kit, £5/5/-; Century Super, 76/-;
Comet 3, 43/-; Straight 3, with cabinet,32/6; 'Hornet 2(two
kits only), 20/-. Speaker kits from 10/6. Get my price
and see my specification for any kit. I will take mcdern
second -baud components in part exchange for new'.

State

requirements and what you have to dispose of. It you
want to pay cash and save money, write to Butlin, 143b
Preston Road, Brighton.
CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME. to 13. H.T.
Combination trickle. Charges enieiently.
10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage lid. Diagram only
I/6. -R. Fox, 118 Camberwell I; rote. 8. E
1

Christmas carols will be broadcast
through the Regional transmitters on
December 24 from St. Martin's Parish

Church, Birmingham.

The Covent Garden Opera Company
will broadcast the second act of Der
Rosenkaratier from the Prince of Wales'

Theatre, Birmingham. on December 13.
'Good -night, Henna, the first operetta of
its kind to be specially written for. broad-

casting, was- intended as the first production from 'Broadcasting. House: the
operetta is ready, but the new B.B.C.

headquarters are not, and so this work of
Holt Marvell and George Posford will be
given instead from Savoy Hill in the first
week of the New Year.
On December 23, National listeners will

hear carols from the Bradford Midday
Concert. relayed through Leeds.

-Aneloy Radio, 30 Hindman Read, East Dulwich.

Official Oldham Service Station (trade supplied) and

charging contractors to Canderwell loreugh Council.
Marconiphone 6-v.
25 - MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS.
pots, 10 -in. cones. Astounding bargains, -Hillier, 22 Cork
Street, N1.1.

BARGAINS.-J.B. 3 -gang Variable Condenser, 25/-; three
Mat lied Coils (and Screens), 25/6. Above are new and

specified for "Ether Searcher."-Bryer, Shabbington,

Thane.
6 - CABINET. 10/- Appearance. Free Purchase Scheme
enclose stamp.-Horstield, 25 High Street, Rotherham.
CENTURY SUPER PORTABLE. Suit -case model, new,
Sanibetta Street.
complete with battery, £810
Battersea.
POWERFUL NEW POWER -GRID TWO -VALVE KITS,
22/6; assembled, 30; -. Magnificent strength from locals

and gramophone. Suitable valve and speaker bargains. Hutchins', Stainforth Road, Word.
MELFORD RADIO FOR KITS AND PARTS. -Two Star
Two, 66,11; Three Star, £6. Telsen Kits. with cabinets:
Commodore, 76/-; Victor, 39/6; Songster, 24/6. Cash,
C.O.D.-H. P., Holmes Avenue, Hove.
REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and Bead phones, 4/- each; Blue Spots, 5/, Prompt service; twelve
months' guarantee. Discount to trade. -Loud -speaker
Repair Co., 2 Shipka Road, Balham, London.
UNREPEATABLE BARGAINS. -Complete Receivers, 2 valve, 35/-, 3 -valve, 50/-. Valves. Conimments, Speakers,
wholesale. Lists tree. -Simmons Radio Supplies, 9 Ilfra-

Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence
written on one side

of

is

to be brief and
All

the paper only.

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions

will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
are always

welcome,

YOU

40/ -

DRAWINGS FOR

Hook of instructions 3d. Catalogue
of Motors, Tonearrns, Soundboxes,

latest internal amplifiers, Gramo-

All

new and guaranteed 2 years. Microphone insets. 2/-. 9-1b.
parcel useful oddments. 6/-, post free. -Elect radix Radios,
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.
MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS, various makes, Irons 10/-,

with output transformer. All voltages ; brand new. Write
requirements to Plater, 92 Umfreville Road, Harringay,

phones and Cabinets Free.
or Terms.

Details f ree. Components. Send f or specia I otter t o home
constructors. We save you pounds. Imperial Radio, 18
Sunnne rli ill Street, Birmingham.

SHOP-SOILED FIVE -VALVE NATIONAL PORTABLES
complete. ti8;19Ifil Parcels Experiment ers' surplus, very
weird. 5.-. Iluik.sou Wireless, Ma retrain -le -Fen. Boston,
Jr rtes.

MELFORD RADIO FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS KITS. Four Star 5, 0;10/-. Short-wave Unit, 30/,
_Wined, Holmes Avenue. 'love.
er,

Cush

W. BURT 155 High St., Deptford

AW308
AW304

Easy to Build One..

TWO -VALVE SETS (Is. each)

No -battery Gramo-radio 2 (1), Trans)
Forty -five -shilling Two (D, Tram)
Twenty -shilling Two (D, Trans/
The Room -to -Room 2 (D, Trans)
Big -volume Two (D, Pentode)

AW238

..

AW274
AW298
AW309
AW315

Two Star 2 (D, Pen)
Merlin Two (A.C. Set)

WM2I3
.. WM220

Five -point Two (D, 'Trans)
13rookman's A.C. Two (D, 'Frans)
Aladdin Two (Li, Trans)
Es er 'Tuned Regional Two (0, Trans)
Station -finder Two (D, Trans)

WM223
WM23I.
W11124 t

W5123.3

Music Lover's 'Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS

\12.0.0

(Is. each)

AW271
AW276
AW277
AW284
AW285
AW293
AW289
AW301

1931 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans)
1931 Ether Searcher (A.C. model)

Mains Unit

1931 Ether Searcher (D.C. model)

Mains Unit

Square Peak Three (SG, D, '['cans)
B.B.C. Selective Three (D, RC, Trans)
Universal Short-wave Three (SG, U, Trans)

..

Olympian Three (SG, D, I runs)
.A.W306
Three Star Three (SG, D, Pen.)
AW313
Brookman's Three (SG, D Trans)
.. WM16
Five -point Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. WM212
New Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)
WM218
Five -point Short -waver (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM223
Plug -in -coil l'hree (D, 2 Trans)..
WM232
Regional Three (SG, D, 'Trans)
.. WM236
Band-pass Inceptordyne (SG, D, Trans)
.. WM244
W111247
Ether Marshal (SG, U, Trans)
Meridian Short -waver (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM256
Five -advantage Three (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM257
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans)
WM258
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans)
125)
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic Grid bias)
WM262
New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
W N1263
.

The £3 3s. Four (SG, D, RC, 'Frans)
AW303
The £3 3s. Four (Improved Model)
AW303A
Everybody's Radio -gramophone..
..
AW310
Four Star Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
AW318
Five -Point Four (SG, U, RC, Trans)
WM216
Regional A.C. Four (SG, U, RC, Trans)
.. WM222
Brookman's Three -plus -one (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans)
WM266

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d.)

Britain's Super (Super -het)
AW311
Regional D.C. Five (SG, D, RC, Push-pull) .. WiN1254

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Century Super (Super -het)
A.C. "Century Super" (Super -het)

AW237
AW293

Mains Unit (1/-)..

AW295

Super 60 (Super -het)
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super -het)

..

A.C. Super 60 (Table Model)
Super 60 (with Wearite base)
Super 60 (with Lewcus base)

W1M229
W111239

.. WA1243
WA1249
A't5125I

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Super Senior (with Wearite base and Less coo
coils)

..

RUN YOUR SET FROM THE MAINS
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
SHOWING COMPLETE RANGE OF M.P.H.

A1261.

AMPLIFIERS (Is. each)

High Quality Amplifier for A.C. Mains

ADAPTUS CO., 12 ALBERT ROAD, ROMFORD,
ESSEX

REPAIRS

to Loud -speakers. Transioriners. awl

Headphones:, 4/- each; Blue Spots. 5/-.
Prompt Service; twelve months' guarantee. Discount
to t rade.
Loud -Speaker Repair Co., 7 Shish )had. Palls., London.

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES

New Prices: Jars 1 '3, Sacs 1 /2. Z,incs 101. Sample dm.
IS Volts crinplete with bands and electrolyte 4 1 post 9d.
Sample unit etd. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 39'-. 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET O.

A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

AW,300
AVV319
W51242
VVM264

.

"A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
D.C. F'ader

Quality Amplifier (DC)

, .

PORTABLE SETS

Portable "Century Super" (Super -het) ..

AW297 1/6
W.M233 1/6
\V:\ 1210 1/ -

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

Unit for A.C. Mains ..
Our
Gramophone Tone Control
..

AVV262

.. AW261

ILT. Unit and Trickle Charger for D.C. Mains AW272
"A.W." Tone changer (6d.)
"AAV." Selectivity Unit (6d.)
A.C. 'Trickle Charger
Amateur's Linen Speaker ..

AW286

..

Output Unit for Pentode Sets ..
"A.W.'' Short-wave Adaptor ..
Big 1-1.T. Unit for A.C. Mains ..
Loud -speaker Tone Control
"W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud -speaker
Two -Minute Adaptor for Short Was es ..
.
Super 60 A.C. Unit
Simple Neon Oscillator ..

. AW286

AW290
AW305
AW307

AW3I2
AW316

AW3I7

.. WM230
.. WM234
.. WM233
.. WM240
WM245

.. WM250

Topics of the "Wireless Magazine" ant of " Amateur Wireless " nom
scaling descriptions of any of Chase sets can be obtained at 1s. 3d. sad
itspectiyely, post free.
Isles letters " A.W." refer to " Ansatdad

Wireless " sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Nagar.,"
Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprint; Dept.,

l0 =tem. Wiretes
FEE 1/-

AW275
AW296

Add-on 11.F. Screened -grid Unit
Universal Push-pull Amplifier

Booster S eaker (01.1

MODELS TO SUIT ANY SET
A.C. MODELS FROM £2 2 6

W.1255

.

Super 60 Portable (Super -het)
! tome and Garden 'Three (U, RC, Trans)

N .4.

AMAZING VALUE IN CABINETS. Illustrated list on
application. Three -valve receivers in oak cabinets, 29/6.
Super. coils, absolutely dray in foreigners. post free, 3/9.

..

ONE -VALVE SET (1S.)

Super Senior (Super -het)

CAN BUILD A
£40
GRAMOPHONE WITH
OUR SCALE

ltecordeis.-Scott, 10 East Parade, Ilkley.

Single earpieces. Lit.. 1/6.

Price

1 hreepence.

PAYMENTS.-R.K., Epoch. autd Geeophone
EASY
Speakers. Ekco and Tammy Eliminators. Ekco Home.

in makers' cartons.

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision."

combe Avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

HEADPHONES.-Suilivan's Double Headphones, two
receivers with metal headbands, 120 ohms, 3/- pair; ditto.
8.000 ohms. 4/- pair. Field service headphones, leather
headbands. Lit., English make. 2/6 pair: clean, and boxed

VuLen crdering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS.

Telsen Victory 3, 39/6, cabinet free; Songster 2.,24/-;

6,felier
1.1.,

do I. E.G1

INFORMATION BUREAU

COUPON
Available until Saturday
DECEMBER 12, 1931

DECEMBER 5, 1931

HI

etnateur Wwdesi

nEw IDEPS FOR CHRISTMAS
and aFrer
the newest idea in
radio. It gives wonderful scope for
expression of individual taste. Adopt it
The Chassikit

is

and have THIS CHRISTMAS an extremely modern three -valve screened -grid
Latest
and pentode radio receiver.
form of "Pre -Selector" Band -Pass Tun"Radio ing giving super -selectivity.

built" in units so simply connected that
a boy can do it in two minutes. Then,
by NEXT CHRISTMAS, through occasional moderate expenditure, you may
have developed it up to a magnificent
radio gramophone-such as that shown
here. The beautifully illustrated FREE
FOLDER tells you all about it.

Another new idea !-the remarkable
Six -Sixty Valve Service. There are now
Six -Sixty Valve Service Stations th rough -

out the country where you, anyone,
may take your existing valves and get a

straight report regarding their present

condition and suitability for any parAnd, if you
wish, a demonstration on your own

ticular receiver-FREE.

receiver of the latest types of Six -Sixty

valves best suited to it-again, FREE,
and without obligation.
Act NOW and be right for Christmas :
post the coupon.

S XTY

(B.V.A.) RADIO VALVES AVID EQUIPMErIT
COUPON
To SIX -SIXTY RADIO CO., LTD.,
Makers of the Six -Sixty (B.V.A.) Valves, Chassikit
and Radio Equipment,

Six -Sixty House,

comp ete "Chassik t'
Radio - Gramophone illustrated, is Cabinet Model
The

No. 7 in quartered walnut.

The different sections, housing the radio receiver, gramo-

phone motor and pick-up,
and speaker cabinet below,
may be bought separately
and built up gradually.

17-18 Rathbone Place, London, W.1.
Please send me the FREE folder on Chassikit, and

address of nearest Six -Sixty Valve Service Station.
Name
Address

A.W.

DECEMBER 5, 1931
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YOURSELF
BETTER RADIO
THIS CHRISTMAS
PERTRIX - in other words, better radio for less money.
Two years ago we told you that PERTRIX Dry Batteries

DO NOT DETERIORATE

WHEN NOT IN

USE.

DO NOT CORRODE.
ARE PERFECTLY SILENT IN OPERATION.

ALL THINGS BEING EQUAL THEY LAST
60% LONGER.
Sales - and thousands of enthusiastic letters from users,
have more than upheld our claims. And what was true
then still holds good today !
And the PERTRIX Accumulator, built as it is on more than
forty years' experience in the manufacture of good storage
batteries, is a worthy companion to its dry relation.

Get PERTRIX today - and hear! Your dealer sells them.

DRY BATTERIES

AC U

Advt. of BRITANNIA BATTERIES LIMITED, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

Telephone: Temple Bar 7671

(5 lines)

Works: Redditch.
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